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ABSTRACT
The use of composites has attracted attention in underwater marine applications due to the array of
advantages offered by these materials. Composite materials offer alternatives with reduced weight,
improved corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, greater potential operating depths. In
addition, these materials provide improved stealth qualities by having very low thermal, acoustic, and
magnetic signatures, increasing their appeal for military applications. For these reasons, the presence of
composite materials in marine industries is increasing, and are currently used in several naval
applications, such as sonar domes, masts, and hull sheathings. One of the biggest obstacles to
widespread adaptation of composite materials is a lack of complete understanding and simple design
rules for these materials, especially under extreme loading conditions. For this reason, the present work
looks to expand the current knowledge of composite behavior by examining the problem of implosion.
A comprehensive study on the hydrostatic implosion of carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite tubes
is conducted experimentally to examine the failure and damage mechanisms of collapse. Experiments
are performed in a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the
collapse. Filament-wound, braided, and roll-wrapped carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied to explore
the effect of geometry and reinforcement architecture on the modes of failure. 3-D Digital Image
Correlation technique, which is first calibrated for the underwater environment, is used to capture the
full-field deformation and velocities during the implosion event. Dynamic pressure transducers are
employed to measure the pressure pulses generated by the event and evaluate its damage potential. The
results show that composites with braided fabric reinforcements are found to have more damage
potential to adjacent structures than those containing unidirectional reinforcements, as they release
pressure waves with significantly greater impulse.
The mechanisms and pressure fields associated with the hydrostatic implosion of glass-fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP) tubes with varying reinforcement are investigated using high-speed photography.
Experiments are conducted in a large pressure vessel, designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure
throughout collapse. 3-D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to capture full-field displacements,

and dynamic pressure transducers measure the pressure pulse generated by the collapse. Results show
that braided GFRP tubes release pressure waves with significantly greater impulse upon collapse as
compared to filament-wound tubes, increasing their damage potential.
An experimental study on the underwater buckling of composite and metallic tubes is conducted to
evaluate and compare their collapse mechanics. Experiments are performed in a pressure vessel
designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the collapse. Filament-wound carbonfiber/epoxy, glass/polyester (PE) tubes, and aluminum tubes are studied to explore the effect of material
type on the structural failure. 3-D Digital Image Correlation technique is used to capture the full-field
deformation and velocities during the implosion event. Local pressure fields generated by the implosion
event are measured using dynamic pressure transducers to evaluate the strength of the emitted pressure
pulse. The results show that glass/PE tubes release the weakest pressure pulse, and carbon/epoxy tubes
release the strongest upon collapse. In each case, the dominating mechanisms of failure control the
amount of flow energy released.
An experimental study on the hydrostatic implosion of carbon-fiber reinforced epoxy composite tubes is
conducted to explore unique failure and damage mechanisms of collapse. Experiments are performed in
a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the collapse. Filamentwound carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied using high-speed photography to explore the effect of
complex damage on the modes of failure. 3-D Digital Image Correlation technique, which is first
calibrated for the underwater environment, is used to capture the full-field deformation and velocities
during the implosion event. Fourier Series deformation models are used to extract buckling modes from
displacement data. The results reveal that the presence of damage in the structure can cause the mode
shape to change as the structure deforms.
An experimental study on the underwater collapse of composite tubes with polymeric coatings is
conducted in an attempt to mitigate the implosion pressure pulse released. Experiments are performed
in a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure during collapse. Filament-wound
carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied with polyurea coatings of different thicknesses on the interior and
exterior of the tube to explore the effects of these configurations on implosion pulse mitigation. 3-D

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used to capture the full-field deformation and velocities
during the implosion event. Local pressure fields generated by the implosion event are measured using
dynamic pressure transducers to evaluate the strength of the emitted pressure pulses. Local pressure
data and DIC results are used to obtain a measure of normalized energy released during implosion.
Results show that thick interior coatings significantly reduce the energy released in the pressure pulse
by slowing the collapse and softening the initial wall-to-wall contact. In contrast, thick exterior coatings
increase this energy by suppressing damage, thereby reducing the energy absorption capacity of the
structure.
A comprehensive investigation on the implosion of composite cylinders subjected to a nearby explosion
is performed. Experiments are conducted in a large pressure vessel, designed to provide constant
hydrostatic pressure throughout the event. Carbon fiber/epoxy filament-wound tubes are studied with
constant hydrostatic pressure and varying charge standoff distances to determine the effect of the
explosive loading on the mechanisms of collapse. 3-D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to
capture the full-field displacements and velocities during the implosion event, and to characterize the
initial dynamic response of the tube. Dynamic pressure transducers measure the shock waves generated
by the explosive and also the pressure pulse generated by the collapse. Results show that different
magnitudes of explosive loading produce drastic differences in the way implosions are initiated, and in
the extent of damage to the structure. Experiments with strong explosive loading show immediate
collapse of the tube upon the arrival of shock wave. Relatively smaller explosive loading result in
collapses due to the additional bubble pulse loading, or after accumulating damage for extended periods
of time.
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PREFACE
The following studies address the existing gaps in knowledge by studying the underwater implosion of
composite tubes and capturing full-field displacements during the collapse event. The mechanics of the
hydrostatic collapse as well as the strength of the pressure pulse released are characterized for different
material types and geometries. Novel mitigation strategies are then employed to reduce the strength of
the implosion pulse. This work then expands to also study implosions in composite materials initiated
by shock or explosive loading. The successful completion of these studies increase understanding of
composites in marine applications, and will assist in the intelligent design of composite naval structures
in a way that best exploits the advantages of the materials. This dissertation follows manuscript
formatting.
Chapter 1 reviews the current literature of subject matter relevant to the implosion problem for
composite materials. Topics include This chapter serves to provide a review of the relevant research in
literature, the possible data gaps that exist, as well as an introduction to the studies within this
dissertation.
The first study in Chapter 2 seeks to evaluate the effects of geometry and reinforcement architecture on
implosion of carbon/epoxy tubes to help guide material selection to reduce damage potential to nearby
structures. It is shown that the implosion of carbon/epoxy tubes results in the release of potentially
hazardous pressure waves, and that the type of reinforcement used in the materials plays a significant
role in the impulse delivered by that wave. Due to the enhanced brittle nature of the failure of braided
preforms, specimens with that type of reinforcement release pulses with the greatest impulse upon
collapse. This chapter will follow the formatting guidelines specified by Composite Structures.
The next study in Chapter 3 seeks to add to the current understanding of composite materials by
investigating the implosion of glass-fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) tubes. Among different composite
systems, GFRPs are of particular interest to the naval industry due to their low cost and excellent
resistance to both corrosion and water absorption. Specimens of varying geometry and reinforcement
architecture are studied to examine the effects of these parameters on the damage and failure
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progression of the structure as well as the emitted pressure pulse. High-speed photography coupled
with3-D digital image correlation is used to capture real-time deformation throughout the implosion
event, while dynamic pressure transducers are employed to characterize the effect of collapse on local
pressure fields. It is shown that the implosion of GFRP tubes results in the release of a potentially
hazardous pressure pulse to the environment, and the nature of that pulse will be dictated by the damage
and failure mechanisms dominating the collapse event. Filament-wound tubes are shown to release a
significantly less damaging shockwave than similar braided tubes, as more energy intensive damage
mechanisms dominate the failure process. This chapter will follow the formatting guidelines specified
by the Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology.
An experimental study on the underwater buckling of composite and metallic tubes is conducted to
evaluate and compare their collapse mechanics. Experiments are performed in a pressure vessel
designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the collapse. Filament-wound carbonfiber/epoxy, glass/polyester (PE) tubes, and aluminum tubes are studied to explore the effect of material
type on the structural failure. 3-D Digital Image Correlation technique is used to capture the full-field
deformation and velocities during the implosion event. Local pressure fields generated by the implosion
event are measured using dynamic pressure transducers to evaluate the strength of the emitted pressure
pulse. The results show that glass/PE tubes release the weakest pressure pulse, and carbon/epoxy tubes
release the strongest upon collapse. In each case, the dominating mechanisms of failure control the
amount of flow energy released. This chapter will follow the formatting guidelines specified by the
Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology.
The study in Chapter 5 expands on understanding of the mechanics of the collapse of composite tubes
by investigating the dynamic evolution of the collapse shape throughout the implosion event, and in the
presence of damage. It is demonstrated that due to changes in stiffness brought about by large-scale
damage, the collapse shape may change dramatically, which can have consequences in the resulting
pressure field. This chapter will follow the formatting guidelines specified by Extreme Mechanics
Letters.
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The fifth study in Chapter 6 seeks to mitigate the strength of the pressure pulse released in the
implosion of composite tubes using polyurea coatings. Layers of controlled thicknesses were applied to
carbon/epoxy tubes on both the interior and exterior of the tube to determine the effect of coating
thickness on the composite structure. Results show that thick interior coatings significantly reduce the
energy released in the pressure pulse, at the cost of an increase in overall mass of the structure.
Surprisingly, thick exterior coatings increase the energy released, thus making the collapse more
dangerous. These findings provide useful guidelines in the design of marine composite structures
susceptible to implosion. This chapter will follow the formatting guidelines specified by the Journal of
Composite Materials.
Chapter 7 expands the previous works by using high-speed photography coupled with Digital Image
Correlation to explore the implosion of composite tubes subjected to shock waves of different strengths.
Experiments also focus on the interaction of the bubble pulse with the structure, and its effect on the
implosion process. Depending on the stand-off distance of the charge, the tube may implode due to
different features of the explosive pressure history. This will also change the degree of damage incurred
in the structure, as well as the effect of the collapse on the local pressure field. This chapter will follow
the formatting guidelines specified by the Journal of Experimental Mechanics.
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Chapter 1 : Intro and Literature Review
A composite material is a combination of at least two dissimilar materials to create a new material that
exploits the benefits of each component while compensating for their weaknesses. The most common
consist of a weak, polymeric, matrix reinforced with stiff fibers. The combination of these materials
yields a product superior to either component, with high strength and stiffness in the plane of the
reinforcement, low weight, and additional customizable properties. The resulting high strength/stiffness
to weight ratio of these materials makes them very attractive for high demand applications.
The use of composites has attracted attention in underwater marine applications due to the array of
advantages possessed by these materials. Composite materials offer alternatives with reduced weight,
improved corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, greater potential operating depths. In
addition, these materials provide improved stealth qualities by having very low thermal, acoustic, and
magnetic signatures, increasing their appeal for military applications. For these reasons, the presence of
composite materials in marine industries is increasing, and are currently used in several naval
applications, such as sonar domes, masts, and hull sheathings[1]. One of the biggest obstacles to
widespread adaptation of composite materials is a lack of complete understanding and simple design
rules for these materials, especially under extreme loading conditions[1]. This causes components made
from composites to be overdesigned, decreasing the strength/weight benefits of the material. For this
reason, the present work looks to expand the current knowledge of composite behavior by examining
the problem of implosion.
The implosion of a submerged structure occurs when external pressure reaches a critical value, causing
an instability in the structure and resulting in a rapid and often catastrophic collapse. During this
collapse, the boundaries of the structure and surrounding fluid are accelerated to high velocities and
stop suddenly once the collapse is completed. This abrupt change in momentum releases a pressure
wave into the surrounding fluid, which can have the potential to damage nearby structures[2-4]. A
dramatic example of this occurred at the Super-Kamiokande facility in Japan, where the implosion of a
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single photomultiplier tube released a pressure wave powerful enough to trigger a chain reaction of
collapses, resulting in the implosion of nearly 7000 adjacent tubes, and causing $20-30m of damage
[2,3]. For this reason, the implosion problem has gained much attention in recent decades. The
implosion of glass spheres has been studied by several authors who characterized the pressure pulse
emitted during collapse as well as its potential for damage to nearby structures[4-7]. The implosion of
aluminum tubes has also been studied in recent work. Turner and Ambrico identified key stages of the
implosion event in relation to the local pressure about the collapsing structure [8]. In this work, the
implosion of aluminum tubes resulted in (i) an initial period of underpressure as the tube volume is
reduced, (ii) a small, sharp peak corresponding to the wall-to-wall contact at the completion of collapse,
(iii) a larger positive pressure peak resulting from the change in momentum of surrounding fluid, and
(iv) a broad overpressure period as the collapse propagates through the length of the tube. Farhat et al.
studied the implosion of aluminum cylinders with varying L/D ratios to produce both mode 2 and mode
4 failures [9]. In this work, the authors are able to observe the differences in the emitted pressure pulse
as well as the collapse progression due to the change in buckling mode. Also in these works, robust
fluid-structure computational models are developed which correlated quite well with experimental data.
Most recently, Ikeda et. al studied the free-field implosion of aluminum and brass tubes with varying
geometries [10]. This work examined the effect of different modes of collapse on the emitted pressure
pulse, and used bubble dynamic scaling laws to compare these changes.
Though several analytical treatments exist on the subject, the implosion of composite tubes under
hydrostatic loading has only been experimentally studied in a few previous works. Moon et al. studied
the bucking of carbon/epoxy cylinders under hydrostatic pressure. In this study, fracture was observed
in the outer hoop ply, and fractures in that ply ran parallel to the winding angle of the underlying helical
ply. Additionally, when the winding was varied, the path of fracture changed to reflect that, showing
that failure in the outer ply was heavily dependent on the winding angle of the helical ply [11]. Both
Ross and Smith performed experiments on carbon/E-glass tubes to determine critical buckling pressure,
buckling modes, and create design tables[12,13]. These studies found that short tubes (L/D<0.5) failed
through hoop yielding, inelastic buckling occurred in medium length tubes (0.5<L/D<2.22), and elastic
buckling occurred in very long tubes (L/D>3.1). Hernandez-Moreno et al. studied filament glass/epoxy
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tubes of varying thicknesses under hydrostatic pressure loading. The thin-walled samples here
(t/D=0.035) showed a mode 3 buckle shape, and predominantly ply failure and delamination was
observed. The thick-walled samples (t/D=0.1) experienced a much larger catastrophic fracture zone
[14]. Hur et al. examined the buckling modes, loads, and play failure of carbon/epoxy tape layup tubes
both experimentally and computationally[15]. Yang et al. developed an analytic model for critical
buckling pressure based on anisotropic laminate theory and performed experiments on E-glass/epoxy
tubes to test predictions[16].
Some numerical studies have been performed on implosions initiated by explosive loading in recent
years. Pegg studied the mechanics of explosive initiated implosions of homogenous materials and how
the qualities of the impulse affect the instability [9]. Tanov et. al examined the effect of static
preloading on the impulse driven implosion of composite tubes using finite elements [10]. Krueger also
used finite element models to study explosive initiated implosion of metallic tubes with varying impulse
strengths [11]. Fatt et. al developed stability diagrams for composite cylinders under shock loading
using Mathieu equations [12]. A few experimental studies also exist on the response of closed cylinders
to underwater explosions. Both Brett and Yiannakopolous [13] and Hung et. al [14] independently
evaluated the dynamic response of metallic cylinders subjected to a nearby explosive. In addition, Ikeda
performed experiments on the explosive initiated implosion of metallic tubes with varying loading, to
define the conditions for a collapse to occur [15]. Finally, Arora et. al performed experiments on the
effects of air and underwater blast loading on composite panels and tube structures [16].
However, in none of these studies is the pressure pulse from the collapse measured, nor are high speed
images of the collapse event captured. Therefore there is a lack of understanding of the implosion of
composite tubes in terms of how it will affect the local pressure fields in surrounding fluid. In addition,
no experimental work exists on explosive initiated implosions of composite materials, and what
numerical work does exist does not account for material damage. Finally, to date not attempts have
been made to employ mitigation strategies to reduce the strength of implosion pulses.
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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive study on the hydrostatic implosion of carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite tubes
is conducted experimentally to examine the failure and damage mechanisms of collapse. Experiments
are performed in a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the
collapse. Filament-wound, braided, and roll-wrapped carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied to explore
the effect of geometry and reinforcement architecture on the modes of failure. 3-D Digital Image
Correlation technique, which is first calibrated for the underwater environment, is used to capture the
full-field deformation and velocities during the implosion event. Dynamic pressure transducers are
employed to measure the pressure pulses generated by the event and evaluate its damage potential. The
results show that composites with braided fabric reinforcements are found to have more damage
potential to adjacent structures than those containing unidirectional reinforcements, as they release
pressure waves with significantly greater impulse.
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Introduction
The use of composites has attracted attention in underwater marine applications due to the array of
advantages offered by these materials. Composite materials offer alternatives with reduced weight,
improved corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, greater potential operating depths. In
addition, these materials provide improved stealth qualities by having very low thermal, acoustic, and
magnetic signatures, increasing their appeal for military applications. For these reasons, the presence of
composite materials in marine industries is increasing, and are currently used in several naval
applications, such as sonar domes, masts, and hull sheathings[1]. One of the biggest obstacles to
widespread adaptation of composite materials is a lack of complete understanding and simple design
rules for these materials, especially under extreme loading conditions[1]. For this reason, the present
work looks to expand the current knowledge of composite behavior by examining the problem of
implosion.
The implosion of a submerged structure occurs when external pressure reaches a critical value, causing
an instability in the structure and resulting in a rapid and often catastrophic collapse. During this
collapse, the boundaries of the structure and surrounding fluid are accelerated to high velocities and
stop suddenly once the collapse is completed. This abrupt change in momentum releases a pressure
wave into the surrounding fluid, which can have the potential to damage nearby structures[2-4]. A
dramatic example of this occurred at the Super-Kamiokande facility in Japan, where the implosion of a
single photomultiplier tube released a shock wave powerful enough to trigger a chain reaction of
collapses, resulting in the implosion of nearly 7000 adjacent tubes, causing $20-30 million of damage
[2,3]. For this reason, the implosion problem has gained much attention in recent decades. The
implosion of glass spheres has been studied by several authors who characterized the pressure pulse
emitted during collapse as well as its potential for damage to nearby structures[4-7]. The implosion of
aluminum tubes has also been studied in recent work. Turner and Ambrico identified key stages of the
implosion event in relation to the local pressure about the collapsing structure [8]. In this work, the
implosion of aluminum tubes resulted in (i) an initial period of underpressure as the tube volume is
reduced, (ii) a small, sharp peak corresponding to the wall-to-wall contact at the completion of collapse,
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(iii) a larger positive pressure peak resulting from the change in momentum of surrounding fluid, and
(iv) a broad overpressure period as the collapse propagates through the length of the tube. Also in this
work, robust fluid-structure computational models are developed which correlated quite well with
experimental data. Most recently, Ikeda et. al studied the free-field implosion of aluminum and brass
tubes with varying geometries [9]. This work examined the effect of different modes of collapse on the
emitted pressure pulse, and used bubble dynamic scaling laws to compare these changes.
Though several analytical treatments exist on the subject, the implosion of composite tubes under
hydrostatic loading has only been experimentally studied in a few previous works. Moon et al.
examined implosion of filament-wound carbon/epoxy composite tubes with different winding angles
both experimentally and computationally to determine collapse pressures and modes[10]. Both Ross
and Smith performed experiments on carbon/E-glass tubes to determine critical buckling pressure,
buckling modes, and create design tables[11,12]. Hernandez-Moreno et al. studied filament-wound
glass/epoxy composite tubes with a winding angle of 55° to examine effects of winding pattern on the
collapse pressure[13]. Hur et al. examined the buckling modes, loads, and play failure of carbon/epoxy
tape layup tubes both experimentally and computationally[14]. Yang et al. developed an analytic model
for critical buckling pressure based on anisotropic laminate theory and performed experiments on Eglass/epoxy tubes to test predictions[15]. However, in none of these studies is the pressure pulse from
the collapse measured, nor are high-speed images of the collapse event captured. Therefore there is a
lack of understanding of the implosion of composite tubes in terms of how it will affect the local
pressure fields in surrounding fluid. This study addresses the existing gap in knowledge by examining
the pressure pulses emitted in collapse of carbon-fiber reinforced composite tubes and capturing fullfield displacements during the implosion event. In addition, this study seeks to evaluate the effects of
reinforcement architecture on implosion to help guide material selection to reduce damage potential to
nearby structures. It is shown that the implosion of carbon/epoxy tubes results in the release of
potentially hazardous pressure waves, and that the type of reinforcement used in the materials plays a
significant role in the impulse delivered by that wave. Due to the enhanced brittle nature of the failure
of braided preforms, specimens with that type of reinforcement release pulses with the greatest impulse
upon collapse.
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Materials
The implodable volumes in this study are laminated carbon/epoxy composite tubes. Three different
reinforcing fabric architectures are studied, filament-wound, roll-wrapped, and braided carbon fabric.
The filament-wound tubes consist of seven layers of unidirectional carbon fabric reinforcement
arranged in a [±15/90/±45/±15] layup. The tubes are manufactured by Rock West Composites (West
Jordan, UT) with a nominal wall thickness of 1.52mm and are thoroughly sanded on the exterior surface
for excellent finish and tolerances. Tubes of two different inner diameters are studied, 76.2mm (notated
as CT) and 60.3mm (notated as CTRD). The roll-wrapped tubes contain 11 layers of unidirectional
tape, arranged in a [03/±45/90/±45/03] layup. These tubes are also manufactured by Rock West
Composites, with a nominal inner diameter of 76.2mm and nominal thickness of 1.52mm. The braided
composite tubes are constructed of two layers of braided carbon fabric reinforcement sandwiching one
unidirectional layer to obtain a [±45/90/±45] layup. The specimens are manufactured by DragonplateTM
(Elbridge, New York) with an inner diameter of 76.2mm and a nominal wall thickness of 2.03mm. All
composite tube specimens are cut to have an unsupported length of 279.4mm. The dimensions are
selected as to provide specimens with a relatively low expected collapse pressure, and a high radius-tothickness ratio ( >18) so that thin-wall assumptions may be utilized. At least two experiments are
performed to demonstrate repeatability.

Specimen

CT
CTRD
RC
BC

Reinforcement
FilamentWound
FilamentWound
RollWrapped
Braided

Effective Modulus

Inner
Diameter
(mm)

Wall
Thickness
(mm)

L/D

��𝑬𝟐𝟏𝟏 + 𝑬𝟐𝟐𝟐 � (GPa)

76.4

1.39

3.7

74.2

60.4

1.58

4.6

78.4

76.3

1.63

3.7

91.1

75.8

2.12

3.7

41.0

Table 1: Geometric and material properties of studied specimens
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Experimental Procedure
All implosion experiments are conducted in a large spherical (2.1m dia.) pressure vessel with a
maximum pressure rating of 6.89MPa to provide constant hydrostatic pressure throughout the collapse
event. Several Plexiglass windows mounted about the midspan of the pressure vessel allow the
specimens to be viewed by cameras and adequately lit by two high intensity light sources.

Figure 1: Experimental apparatus (left) and test specimen configuration (right)
Prior to set-up, all composite tube specimens are sealed using two aluminum end caps fitted with rubber
O-rings. The specimen is suspended horizontally in the center of the pressure vessel using several steel
cables attached to the inner walls of the vessel. The tubes are secured in such a way that they cannot
move or float during the filling process and the painted surface is faced toward the viewing windows.
To measure the changes in local pressure during the collapse event, several dynamic pressure
transducers (PCB 138A05, PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are mounted at different locations
about the specimen both axially and circumferentially (Figure 1). Three sensors are located at the
midspan of the specimen, and four are located at axial offsets 127mm from the midspan. All sensors are
mounted such that the standoff distance, Rs, between the sensing element and the outer surface of the
specimen is nominally 45mm. The amplified outputs of these sensors are monitored by an Astro-med
Dash® 8HF-HS portable data recorder (Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick, RI) at a sampling rate of 2
MHz.
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The vessel is then flooded with water that is filtered for maximum optical clarity, leaving a small air
pocket at the top. Once the vessel is filled, nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize
the vessel. The pressure inside the vessel is increased at a gradual rate (0.083 MPa/min) until the
specimen collapsed. At this point, the cameras and pressure sensors are end triggered to record the data
occurring 1 second prior to triggering. In this way, data is collected for the entire collapse event by all
recording devices.
DIC Technique
A random speckle pattern is applied to a region covering the entire length of the specimen and
approximately half of the circumference using flat black paint. These circular speckles are painted with
a diameter of at least 2mm so that each mark occupies a minimum of 3x3 pixels in the recorded images.
This region is painted white prior to speckling to enhance the contrast of the pattern. Two high-speed
cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA, Inc.), offset by 17° are used to capture stereo images of the
patterned region of the specimen at 50,000 frames/s for CT and RC tubes, 45,000 frames/s for BC
tubes, and 36,000 frames/s for CTRD tubes. The stereo images are analyzed using a commercially
available image correlation software, VIC3D 2012(Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC).
3-D Digital image correlation (DIC) is a well known experimental tool used to determine real-time,
full-field displacements across the viewable surface of the specimen throughout the implosion event
[16]. This technique is calibrated for underwater testing based on previous work [17] for good
confidence in the accuracy of measured displacements and velocities. Here, the basic methodology and
results of that work are summarized.
To evaluate the accuracy of using the 3-D DIC methodology for determining 3-D positions for points
on a submerged object, calibration experiments are conducted by imaging a submerged calibration
specimen within a small custom designed tank. This technique replicates the optical effects of
submersion using a more accessible smaller tank. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 2. The
setup is approximately 600 mm long and 200 mm wide with height of 150 mm. Two acrylic windows,
of same thickness to those used in the pressure chamber are installed with a stereo angle of ~20° for
viewing purpose. A 76 mm x 51 mm (3 in x 2 in) speckled flat aluminum specimen is mounted inside
10

the tank on a precision translation stage, which can provide both in-plane and out-of-plane translation
with 0.01 mm accuracy.

Speckle
Pattern

2
Specimen

1

20°

Water

Acrylic

1

In-plane Translation

windows

2

Out-of-plane Translation

High-speed cameras

Figure 2: Calibration experiment for 3D DIC of submerged structures
High-speed cameras are placed outside the tank such that the surface normal of each window is aligned
with the optical axis of the respective camera. The resolution of the camera image is 1024 x 1024
pixels, corresponding to an approximate magnification factor of 11.44 pixels/mm. The specimen is
placed at the intersection point of the two camera axes inside the tank (450 mm deep in water), a
location that is consistent with implosion experiments. Using the translation stage, the specimen is
translated in 1 mm increments in both in-plane and out-of-plane direction and the corresponding images
are captured. Displacement of the specimen at each translation increment is estimated with Vic-3D
software.
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Figure 3: Calibration results for out-of-plane and in-plane translation
A plot of the actual out-of-plane displacement and the measured average displacement of the specimen
is shown in Figure 3(a). The measured average surface displacements are in good agreement with the
true displacements and the percentage error between true and measured out-of-plane displacement is
~1.5% to 2.5%. The magnitude of absolute error are nearly proportional to the given displacement
value, which results in an approximately constant percentage error. Hence, it can be concluded that the
out-of-plane displacements can be accurately captured (< 3% error) for the underwater experiments.
A comparison of given in-plane displacement and measured average DIC displacement as shown in
Figure 3(b) indicates that the two are in very good agreement. The absolute magnitude of error is nearly
constant ~ 0.02 to 0.03 mm for the range of given displacement and therefore the percentage error
shown in Fig. 4(b) decreases (from 1.2% to 0.5%) with increase in displacement. Therefore, when the
optical axis of cameras is aligned with the normal of the viewing windows, both in-plane and out-ofplane displacements can be measured with good accuracy for submerged objects by using the camera
and stereo parameters obtained using a submerged calibration grid.
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Figure 4: Example of radius reconstruction of submerged RC composite tube
To further validate the DIC technique for underwater experiments, the outer radii of each specimen are
reconstructed using DIC software prior to each experiment. In each case, the calculated outer radius is
very close to the measured value, typically within 1mm. As an example, an image of a typical RC
specimen with reconstructed radius is shown in Figure 4. In the region indicated by the box, the average
calculated radius is 39.80mm with a standard deviation of 0.19mm. This is very close to the true outer
radius of 39.78mm and gives excellent confidence in the accuracy of DIC in this application.
Collapse Pressure Predictions
Several authors have employed laminate and shell theory to predict the buckling collapse pressure of
laminated composite tubes under hydrostatic pressure [18,19]. These approaches make the assumption
that the tube is thin-walled and very long, and casts an eigenvalue problem based on the constitutive
equations of the net laminate structure. It has been observed theoretically [20,21] as well as
experimentally [9,11] that the length/diameter ratio of thin-walled tube specimens has a significant
effect on the collapse pressure and mode of the tube, and that shorter tubes (L/D=2) generally have a
much higher collapse pressure than longer tubes (L/D=8). Therefore, it is important to take the sample
length into consideration when estimating the collapse pressure of real test structures.
Koudela and Strait [22] developed such a procedure to create design formulae for laminated and
sandwich composite tubes under hydrostatic pressure. These authors started with the Von Mises
solution[21] for isotropic tubes and made several empirical modifications to the above formula to
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account for the anisotropy of the laminates and the non-uniform distribution of stress through the
thickness of the laminate, resulting in the following modified design equation:
0.85�𝐸1 𝐸2 𝑡 2.5
0.75 𝐿𝑅 0.5 𝑅
12 𝜈21 )
𝑜
𝑐

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙,𝑎𝑛𝑖 = (1−𝜈

∗

1

�𝐸1 𝐸2 ∗𝑡2
1+ 12𝑅
𝑐 𝑅𝑜 𝐺

(1)

Here, E1 and E2 are the longitudinal and transverse moduli, respectively, ν12 and ν21 are Poisson’s ratios
of the two major axes, Ro is the outer radius of the laminate, and G is the shear modulus. The values for
these parameters were based on manufacturer data.
Finally, the expected collapse pressure and shape are also predicted using Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) with commercially available ABAQUS software (Dassault Systèmes Americas Corp., Waltham,
MA). A linearized buckling analysis [23] is conducted using this software package to obtain the first
buckling mode and pressure. This analysis is performed to increase confidence in the validity and
repeatability of experimental observations.
For the tubes in this study, the analytic and empirical predictions of buckling pressure described above
provided a useful means of estimating the magnitude of the collapse pressure and provided an upper
bound for that parameter. The predictions obtained from FE linearized buckling analyses are much
more accurate, predicting the collapse typically within 10% of the observed value.
Specific and Total Impulse
When evaluating the damage potential of a pressure wave, the impulse delivered by the pulse is often
just as if not more important than the peak pressure at which it is delivered [24]. This is because the
impulse combines the effect of both pressure magnitude and the duration of that pulse, which heavily
influences the response of a structure to that pulse. For this reason, the specific impulse of the local
pressure history is calculated for each specimen type. Here, the specific impulse delivered up to an
arbitrary time, t, is defined simply as [24]:
𝑡

𝐼 = ∫0 Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡
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(2)

where Δ𝑝 is the dynamic pressure at time t. To form a better means of comparing impulses between
specimens with different collapse pressures, a normalized impulse is defined as follows:

𝐼̅ =

𝑡

∫0 Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡

(3)

𝑡

∫0 𝑃0 𝑑𝑡

Where P0 is the hydrostatic pressure during the collapse event.

Results and Discussion
Specimen
CT
CTRD
RC
BC

Pcr (MPa)
0.73
[±0.01]
1.61
[±0.09]
0.75
[±0.06]
1.83
[±0.10]

Normalized
Negative

Minimum
Pressure, Pmin
(MPa)

Underpressure
Duration (ms)

0.45 [±0.04]

5.727 [±0.162]

0.083 [±0.004]

926.4 [±0.4]

0.98 [±0.07]

2.580 [±0.122]

0.123 [±0.004]

1284 [±93]

0.25 [±0.05]

4.568 [±0.209]

0.057 [±0.003]

961 [±86]

1.23 [±0.07]

2.318 [±0.244]

0.405 [±0.038]

2402 [±22.6]

Impulse,

𝐼̅

Potential
Hydrostatic
Energy (J)

Table 2: Impulse and energy parameters of studied specimens, 95% confidence interval in brackets
Large Diameter Filament-Wound Specimens (CT)
The larger diameter CT specimens failed violently at approximately 0.73 MPa. These tubes buckled in a
mode 3 shape, collapsing completely during the failure process then rebounding to a roughly cylindrical
shape following the release of pressure. The averaged local pressure trace about the midspan of the
specimen at a standoff distance of 48.3mm is shown in Figure 5, and high-speed images as well as DIC
generated displacement and velocity contours corresponding to key points on the trace are seen in
Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Local pressure history and buckling mode shape about midspan of CT specimens
Before the start of the rapid and unstable collapse of the structure, a significant amount of slow, quasistatic deformation is measured by DIC. For CT tubes, this initial ovalling amounts to -4.31mm (11% of
the tube radius), a very significant amount of deformation which may serve as an early warning of
implosion risk. To focus on the deformation of solely the dynamic event, DIC displacement contours
have been adjusted to subtract this initial deformation out. In other words, the presented DIC results
represent deformation from an arbitrary time after the initial ovalling, but before the dynamic event.
This convention is followed for all specimens studied. As the collapse initiates, the local pressure about
the midspan decays somewhat smoothly for about 4.5ms, from time A to time B. By examining the
correlated images for this period, it is seen that this pressure decays corresponding with the buckling of
the tube in a mode 3 shape, without visible damage. At time B, a longitudinal crack is observed on the
bottom visible lobe of the structure, pursued immediately by a small amount of cavitation on that
surface. This is followed by an abrupt drop in local pressure, caused by increased acceleration due to
the loss of structural stability in that region brought on by cracking. The local pressure continues to fall
until it reaches a minimum at time C. At this instant, it is observed that surface cavitation has
intensified, reflecting this drop in pressure. A sudden increase in velocity magnitude is also seen at time
C, increasing from ~4m/s at time B to ~10m/s over a period of 0.5ms, demonstrating the sudden loss of
stability brought on by longitudinal cracking. Following the minimum pressure, a sudden spike in
16

pressure is seen at time D. This spike is relatively large, ~0.15MPa, and has not been observed in
previous implosion studies on homogeneous materials. The cause of this peak can be found by
comparing images at C and D. In image C, as previously discussed, the bubbles formed by surface
cavitation are at their maximum size. In image D, all visible bubbles have vanished. Between these two
images, the surface cavitation bubbles collapse inward upon themselves and the surface on which they
reside. The collapse of such bubbles has been well documented as resulting in large pressure pulses
[26], and is therefore the cause of the observed spike at time D in the local pressure trace. It should be
noted that no DIC contours are available after time D, as large scale damage to the surface of the
specimen caused destruction of the speckle pattern and subsequently loss of correlation.

Figure 6: High-speed photographs (left) and DIC contours of radial displacement (top-right) and
velocity (bottom-right) for CT specimens
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Near the end of the underpressure region of the pressure history, two small yet distinct peaks can be
seen at times E and F. These peaks are analogous to those seen in the implosion of aluminum tubes
[8,9] and are indicative of wall-to-wall contacts at the center of the structure. The reason that multiple
wall contacts are seen in this case is that the structure buckles in a mode 3 shape, and the nonhomogenous nature of the material may cause two lobes to contact slightly before the third makes
contact. Looking at the corresponding images E and F, wall-to-wall contacts are indeed seen as
indicated by arrows.
After the walls contact, the collapse of the structure is abruptly halted. This causes the surrounding
fluid, which accelerated inward with the surface of the structure, to rapidly decelerate. This drastic
change in momentum causes the release of a high magnitude pressure pulse, observed in the pressure
history at time G. Following this pulse is a broad region of overpressure as the buckling propagates
through the length of the tube. Here it is seen that the tube has closed completely in the circumferential
direction assuming a mode 3 buckling shape. After this point, longitudinal buckling waves develop
from the applied axial compression imparted by hydrostatic pressure in conjunction with the loss in
structural integrity from accumulated damage.

Figure 7: Post-mortem images of CT specimens, showing (A) through-thickness longitudinal cracking,
(B) interfibrillar cracks, and (C) fractured fibers.
Post-mortem images of CT specimens, shown in Figure 7, give a clearer view of the types and scales of
damage incurred on the structure. These images clearly show that the dominating mode of failure is
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nearly exclusively three longitudinal cracks, marked as "A", spaced at approximately 120°
corresponding with the lobes of the mode 3 buckling shape. While some small amount of
circumferential cracking is observed in the vicinity of these larger cracks, they are relatively minor in
comparison. Additionally, the tube is seen to regain much of its original shape, and no significant
delamination is observed. Optical microscopy of the fracture surfaces show the major cracks are aligned
parallel with the fiber angle of the outer ply, ±15° from the length axis, denoted by "B" in the figure.
This implies that these cracks initiated in regions of high tensile stress in the outer ply, and propagated
through the relatively weak, resin-rich interfibrillar region parallel to the reinforcing fibers. Fractured
fibers in underlying plies are also seen in this micrograph, denoted as "C" in the figure. The fracture
surfaces of these plies are also parallel to the ±15° outer ply, showing that the cracking initiated in the
outer ply retains its original orientation as it propagates through the shell thickness. Additionally, the
observed visible fibers appear very short, and protrude a fairly small distance from the fractured matrix.
This shows that the failure of the laminate was quite brittle, with very little fiber pull-out present.
Reduced Diameter Filament-Wound Specimens (CTRD)
The smaller diameter filament-wound CTRD specimens at 1.60 MPa. Interestingly, both of these
specimens appear to initiate a mode 3 collapse shape, then reduce to a mode 2 shape as the implosion
progresses and the tube flattens. As with the larger specimens, the tubes return to a roughly cylindrical
shape following depressurization. The averaged local pressure trace about the midspan of the specimen
at a standoff distance of 48.3mm is shown in Figure 8, and high-speed images as well as DIC generated
displacement and velocity contours corresponding to key points on the trace are seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Local pressure history and buckling mode shape about midspan of CTRD specimens
CTRD specimens also experience some initial quasi-static deformation, though it is significantly less
than CT specimen, amounting to only -1.02mm (3% of tube radius). The reason for this difference is the
increased structural rigidity of these specimens brought on by reduced diameter and increased
thickness-to-radius ratio. The collapse and resulting local pressure history for CTRD specimens is quite
similar to that of the larger diameter filament-wound tubes previously discussed. A relatively smooth
drop in pressure is observed between times A and B (~1.5ms) as the tube begins to collapse in a mode 3
shape as seen in the corresponding high-speed images. Over this period, the tube is seen to be
collapsing with a velocity of ~8.75 m/s in DIC contours, significantly faster than CT specimens. At time
B in the pressure profile, a small sharp peak is seen followed by a rapid drop in pressure. Similar to CT
specimens, this corresponds to the appearance of a longitudinal crack (see Figure 9.B) causing the loss
of structural stability which in turn allows the speed of collapse to increase greatly. In fact, immediately
after through-thickness cracking, at time C, a large region of significantly higher velocity, ~14 m/s,
appears in the vicinity of the crack. This rapid increase in fluid velocity results in an equally rapid drop
in pressure, and the pressure continues to fall steeply to a distinct minimum at that time. At this point,
the pressure at the surface of the structure has fallen low enough to cause cavitation, as highlighted in
the corresponding image in Figure 9. At time D, the pressure rises to a relatively small peak. Examining
high-speed images shows that cavitation bubbles have vanished at this time, indicating that this peak is
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a result of a pressure pulse emitted from the collapse of the bubbles. The underpressure region
continues until time E when a sharp peak is observed. This peak corresponds to the wall-to-wall contact
at the completion of the collapse, as previously discussed, and is shown in the matched high-speed
photograph. As was the case with CT specimens, damage on the surface of the structure causes loss of
DIC correlation after this time

Figure 9: High-speed photographs (left) and DIC contours of radial displacement (top-right) and
velocity (bottom-right) for CTRD specimens
This wall-to-wall contact is followed by a high magnitude pressure pulse and a broad region of
overpressure as the entirety of the structure collapses. At image F, the tube has fully collapsed
circumferentially in a mode 2 shape and after this time the buckle propagates rapidly through the length
of the structure.
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Post-mortem images of CTRD specimens are included in Figure 10. Much like the larger diameter CT
specimens, longitudinal cracking, marked as "A" appears to be the chief mode of failure, however
damage is considerable more severe for these tubes. It is seen in these images that through-thickness,
longitudinal cracks have completely separated the structure. In addition, the damage appears somewhat
less localized to the major cracks, implying a significantly more catastrophic collapse than for larger
diameter specimens. Optical microscopic images of the fracture surface show a great deal of
interfibrillar cracks branching off of the critical longitudinal cracks, marked as "B", showing these
specimens exhibited more energy intensive damage and failure. As these specimens collapsed at a
significantly higher pressure than the lager diameter CT specimens, more potential energy was available
at the time of collapse. This increased energy resulted in a much more catastrophic collapse and caused
the more severe state of damage observed in the post mortem photographs.

Figure 10: Post-mortem images of CTRD specimens showing: (A) through-thickness longitudinal
cracking, and (B) interfibrillar cracking
An interesting feature of CTRD post-mortem specimens is the existence of three longitudinal cracks,
spaced at approximately 120°, implying a mode 3 collapse though high-speed images showed a
flattened mode 2 collapse shape. As previously mentioned, the collapse of these tubes initiated in a
mode 3 shape, causing the formation of three buckle lobes. Longitudinal cracks formed in each of these
lobes as in CT specimens, however the resulting loss of structural stiffness in this cased caused the
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reduction of the collapse shape to mode 2. In this way, these specimens were able to exhibit evidence of
both mode 3 and mode 2 buckling.
Roll-Wrapped Specimens (RC)
The RC specimens collapsed in a mode 3 buckling shape at 0.75 MPa. The averaged local pressure
trace about the midspan of the specimen at a standoff distance of 40.6mm is shown in Figure 11, and
high-speed images as well as DIC generated displacement and velocity contours corresponding to key
points on the trace are seen in Figure 12. For these specimens, correlation is maintained nearly through
the entirety of the collapse.

Figure 11: Local pressure history and buckling mode shape about midspan of RC specimens
RC tubes experience quasi-static ovalling of -2.61mm (7% of tube radius) prior to the dynamic
implosion event. This is significantly less than seen in filament-wound tubes of the same diameter,
mainly due to the enhanced directional stiffness of these specimens as significantly more fibers are
oriented along the major axes of the tube. The collapse of these tubes show many similarities to the
filament-wound specimens discussed previously. Initially, the local pressure decays rather smoothly up
until time B as the structure deforms into a mode 3 shape. At time B, longitudinal cracks are seen to
emerge on the apex of a visible buckling lobe, as indicated in the corresponding photograph. However,
these cracks do not compromise the structural integrity of the tube significantly at that time as they are
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simply surface cracks that do not completely penetrate the walls of the tube. The local pressure then
rises somewhat until a sharp peak is observed at time C. This corresponds with the opening of cracks as
marked in image C in conjunction with the onset of cavitation on the surface of the structure. Following
this occurrence, the pressure drops sharply to a minimum at time D. This implies that at time C, the
cracks previously formed propagate through the thickness of the tube walls, causing a sudden loss in
stability and rapidly accelerating the collapse. This is reinforced by examining DIC contours at time D,
where a region of high velocity (~14m/s) appears adjacent to the buckling lobe, increasing from a
relatively moderate velocity of 5 m/s in the previous image at time C.

Figure 12: High-speed photographs (left) and DIC contours of radial displacement (top-right) and
velocity (bottom-right) for RC specimens
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The crack itself releases an acoustic pulse seen at time C and the rapid acceleration of the surrounding
fluid manifests in the sharp drop in pressure observed. At time D where pressure is at a minimum, the
cavitation bubbles which initiate at time C are seen to be at their maximum size in the matching image.
After this time, those bubbles collapse in on themselves, resulting in the release of a pressure wave
observed at time E. It should be noted here that the pressure pulse from the collapse of cavitation
bubbles is of significantly greater magnitude for roll-wrapped tubes than for any other architecture,
relative to the collapse pressure. This is due to the increased size of cavitation bubbles for these
specimens, which resulted in more available energy to be released upon collapse.
The underpressure region continues as the tube collapses inward until time F. At this time, the tube is
seen to make wall-to-wall contact (see image in Figure 13) and a small spike in local pressure is
observed. DIC velocity contours show regions of zero velocity on the interior of the viewed buckled
valley, reinforcing the claim of wall contact at that time. Following wall contact a high magnitude
pressure pulse is measured at time G as the surrounding fluid is arrested in an identical manner as the
previous two cases. The collapse shape continues then to propagate axially until the entire structure
fails. Through-thickness longitudinal cracks are observed through the entire specimen length which
caused the separation of the tube into several pieces.

Figure 13: Post-mortem images of RC specimens showing: (A) through-thickness longitudinal
cracking, (B) delamination of 0° fiber bundles, and (C) fractured fibers
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Post-mortem images of RC specimens are included in Figure 13. Similar to the previous specimens, due
to the mode 3 collapse shape, the most prominent damage feature is longitudinal cracking, marked as
"A", with three through-thickness cracks located at 120° intervals about the circumference. Like CT
tubes, this damage is fairly localized to said cracks, with only small amounts of circumferential
cracking. However, unlike the previous two cases, there is also a good deal of delamination of tows in
the outer longitudinal ply, marked as "B". Because these tows were parallel to the direction of the major
cracks along their entire length, they simply separated from the laminate via matrix cracking rather than
fracturing the actual fibers as in the case of angled plies. Optical microscopy of the fracture surface
show that internal angle plies experience fiber fracture, marked as "C" parallel to the fiber angle of the
outer ply, with relatively small amounts of fiber pull-out. This reinforces the assertion that cracking
initiates in the outer ply in the weak interfibrillar region and retains its original orientation as it
propagates through the thickness of the laminate.
Braided Specimens (BC)
In both tests of BC tubes, the specimens fail very rapidly at 1.81 MPa, and in both cases, the collapse is
so violent that the tube tears free of the sealing end caps and falls from the support structure. In these
cases, the collapse mode is an imperfect mode 2 shape, with one wall drawn in toward the other,
analogous to an indentation. The averaged local pressure trace about the midspan of the specimen at a
standoff distance of 41.0mm is shown in Figure 14, and high-speed images as well as DIC generated
displacement and velocity contours corresponding to key points on the trace are seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 14: Local pressure history and buckling mode shape about midspan of BC specimens
Braided specimens show the least quasi-static ovalling of all 76.2mm diameter specimens, amounting to
-1.39mm (2.6% of tube radius). This shows that braided tubes give the least "warning" before
undergoing catastrophic failure. From time A to B, little change is noted in the pressure trace. Similarly,
only a small degree of buckling is noted in the high-speed photographs as the tube begins to "oval"
slightly. Likewise, very little change is seen in velocity and displacement contours between these times.
Following time B, the collapse intensifies as the wall facing the cameras is drawn inward toward the
center of the implodable. Pressure then drops fairly slowly until time C, at which point throughthickness cracks are seen to appear in the corresponding high-speed image. It is interesting to note that
the structure does not buckle inward with a single smooth valley, but instead with two distinct local
indentations as is highlighted by the displacement contour at time C. This phenomenon is a result of
axial imperfections in the thickness of the tube walls. Some regions along the length axis of the
specimen are somewhat thicker than others, and those regions act as ring stiffeners, inhibiting bucking
at that point. This will in turn result in local buckling valleys to form on either side of the thicker
region, which will grow until they can overcome the natural stiffener and coalesce into the more typical
global buckling shape. This has the effect of increasing buckling resistance of these materials by raising
the critical collapse pressure.
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Figure 15: High-speed photographs (left) and DIC contours of radial displacement (top-right) and
velocity (bottom-right) for BC specimens
The cracking results in a loss structural integrity, allowing the wall to accelerate rapidly inward and
drop local pressure to a minimum at time D. Here only one larger buckling valley is seen, and the
velocity across the surface has reached an apex at the center of the buckling valley of ~33 m/s. This
high velocity causes a very significant drop in local pressure, explaining why the pressure reaches a
minimum at this time. Also as a result, the cavitation bubbles initiated in the previous time have reached
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their maximum size as seen in image D. After reaching a critical size, these bubbles collapse in on
themselves, resulting in the release of a pressure pulse observed at time E. Studying the image at this
time, it is seen that the cavitation bubbles have collapsed completely in the region indicated by the
arrow. The contours corresponding to time E show the further growth of the buckling shape, however
due to cracking much data is lost especially at the center of the buckling valley, and after this time
correlation is lost nearly completely.
The wall of the tube continues to deform inward until time F, at which point wall-to-wall contact is
made at the point indicated by the arrow in the high-speed image. This event is accompanied by a small,
sharp peak in pressure, typical of wall-to-wall contact. Identically to the previous specimens, the
pressure then rises to a distinct maximum as the surrounding fluid is arrested following this contact.
This is followed by a broad overpressure region as the collapse propagates axially, after which the local
pressure is seen to oscillate about the hydrostatic value.
One of the starkest differences between the pressure history of the braided tubes and all other specimens
is the lack of a region of gradual pressure decay. As discussed, the local pressure remains relatively
constant in the initial stages until a sharp drop is seen at time B. This is a result of the deformation
behavior characteristic of braided composite tubes. When braided tubes are loaded in tension, interlaced
fiber tows attempt to "scissor" and straighten out. The tows then reach a point where the matrix material
prohibits scissoring, causing them to "lock-up" and result in significant stiffening and ultimately brittle
and catastrophic failure [27]. Though the loading of the tube in this case is biaxial compression, as the
structure buckles some regions in fact experience tension due to bending of the tube walls. Because of
this feature of braided reinforcements, the initially smooth deformation seen in filament-wound and
roll-wrapped composites is largely eliminated, so that when the structure does fail, it does so abruptly
and catastrophically. This is also the reason why the initial, gradual deformation in these structures is
minimal in comparison to the other fabric architectures. The abrupt onset of the underpressure region
for these specimens is quite similar to those observed by Turner in the case of imploding glass tubes
[28]. This reinforces the assertion that these tubes fail in a brittle fashion because the initial stages of the
pressure history are characteristic of such a failure.
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Figure 16: Post-mortem images of BC specimens showing: (A) longitudinal cracking, (B)
circumferential cracking, (C) fractured matrix material, and (D) fractured fibers
Post-mortem images of BC specimens are included in Figure 16. As with all previously studied tubes,
longitudinal cracking at the lobes of the buckling shape, marked as "A", dominate the failure of the
tube. However, since these tubes failed in a mode 2 shape rather than mode 3, there exist only two
longitudinal cracks, separated by approximately 180°. BC tubes also show considerably more
circumferential cracking found predominantly about the midspan of the specimens, marked as "B" in
the image. This can likely be attributed to the very brittle nature of the collapse of these tubes, which
allowed for a more aggressive failure and consequently greater accumulation of damage. Optical
microscopy in Figure 16 gives additional insight on the failure of braided specimens. In this image,
cracks are seen through the thickness of the tube, oriented parallel with the reinforcing fibers, at 45° to
the length axis and marked as "C". Similar to previously discussed observations, this shows that cracks
initiated and propagated in the weak, resin-rich interfibrillar regions parallel to the fiber reinforcement.
Some exposed fibers are seen on the fracture surfaces, marked as "D", however those fibers protrude
only a short distance, showing the absence of fiber pull-out and reinforcing that the through-thickness
brittle fracture dominated the failure of BC specimens.
Pressure History Parameters
It is informative to compare the extreme values of local pressure attained by each sample to determine
the effect of reinforcement and geometry on those values. However, due to the relatively slow nature of
the collapse of these tubes, reflections of the initial underpressure wave may in fact reflect back from
the walls of the pressure vessel and artificially reduce the magnitude of some parts of the observed
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overpressure. As a result, the true magnitude of the pressure peak may by somewhat obscured and
reduced. Therefore, this discussion will focus solely on the quantities associated with underpressure
region itself. For the specimens discussed in this study, the dynamic portion of the underpressure
regions are quite short in duration, and so any reflections of the initial, gradual portions of the
underpressure would be negligible in magnitude. Because of this, the magnitude of the underpressure
region and other parameters associated with this region may be quantified with confidence.
The minimum gage pressures of the local pressure history, normalized by hydrostatic collapse pressure,
are compared for all specimens in Figure 17. Here it is useful to study minimum pressures in terms of
dynamic pressure as a percentage of hydrostatic pressure as the collapse pressures varied between
specimen types.
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Figure 17: Quantitative parameters related to the underpressure region of the pressure history
It is first observed that all filament-wound and braided specimens reached approximately the same
minimum pressure, experiencing a pressure drop of 65% of hydrostatic collapse pressure. In contrast,
roll-wrapped tubes reached minimum pressures of 32% of hydrostatic pressure, half that of the other
specimens. Because the majority of reinforcements are oriented along the length axis of the rollwrapped specimens, they are less able to resist the collapse of the structure. This caused less energy to
be dissipated in damage during collapse, allowing for greater collapse speed and consequently lower
minimum pressure. This also explains why the intensity of cavitation is greatest for roll-wrapped tubes,
as the lower pressure created a more favorable environment for this phenomenon.
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It is also useful to compare the temporal aspects of the pressure histories for specimens of the same
inner diameter. This can give some additional insight on differences in collapse speeds between tubes.
The durations of the underpressure regions of the local pressure history are compared for specimens of
varying reinforcement architecture in Figure 17.
First it is evident that filament-wound tubes possess the longest suction region of the pressure trace,
while braided tubes have the shortest. As the suction region is caused by the collapse of the structure
itself, this implies that braided tubes collapse significantly faster than other specimens, and filamentwound tubes significantly slower. Braided tubes collapse with greater speed due to the catastrophic
nature of their failure, as previously discussed. It is also important to note that roll-wrapped specimens
also had a shorter duration of underpressure than filament-wound tubes. Because the roll-wrapped tubes
contain less angle-plies, there is less bridging of the characteristic longitudinal cracks and,
consequently, less resistance to deformation.
Impulse
As discussed in the previous section, the relatively long duration of the collapse events leads to some
reduction of the overpressure region via reflections of the underpressure wave from the tank boundaries.
This in turn would result in the underestimation of the impulse delivered by the pressure wave, and
would cause the magnitudes of the impulse of the underpressure and overpressure regions to not be
equal, contrary to previous experimental observations [8,9]. This means that the impulse delivered by
the overpressure pulse, an important quantity in evaluating damage potential of the wave, may not be
accurately measured directly from the pressure history. To overcome this limitation and gain a means to
accurately quantify the positive impulse, the fundamental physics involved in this problem are used to
show that the negative impulse may be used to indirectly estimate the positive impulse. First, refer to
the definition of particle velocity in a dynamic pressure field, given as [17,25]:

𝑢=

∆𝑝

𝜌𝑐0

+

1 𝑡
∫ ∆𝑝𝑑𝑡
𝜌𝑅 0
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(4)

where ∆𝑝 is the dynamic pressure observed at a standoff distance, R, 𝜌 is the fluid density, and 𝑐0 is the

wave speed of the medium. At a certain time, t, after the passing of the shockwave, dynamic pressure
and particle velocity will both return to zero. For this to be true, the following condition is required:
𝑡

∫0 ∆𝑝𝑑𝑡 = 0

(5)

In other words, the net impulse across the entire event must be zero. This in turn implies that the
negative impulse of the underpressure region should be equal in magnitude to the positive impulse
released in the overpressure region. This phenomenon has been observed in several studies on the
implosion of glass spheres as well as the implosion of aluminum tubes [4,8,17]. Therefore, in the
present study the impulse of the underpressure region is calculated, and it is assumed that its magnitude
will be equivalent to that of the impulse released in the pressure pulse.
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Figure 18: Normalized impulse for 76.2mm tubes of different reinforcement (left) and for filamentwound tubes of varying diameters (right)
The normalized impulse, as previously defined, delivered in the collapse of specimens with varying
reinforcement architecture is compared in Figure 18(a). This plot shows that the pressure wave released
in the collapse of braided carbon composite tubes possesses a drastically higher impulse than either
filament-wound or roll-wrapped tubes. The reason for this is believed to be the stiffening followed by
rapid, brittle failure of braided reinforcements as previously discussed. This allows for a greater and
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more rapid change in momentum to be imparted on the surrounding fluid, resulting in a pressure pulse
with greater impulse.
Figure 18(b) compares the normalized impulse measured in the collapse of filament-wound tubes with
different diameters. Here it is noted that the normalized impulse for the smaller diameter specimens is
50% greater than that of larger diameter specimens. This difference is likely due to the change in
buckling mode shape brought on by the reduction of diameter. This allowed for a significantly greater
collapse speed and extent of collapse resulting in greater momentum change in the surrounding fluid
and, consequently, a greater magnitude of impulse.

Surface Cavitation
As mentioned earlier, one aspect that made the collapse of these materials particularly unique from
previously published work is the presence of cavitation on the surface of the structures, as emphasized
in the image in Figure 18 for a braided tube specimen. Cavitation is a known phenomenon in which a
fluid subjected to sufficiently low pressure generates voids or bubbles [27,29]. These bubbles are
formed as a result of vaporization of the fluid itself and/or expansion of diffused gases in the fluid. In
these experiments, bubbles grow in regions of maximum velocity, as the local fluid pressure will be a
minimum in that region. Figure 19 shows a magnified image of a cavitation bubble on the surface of a
BC specimen. Bubble growth progresses until a critical size is reached, after which the bubbles become
unstable and collapse inward on themselves. For each pressure trace for all specimens, there are distinct
pressure spikes in the underpressure region coinciding with the collapse of bubbles on the specimen
surface. It is well known that the collapse of cavitation bubbles against a structure result in very high
magnitude pressure pulses due to micro-jet formation, therefore giving some justification to these
observed peaks [27,29].
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Figure 19: Presence of cavitation on the surface of a typical BC specimen during implosion
Cavitation is ubiquitous in the implosion of these materials due to the specific mechanisms of
progressive damage unique to laminated composites. The implosion of homogenous metallic tubes is
characterized by a smooth, fairly uniform deformation into the assumed collapse mode. This is reflected
in the underpressure region of the pressure history for those materials which is quite smooth up until
wall contact is made. This is certainly not the case for the composite tubes in this study. As previously
discussed, due to the particular damage and failure mechanisms of each, all specimens eventually
suffered a sudden onset of high-velocity collapse due to cracking and loss of structural stiffness at
which time cavitation occurred.
A more thorough explanation of the rapid acceleration seen in filament-wound and roll-wrapped tubes
is found in the layering of lamina of different fiber orientation. As the collapse initiates, the structure
begins to deform into a certain buckling shape characterized by a number of lobes and valleys. As
deformation increases, longitudinal cracks are formed at the apex of the lobes where tensile stress is
high. In fiber reinforced laminas, the crack will grow most easily in the resin rich area between fibers or
on the fiber/resin interface itself where resistance to that crack growth is minimum, and these cracks
may grow relatively stably as the collapse continues (see illustration in Figure 20). This is reflected in
the initial gradual decay seen in the pressure profile. As the crack continues to grow through the
thickness, it encounters a ply of opposite fiber orientation. The fibers of this ply are able to effectively
bridge the crack, providing added resistance to its growth and thereby the collapse of the structure. This
results in a small deceleration of the structure, which is reflected in the small recovery in pressure seen
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in the pressure traces at the end of the region of smooth decay (time B for CT and CTRD specimens,
time C for RC specimens). The deformation of the structure continues until the resistance of crack
growth provided by the bridging fibers is overcome and the crack propagates unstably through the
thickness of the tube. This results in a sudden loss of structural stability and causes the specimen to
rapidly accelerate inward. This sudden and drastic increase in velocity greatly lowers local pressure at
the specimen surface and manifests in the observed cavitation phenomenon.

Figure 20: Growth of through-thickness crack in layered composite tubes
This occurrence is further analyzed using the cavitation number. Cavitation number is a dimensionless
Euler number relating pressure difference and kinetic energy at a given time in the pressure history, and
is defined as:

𝜎=

𝑃∞ −𝑃𝑣
1
𝜌𝑣 2
2

where 𝑃∞ is the far-field hydrostatic pressure, 𝑃𝑣 is the vapor pressure of water, 𝜌 is the fluid density,

and 𝑣 is the fluid velocity. Traditionally, this number is used to characterize the potential of fluid in a

given flow to cavitate. While there is not a universal cavitation number that implies the onset of

cavitation, the lower 𝜎 is, the greater the potential for cavitation to initiate or to intensify if already
initiated [28].
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(6)

This analysis seeks to identify an initiation cavitation number, 𝜎𝑖 , or the value of 𝜎 at which cavitation
is seen to initiate. This value can then be compared between experiments to attempt to find a

relationship between material types, dimensions, and cavitation. In every experiment performed on
carbon-epoxy composites, cavitation occurred in the initial stages of collapse. However, in some of
these experiments, correlation is lost prior to the initiation of cavitation, preventing the capture of
velocity at this time. Accurate initiation cavitation numbers are captured for five experiments,
representing both filament-wound and roll-wrapped carbon/epoxy tubes, with 76.4mm and 60.325mm
inner diameters. Cavitation is seen to occur in all specimens at roughly the same cavitation number, an
average value of 23.6(±1.5). Because this value holds for different fiber architecture, fiber alignment,
and tube diameter, it is posited that this number is characteristic of the implosion of thin-walled
carbon/epoxy tubes. This further suggests that the cavitation number is a valuable parameter to study
the collapse of submerged structures along with the DIC technique as outlined previously.

Conclusions
The hydrostatic implosion of carbon/epoxy composite tubes is studied for specimens of varying
reinforcement architectures and inner diameters. Using high-speed photography, DIC measurements,
and dynamic pressure transducers, the progression of deformation and damage during collapse as well
as the local pressure history throughout the implosion event is characterized for each specimen type.
The completion of this study has resulted in the following pertinent conclusions:
•

The hydrostatic implosion of carbon/epoxy tubes of varying reinforcement architecture and
geometry results in the release of a potentially hazardous acoustic pressure pulse.

•

The quantitative characteristics of the pressure pulse as well as the nature of the collapse itself
are significantly affected by the architecture of reinforcing fibers and geometry of the tube.

•

Rapid onset and propagation of through-thickness cracks cause sudden acceleration in the
collapse event and result in surface cavitation. The collapse of these cavitation bubbles release
additional pressure waves that may be observed in the near-field pressure history and could
potentially cause additional damage to the structure. Cavitation is seen to initiate at
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approximately the same cavitation number for all filament-wound and roll-wrapped specimens
studied.
•

Composite tubes with braided reinforcement released pressure waves with the greatest
normalized impulse of all specimens studied, and also experienced the least quasi-static predeformation prior to implosion. This is a result of the enhanced brittle nature of the failure of
these materials, and shows that they have a significantly greater potential to damage
neighboring structures in the event of collapse.

•

Filament-wound tubes with a large radius-to-thickness ratio are considered optimal for damage
mitigation, as their collapse results in one of the lowest normalized impulses, and prior to their
collapse they give the greatest "warning" through slow ovalling of the cross-section amounting
to approximately 10% of the tube radius. Since this ovalling is elastic, the structure could be
saved if pressure is relieved prior to reaching this level of deformation.
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ABSTRACT
The mechanisms and pressure fields associated with the hydrostatic implosion of glass-fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP) tubes with varying reinforcement are investigated using high-speed photography.
Experiments are conducted in a large pressure vessel, designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure
throughout collapse. 3-D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to capture full-field displacements,
and dynamic pressure transducers measure the pressure pulse generated by the collapse. Results show
that braided GFRP tubes release pressure waves with significantly greater impulse upon collapse as
compared to filament-wound tubes, increasing their damage potential.
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Introduction
Composite materials have gained significant relevance in naval and marine applications due to their
many advantages over traditional metals. Composites offer alternatives that are lighter, have improved
corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, boast greater operating depths. Composites have
also found unique application in the repair of existing marine structures, particularly due to their
excellent resilience against the aggressive sea environment [1]. For these reasons, the presence of
composite materials in marine industries is increasing, indicated by their current use in several naval
applications, such as sonar domes, masts, and hull sheathings[2]. One of the biggest obstacles to
widespread adaptation of composite materials is a lack of complete understanding and simple design
rules for these materials, especially under extreme loading conditions[2]. For this reason, the present
work looks to expand the current knowledge of composite behavior by examining the problem of
implosion of glass fiber reinforced composite tubes.
The implosion of an enclosed submerged structure occurs when external pressure reaches a critical
value, causing an instability in the structure and resulting in a rapid and often catastrophic collapse.
During this collapse, the boundaries of the structure and surrounding fluid are accelerated to high
velocities and stop suddenly once the collapse is completed. This abrupt change in momentum releases
a pressure wave into the surrounding fluid, which can have the potential to damage nearby structures[35]. For this reason, the implosion problem has gained much attention in recent decades. The implosion
of glass spheres has been studied by several authors who characterized the pressure pulse emitted
during collapse as well as its damage potential to nearby structures[3-7]. The implosion of aluminum
tubes has also been studied in recent work[8-10]. Turner and Ambrico identified key stages of the
implosion event in relation to the local pressure about the collapsing structure [9]. In this work, the
implosion of aluminum tubes resulted in (i) an initial period of underpressure as the implodable volume
is reduced, (ii) a small, sharp peak corresponding to the wall-to-wall contact at the completion of
collapse, (iii) a larger positive pressure peak resulting from the change in momentum of surrounding
fluid, and (iv) a broad overpressure period as the collapse propagates through the length of the tube.
Most recently, Ikeda et. al studied the free-field implosion of aluminum and brass tubes with varying
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geometries [10]. This work examined the effect of different modes of collapse on the emitted pressure
pulse, and used bubble dynamic scaling laws to compare these changes.
Few experimental studies on the implosion of composite structures have been reported in recent works.
Moon et al. examined implosion of filament-wound carbon/epoxy composite tubes with different
winding angles both experimentally and computationally to determine collapse pressures and
modes[11]. Both Ross and Smith performed experiments on carbon/E-glass tubes to determine critical
buckling pressure, buckling modes, and create design tables[12,13]. Hernandez-Moreno et al. studied
filament-wound glass/epoxy composite tubes with a winding angle of 55° to examine effects of winding
pattern on the collapse pressure[14]. Olivas et al. experimentally evaluated the buckling of
glass/vinylester tubes under external pressure to test predictions and design criteria related to the
collapse [15]. Hur et al. examined the buckling modes, loads, and play failure of carbon/epoxy tape
layup tubes both experimentally and computationally[16]. Yang et al. developed an analytic model for
critical buckling pressure based on anisotropic laminate theory and performed experiments on Eglass/epoxy tubes to test predictions[17]. Ramirez and Englehardt experimentally characterized the
effect of delaminations on the buckling of large carbon fiber cylindrical risers subjected to external
pressure [18]. However, in none of these studies is the pressure pulse from the collapse measured, nor
are high speed images of the collapse event captured. Furthermore, their implosion experiments were
not conducted in a large enough vessel to maintain hydrostatic pressure constant through collapse,
thereby changing the conditions seen in open ocean.
Following a previous study on the implosion of carbon/epoxy tube[19], The current study seeks to add
to the current understanding of composite materials by investigating the implosion of glass-fiber
reinforced polymer (GFRP) tubes. Among different composite systems, GFRPs are of particular interest
to the naval industry due to their low cost and excellent resistance to both corrosion and water
absorption. Specimens of varying geometry and reinforcement architecture are studied to examine the
effects of these parameters on the damage and failure progression of the structure as well as the emitted
pressure pulse. High-speed photography coupled with3-D digital image correlation is used to capture
real-time deformation throughout the implosion event, while dynamic pressure transducers are
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employed to characterize the effect of collapse on local pressure fields. It is shown that the implosion of
GFRP tubes results in the release of a potentially hazardous pressure pulse to the environment, and the
nature of that pulse will be dictated by the damage and failure mechanisms dominating the collapse
event. Filament-wound tubes are shown to release a significantly less damaging shockwave than similar
braided tubes, as more energy intensive damage mechanisms dominate the failure process.

Experimental Details
A specially designed 2.1m diameter spherical pressure vessel is used to conduct all implosion
experiments (see Fig. 1). The vessel has a maximum pressure rating of 6.89MPa and provides a
constant hydrostatic pressure throughout the collapse event. Several acrylic windows mounted about the
midspan of the pressure vessel allow the specimens to be viewed by cameras and adequately lit by two
high intensity light sources.

Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus (left) and specimen configuration (right)
Two different material systems are studied, filament-wound glass fiber/polyester(PE ) and braided glass
fiber/epoxy. Filament-wound glass/PE tubes consist of three unidirectional glass fiber reinforcement
plies arranged in a [±55/90] orientation. These tubes are manufactured by Nor'Easter Yachts Inc.
(Milford,CT) with a nominal wall thickness of 2.08mm and inner diameter of 57.2mm for the smaller
tubes referred to as RT, and 101.8mm for larger tubes referred to as GT. Braided glass/epoxy tubes
(referred to as BG) are manufactured with a [±55]3 layup by Polygon Composites (Walkerton, IN) with
a nominal wall thickness of 2.03mm and inner diameter of 60.1mm. All specimens have an unsupported
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length of 381mm.The dimensions are selected as to provide specimens with a low expected collapse
pressure, and a high radius-to-thickness ratio ( >14) so that thin-wall assumptions may be utilized. At
least three experiments were performed for each case to ensure repeatability of results. The material
properties of the specimens studied are listed in Table 1.

Specimen
RT
GT
BG

Reinforcement
FilamentWound
FilamentWound
Braided

Effective Modulus

Inner
Diameter
(mm)

Wall
Thickness
(mm)

L/D

57.2

2.08

6.4

101.8

1.91

60.1

2.03

��𝑬𝟐𝟏𝟏 + 𝑬𝟐𝟐𝟐 �(GPa)

Pcr (MPa)

35.4

2.05[±0.01]

3.7

20.2

0.68[±0.03]

6.3

14.7

1.94[±0.08]

Table 1: Geometric and material properties of studied specimens
Prior to set-up, all composite tube specimens were sealed using two aluminum end caps fitted with
rubber O-rings, and quick setting epoxy is applied to the seam between the end cap and the tube. The
specimen is then suspended horizontally in the center of the pressure vessel using several steel cables
attached to the inner walls of the vessel. The tubes are secured in such a way that they cannot move or
float during the filling process and the painted surface is faced toward the viewing windows. To
measure the changes in local pressure during the collapse event, several tourmaline dynamic pressure
sensors (PCB 138A05, PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are mounted at different locations about
the midspan. All sensors are mounted such that the standoff distance between the sensing element and
the outer surface of the specimen is nominally equal to the radius of the specimen. The amplified
outputs of these sensor are captured by an Astro-med Dash® 8HF-HS portable data recorder (AstroMed Inc., West Warwick, RI) at a sampling rate of 2 MHz.
The pressure vessel is then flooded with water that is first filtered for maximum optical clarity, leaving
a small air pocket at the top. Later, nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize the
enclosed water. The pressure inside the vessel is increased at a gradual rate (0.083 MPa/min) until the
specimen collapsed. At this point, the cameras and pressure sensors are end triggered to record the data
occurring 1 second prior to triggering, effectively capturing data over the entire collapse event.
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DIC Technique
3-D Digital image correlation (DIC) is a well known experimental tool used to determine real-time,
full-field displacements across the viewable surface of a specimen during static as well as dynamic
events[20]. This technique is very simple to implement in typical laboratory environments where the
only viewing medium between the subject and the camera lens is air, however, when multiple media are
present in the viewing path, the application of this optical method becomes difficult. In the experiments
discussed in this study, between the camera lens and the specimen is air, a thick acrylic widow, and a
large quantity of water. Due to the difference in refractory index between these media, the image
viewed by the camera will experience magnification and refraction, introducing significant error to
image measurements. To overcome these problems, the 3-D DIC method is calibrated for underwater
experiments based on previous work [21] for good confidence in the accuracy of measured
displacements and velocities. Here the basic methodology and results of that work are summarized.
Calibration experiments are conducted by imaging a submerged calibration specimen within a small
tank, designed in a way to replicate the optical effects of submersion using a more accessible smaller
tank. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2. The setup is approximately 600 mm long and 200 mm
wide with height of 150 mm. Two acrylic windows, of same thickness to those used in the pressure
chamber are installed with a stereo angle of ~20° for viewing purpose. A 76 mm x 51 mm (3 in x 2 in)
speckled flat aluminum specimen is mounted inside the tank on a precision translation stage, which can
provide both in-plane and out-of-plane translation with 0.01 mm accuracy.
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windows
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Fig. 2: Calibration experiment for 3D DIC of submerged structures
High-speed cameras are placed outside the tank such that the surface normal of each window is aligned
with the optical axis of the respective camera. The specimen is placed at approximate the intersection
point of the two camera axes inside the tank (450 mm deep in water), a location that is consistent with
implosion experiments. Using the translation stage, the specimen is translated in 1 mm increments in
both in-plane and out-of-plane direction and the corresponding images are captured. Displacement at
each translation increment is estimated with Vic-3D software.
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Fig. 3: Calibration results for out-of-plane and in-plane translation
A plot of the actual out-of-plane displacement and the measured average displacement of the specimen
is shown in Fig. 3(a). The measured average surface displacements are in good agreement with the true
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displacements and the percentage error between true and measured out-of-plane displacement is ~1.5%
to 2.5%, showing that the out-of-plane displacements can be accurately captured (< 3% error).
A comparison of given in-plane displacement and measured average DIC displacement as shown in Fig.
3(b) indicates that the two are in very good agreement. The absolute magnitude of error is nearly
constant ~ 0.02 to 0.03 mm for the range of given displacement and therefore the percentage error
shown in Fig. 3(b) decreases (from 1.2% to 0.5%) with increase in displacement. Therefore, when the
optical axis of cameras is aligned with the normal of the viewing windows, both in-plane and out-ofplane displacements can be measured with good accuracy for submerged objects by using the camera
and stereo parameters obtained using a submerged calibration grid.
A random speckle pattern is applied to a region covering the entire length of the specimen and
approximately half of the circumference using flat black paint marker. This region is painted white prior
to speckling to enhance the contrast of the pattern. Features of the pattern were made sufficiently large
as to occupy at least 3x3 pixels in the recorded images for optimal quality and DIC measurements [20].
In addition, the paint was selected to provide perfect bonding with the material surface through large
deformations. Two high-speed cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA, Inc.), offset by 17° are used to
capture stereo images of the patterned region of the specimen at 20,000 frames/s for RT tubes, 50,000
frames/s for BG tubes, and 40,000 frames/s for GT tubes. The stereo images are analyzed using a
commercially available image correlation software, VIC3D 2012(Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia,
SC).

Fig. 4: Example of radius reconstruction of submerged RT composite tube
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To further validate the DIC technique for underwater experiments, the outer radii of each specimen is
reconstructed using DIC software. In each case, the calculated outer radius is within 5% of the
measured value. As an example, an image of a typical RT specimen with reconstructed radius is shown
in Fig. 4. In the region indicated by the box, the average calculated radius is 29.42mm with a standard
deviation of 0.18mm. This is quite close to the true outer radius of 30.66mm and gives confidence in the
accuracy of DIC in this application.
Collapse Pressure Predictions
To properly design experiments, accurate predictions of the collapse pressure of composite tubes is
necessary. In this study, two methods of prediction were used, one empirical based, and one numerical.
Koudela and Strait [22] developed a procedure to create design formulae for laminated and sandwich
composite tubes under hydrostatic pressure. These authors started with the von Mises solution[23] for
isotropic tubes and made several empirical modifications to the above formula to account for the
anisotropy of the laminates and the non-uniform distribution of stress through the thickness of the
laminate, resulting in the following modified design equation:
0.85�𝐸1 𝐸2 𝑡 2.5
0.75 𝐿𝑅 0.5 𝑅
12 𝜈21 )
𝑜
𝑐

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙,𝑎𝑛𝑖 = (1−𝜈

∗

1

�𝐸1 𝐸2 ∗𝑡2
1+ 12𝑅
𝑐 𝑅𝑜 𝐺

(1)

Here, E1 and E2 are the longitudinal and transverse moduli, respectively, ν12 and ν21 are Poisson’s ratios
of the two major axes, Rc and Ro are the mean and outer radii of the laminate, respectively, and G is the
shear modulus.
Finally, the expected collapse pressure and shape are also predicted using Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) with commercially available ABAQUS software (Dassault Systèmes Americas Corp., Waltham,
MA). A linearized buckling analysis [24] is conducted using this software package to obtain the first
buckling mode and pressure. Here, an eighth-symmetry model of the tube is created, with the end caps
represented by pinned boundary conditions and 4-node shell elements used to define the material. This
analysis is performed to increase confidence in the validity and repeatability of experimental
observations.
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For the tubes in this study, the analytic and empirical predictions of buckling pressure described above
provided a useful means of estimating the magnitude of the collapse pressure and provided an upper
bound for that parameter. The predictions obtained from FE linearized buckling analyses are much
more accurate, predicting the collapse typically within 10% of the observed value.
Specific and Total Impulse
Another parameter important to the analysis of pressure pulses from various sources is the impulse of
the wave. The impulse delivered by the pulse is often just as if not more indicative of damage potential
than the peak pressure at which it is delivered [25]. This is because the impulse combines the effect of
both pressure magnitude and the duration of that pulse, which heavily influences the response of a
structure. For this reason, the specific impulse of the local pressure history is calculated for each
specimen type. The specific impulse delivered up to an arbitrary time, t, is defined simply as [25]:
𝑡

𝐼 = ∫0 Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡

(2)

where Δ𝑝 is the dynamic pressure at time t. To form a better means of comparing impulses between
specimens with different collapse pressures, a normalized impulse is defined as follows:
𝑡

∫ Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡
𝐼 ̅ = 0𝑡
∫0 𝑃0 𝑑𝑡

(3)

Where P0 is the hydrostatic pressure during the collapse event.
Time-Frequency Analysis
Frequency analysis is often useful in classifying and comparing acoustic signals such as those generated
in the implosion event. However, typical frequency analysis tools such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
have the disadvantage of lacking temporal data, and thus are best suited to long duration, stationary
signals. The signals measured in this study are highly transient by nature, and have a very short
duration, making FFT less appropriate. As an alternative, time-frequency analysis is explored by using
continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
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Wavelet transform is performed by fitting a series of wavelets to a signal rather than a series sine or
cosine waveforms as in the case of FFT. Wavelets are waveforms with a finite duration, zero mean, and
a small range of frequencies over their length [26]. This allows the retention of time data, allowing the
visualization of the frequency content of various events in the time history, and making this method
better suited to the present study. The CWT method seeks to find an array of "scales" as a function of
time which relate to the frequency content of the signal at that time. This is accomplished using the
following algorithm:
∞
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Where 𝑓(𝑡) represents the signal in question, Ψ(𝑡) is the function definition of the specific wavelet

family used and Ψ ∗ (𝑡) is its complex conjugate, a is a scaling parameter, and b is a temporal shifting
parameter. This shows that in this type of transform, the finite wavelets are scaled in magnitude and
shifted in time to fit the input signal, which is how both time and frequency data are simultaneously
obtained.
For the analysis in this study, the time series are first denoised using a discrete wavelet transform with
Daubechies wavelets (db4), and the denoised signal is processed through a CWT using the Morlet
wavelet family.

Results and Discussion
57.2mm Filament-Wound Tube (RT)
The smaller diameter filament-wound specimens fail at 2.05 MPa in a mode 2 buckling shape, forming
two lobes. The tubes flattened completely during the dynamic failure event, but were seen to rebound to
a nearly cylindrical shape following the release of pressure. The local pressure history measured about
the midspan of these specimens is seen in Fig. 5. In this study, dynamic pressure is defined as the gage
pressure minus the hydrostatic pressure in the tank at the time of collapse. High-speed photographs as
well as DIC generated displacement and velocity contours corresponding to marked events on that trace
are included in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. Qualitatively, this pressure trace at first appears very much
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like those measured for aluminum tubes by previous researchers [8-10], with a gradual decay in
pressure followed by a pressure spike and a broad overpressure region.

Fig. 5: Average dynamic pressure measure about the midspan of RT specimens
Prior to the dynamic collapse event, these specimens begin to oval significantly in a quasi-static
manner. The DIC displacement contour shows a maximum radial deflection of -3.9mm (13.6% of
specimen radius) at time A, indicating that this initial slow ovalling is quite significant for these tubes.
From time A to B, DIC contours reflect the observed smooth deformation with relatively low radial
displacement and velocity at time B. The unstable collapse appears to initiate at this time, where a
steady drop in pressure is seen marking the beginning of the underpressure region of the pressure
history. Examining the corresponding high-speed photograph, it is observed that damage also initiates at
this time as indicated by the white arrow. This damage comes in the form of interfibrillar
cracking/debonding, which will come to dominate the damage behavior of these materials. Pressure
decays steadily until time C where the rate of decay increases suggesting an intensification of the
collapse. The matched image in Fig. 6 shows the appearance of a dimple near the initiation of collapse,
characteristic of the mode 2 buckling shape. The contours at time C also clearly show the dimple
developed in the midspan of the specimen at that time. This region shows highly localized displacement
of -12mm and much higher velocity of 18m/s, while the area outside of the dimple is largely unchanged
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from the previous key point. This shows that in the initial stages, this instability is a highly localized
phenomenon.

Fig. 6: High-speed photographs of key events for RT specimens
This new rate of pressure decay is maintained fairly constant until time D where the pressure is seen to
drop quite suddenly. The photograph at this time shows that the dimple formed previously has grown
significantly, and that additional fiber/matrix debonding is apparent on the specimen surface. This
accumulated damage effectively reduces the stiffness and structural integrity of the tube, allowing for
more rapid deformation and as a result steeper pressure drops. DIC contours show an intensification of
both radial displacement and collapse velocity in the region of the observed dimple. The displacement
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and velocity are quite high at this time, 18mm and 20m/s respectively, however they are still localized
to the small region of the dimple, while the rest of the structure maintains a near zero velocity. This
rapid increase in displacement and velocity explains the further change in slope of the pressure decay as
the collapse further hastens. After this time, image correlation is lost completely due to the destruction
of the speckle pattern on the surface of the specimen. The beginning of this destruction can be seen in
the contours at times C and D as increasingly large regions are devoid of data. It should be noted that
due to this loss in DIC data, the maximum velocity prior to wall contact is not captured.

Fig. 7: DIC contours of radial displacement (left) and velocity (right) for RT specimens
After this time, pressure continues to decay until a minimum value is reached. Shortly thereafter, a
distinct, fairly small peak is observed at time E as pressure steeply rises. This peak is consistent with
observations on the implosion of aluminum tubes [8-10] and represents initial contact of the walls of the
structure. This is confirmed using high-speed photography, as the tube is seen to make wall contact at
that time in the location indicated by the white arrow. Pressure continues to rise until a maximum is
reached at time F. The image at this time shows the propagation of the wall contact both
circumferentially as well as axially. This peak is followed by a broad overpressure region as the
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collapse continues to propagate through the length of the specimen, after which the pressure returns to
oscillate about the hydrostatic value.

Fig. 8: Post-mortem images for glass/PE specimens, showing (A) matrix cracking, (B) delamination of
outer hoop ply, (C) delamination of inner helical ply, and (D) long pulled-out glass fibers
Post-mortem images of RT specimens, shown in Fig. 8, give a clearer view of the types and scales of
damage incurred on the structure. In these images, the damage present is seen to be overwhelmingly
delamination, matrix cracking, marked as "A", and fiber pull-out. Delamination of the outer ply, marked
as "B" exposes the helical plies beneath, and much of the inner-most ply has also delaminated and is
seen pushed in on the interior of the tube, marked as "C". Composites with unidirectional reinforcement
are typically quite weak in terms of delamination as compared to other reinforcement types, as the
reinforcing plies simply lay upon one another with little interply interaction [27]. For this reason, when
the tubes experience large deformations during collapse, delamination initiates in the early stages of the
event and continues to dominate through collapse. Optical micrographic investigation of the fracture
surface also shows very long intact glass fibers protruding from fracture surfaces, indicated by "D".
This shows that fiber pull-out does indeed play a very significant role in the failure of these tubes.
These major modes of damage explains the many jumps and changes in slope in the underpressure
region. The nature of the underpressure region can be compared with the physical "stick-slip"
phenomenon seen in the delamination of composite materials as well as in fiber pull-out [27].
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101.8mm Filament-Wound Tube (GT)
The larger diameter filament-wound specimens fail at 0.68 MPa in a mode 2 buckling shape. As with
the smaller specimens, these tubes regain much of their initial circularity following the collapse, and
also recover significant structural stability. The local pressure history measured about the midspan of
these specimens is seen in Fig. 9 and high-speed photographs as well as DIC generated displacement
and velocity contours corresponding to marked events on that trace are included in Fig.s 10 and 11,
respectively.

Fig. 9: Average dynamic pressure measure about the midspan of GT specimens
As is the case with the smaller RT tubes, the larger diameter GT specimens experience a significant
amount of gradual ovalling prior to dynamic collapse. The DIC displacement contour shows a
maximum radial deflection of -4.1mm (8.1% of specimen radius) at time A, similar in magnitude to that
seen in the smaller specimens. After the dynamic collapse initiates, a rather smooth and gradual decay
in pressure is observed between times A and B as the structure deforms in on itself without noticeable
damage on the surface. DIC contours at time B indicate that over the course of this smooth deformation,
large displacements of up to 36mm are achieved and the structure accelerates to a velocity of
approximately 17m/s.
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Fig. 10: High-speed photographs of key events for GT specimens
After time B, a more abrupt drop in pressure is observed. This is a result of longitudinal cracks that
form along the apexes of the buckle lobes, causing a more abrupt increase in velocity and drop in
pressure in the vicinity of the cracks due to a loss of structural integrity. At time C, the pressure at the
surface of the structure drops low enough to initiate cavitation bubbles(see high speed image in Fig.
10), which grow to a critical size and then collapse on themselves. It is well known that the collapse of
cavitation bubbles against a surface results in the release of very peaky pressure waves [28], and the
superposition of these waves with the underpressure region results in their observed "peaky" period
between times B and D. At time D, a very sharp spike is seen in the local pressure trace and wall-towall contact is observed in the region indicated by the arrow in the matched high-speed photograph.
Wall contact is confirmed by examining the DIC velocity contour at this time which shows a small
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region of zero velocity at the center of the midspan. This point contact results in the release of the
acoustic pressure spike recorded at time D. Additionally, the displacement contour at that time shows a
maximum radial displacement of -49.4mm, which is quite close to the inner radius of the structure of
50.8mm. The maximum structural velocity prior to wall contact is measured by DIC as 18 m/s.

Fig. 11: DIC contours of radial displacement (left) and velocity (right) for GT specimens
Following wall contact, pressure rises rapidly to a maximum at time E as a result of the sudden
momentum change imparted to surrounding fluid. DIC displacement and velocity contours show that
the midspan of the specimen has flattened completely, and this buckle begins to propagate axially. This
is evidenced by the expanded area of zero velocity combined with the greater region of near 50mm
radial displacement. An interesting observation at this time is the development of a "buckle front", or a
region of high velocity (~25m/s) immediately ahead of the collapsed, zero velocity zone. This
corroborates with previous buckling experiments performed on long pipes which showed the
propagation velocity of the buckle is significantly greater than the initial radial collapse velocity
attained in the formation of the buckle [29]. After time E, the buckle shape continues to propagate
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through the length of the structure and pressure measurements are dominated by reflections from the
tank boundaries.

Fig. 12: Post-mortem images of GT specimens, showing (A) longitudinal cracking, (B) internal
delamination, and (C) matrix cracking in the innermost ply
Post-mortem images of GT tubes, included in Fig. 12, show the dominating damage and failure
mechanisms present in these materials. In these tubes, damage is largely confined to two longitudinal
cracks corresponding to the two buckling lobes, marked as "A", and large areas of whitening implying
internal delamination, indicated by "B". An amount of interfibrillar matrix cracking is evident in the
internal ply of these tube, marked as "C", though it is fairly minor in comparison. Overall, the extent of
damage in these specimens is remarkably less than for the smaller diameter RT specimens of the same
make. This is due to the larger size of the GT specimens, coupled with a much lower collapse pressure.
Therefore, the potential hydrostatic energy at collapse may be dissipated in the deformation of the
structure without resulting in catastrophic damage.
Braided Tube (BG)
Braided glass specimens fail at 1.94 MPa in a mode 2 buckling shape, flattening to a similar degree as
aluminum specimens [8-10]. Like other specimens, circularity and structural integrity is regained
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following the release of pressure though to an even larger degree. The average local pressure history
measured about the midspan of a typical specimen is seen in Fig. 13 and high-speed photographs as
well as DIC generated displacement and velocity contours corresponding to marked events on that trace
are included in Fig.s 14 and 15, respectively. The pressure trace for these specimens appears quite
different from filament-wound glass/PE tubes discussed previously. Because dimensions and collapse
pressures are very similar, this can be attributed to the change in reinforcement architecture.

Fig. 13: Average dynamic pressure measure about the midspan of BG specimens
An amount of initial ovalling did occur in these specimens, although it is considerably less than either
filament-wound specimen. The DIC displacement contour records a maximum deflection of -1.3mm
(4.3% of specimen radius) prior to the implosion event. The dynamic collapse begins with a relatively
slow decay in pressure from time A to time B, lasting ~2.25ms. This is much longer than the initial
gradual decay seen in RT tubes, which lasted ~1ms before intensifying. At time B, a slight recovery in
pressure is seen followed by a very sharp drop to a minimum at time C. This is accompanied by the
initiation of longitudinal cracking at the location indicated in the matched image. This suggests a very
sudden loss in structural stability occurs at time B, resulting in the rapid acceleration of the structure
and, consequently, an equally rapid drop in pressure. The velocity contour at this time displays a highly
localized region of high velocity (11 m/s) appearing in the vicinity of that crack, confirming this
hypothesis. The underpressure region continues until time E where a distinct peak is observed followed
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by a rapid increase in pressure, indicating wall contact. This is confirmed by examining the
corresponding high speed image in which contact is observed in the marked region.

Fig. 14: High-speed photographs of key events for BG specimens
DIC contours at this time show the velocity at the nadir of the buckle valley suddenly drops and higher
velocity regions are seen to either side of this point. This further reinforces the previous observation of
wall contact at this time as deformation will halt wherever contact is made. However, due to the
orientation of the buckle shape along with some loss of correlation from damage, the actual zero
velocity region as well as the maximum collapse velocity are not captured. The high velocity regions to
either side of the arrested area indicate the beginning of axial propagation of the buckle shape. After
wall contact is made the high magnitude pressure pulse typical of the implosion arrives at time F. DIC
contours show that axial propagation continues through time F where high velocity regions progress
further away from the initial contact point and the area of near-zero velocity expands. After time F,
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extensive damage caused complete loss of useful data capture as the speckle pattern is critically
obscured. It is interesting to note that as the buckle propagates axially, the magnitude of the high
velocity regions appear to increase, reaching a maximum of 23 m/s before total loss of correlation. This
is consistent with observations made on the buckling of the larger diameter GT specimens discussed
previously.

Fig. 15: DIC contours of radial displacement (left) and velocity (right) for BG specimens
Post-mortem images of BG tubes are included in Fig. 16, and show stark contrast compared to filamentwound specimens of similar geometry. First, although during collapse they flattened completely, these
tubes are seen to regain nearly all of their original shape after the event. Additionally, the only damage
evident on the surface of the specimen are two cracks in the outer- and inner-most plies, spaced
approximately 180° circumferentially. These cracks are marked in Fig. 16 with "A". The longitudinal
cracks correspond to the two lobes of the buckle shape, and are formed in the regions of high tensile
stress in these lobes. There are also large areas of "whitening" apparent on the non-painted surface of
the specimen in the vicinity of the cracks marked as "B". This indicates delamination between some of
the internal plies in that region. Though delamination is present, it does not exist on nearly the same
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scale as for filament-wound tubes, and this is a direct result of the reinforcing architecture. It is well
known that composites with woven fabric reinforcements show much greater resistance to delamination
than those with unidirectional reinforcement [27]. This allows delaminations to be arrested through the
interaction of adjacent plies in the thickness direction, therefore containing this damage mode.

Fig. 16: Post-mortem images of BG specimens, showing (A) longitudinal cracking, and (B) internal
delamination
Optical microscopy shows the presence of very many microcracks near the main cracks, each parallel
with the nearest fiber bundle. It is clear that these cracks initiated in either the resin-rich regions
between the fibers or in the fiber/matrix interface itself, however each crack is relatively short, signaling
that they were arrested prior to unstable propagation. This arresting of the microcracks is also a
characteristic of woven reinforcement of the braided preform. These cracks initiated in the interfibrillar
region are able to propagate easily in the resin-rich regions parallel to fiber bundles, however they soon
encounter fibers perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Due to their orientation relative to the
propagation direction, these fibers are able to bridge the crack, effectively reducing the stress at the
crack tip and arresting the crack. The arresting of these cracks effectively reduces the extent of damage
to the composite structure and is a feature unique to woven architectures.
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Pressure Parameters
To evaluate the quantitative effect of reinforcement and geometry on the recorded pressure histories it is
useful to compare the extreme values of local pressure attained in each experiment. However, due to the
relatively slow nature of the collapse of these tubes, reflections of the initial underpressure wave may in
fact reflect back from the walls of the pressure vessel and artificially reduce the magnitude of some
parts of the observed overpressure. As a result, the true magnitude of the pressure peak may by
somewhat obscured and reduced. Therefore, this discussion will focus solely on the quantities
associated with underpressure region itself. For the smaller diameter specimens discussed in this study,
the dynamic portion of the underpressure regions are quite short, and so any reflections of the initial,
gradual portions of the underpressure would be very small. Because of this, the magnitude of the
underpressure region and other parameters associated with this region may be quantified with
confidence for these specimens.

Specimen

Minimum
Pressure,
Pmin (MPa)

(Pmin / Pcr)
x 100%

Underpressure
Duration (ms)

RT

1.72 [±0.03]

78 [±2] %

2.653 [±0.106]

BG

1.24 [±0.09]

76 [±3] %

3.135 [±0.212]

Normalized
Negative
Impulse, 𝐼 ̅
0.0450
[±0.005]
0.0703
[±0.007]

Potential
Hydrostatic
Energy (J)
2011 [±23]
2096 [±174]

Table 2: Summary of experimental results for RT and BG specimens, 95% confidence interval in
brackets
However, in the case of the larger diameter GT specimens, there is a region of significantly high
magnitude underpressure lasting approximately 4ms, raising the concern of reflections corrupting even
latter parts of the underpressure region itself. Therefore, discussions on quantitative aspects of the
pressure profiles will be limited to RT and BG specimens, to observe differences caused by
reinforcement architecture.
The equivalent minimum pressures at a distance of 0.1m from the center of the tube for all studied
specimens are compared in Table 2, normalized by the hydrostatic pressure at collapse. This table
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shows that for specimens of similar geometry, changing reinforcement from filament wound to braided
has little to no effect on either the minimum pressure observed in the near field during the implosion
event. For both specimens, a minimum pressure of approximately 77% of the hydrostatic pressure is
reached.
To further analyze the effect of reinforcement architecture, the duration of the underpressure region of
the pressure histories are compared in Table 2 for tubes of similar geometry. It is observed that the
underpressure region for specimens with braided reinforcements lasts, on average, 18% longer than for
those with filament-wound reinforcement. This is a result of the two distinct sub-regions of the
underpressure for BG tubes, due to the unique deformation characteristics of braided composites. As
tensile strain is applied to these structures, the interlaced tows attempt to scissor, restricted by the
surrounding matrix material. The restriction imposed by the matrix causes the tows to lock up, resulting
in significant stiffening in the preform [30]. Though the loading of the tube in this case is biaxial
compression, as the structure buckles some regions will in fact experience tension, namely outer plies
near the apex of buckling lobes and inner plies at the nadir of valleys.
The manifestation of this behavior can be observed in the underpressure region of the braided
specimens which appears to exhibit two distinct phases, the first from time A to time B, and the second
from time B to time E. The first phase represents deformation prior to damage initiation in the structure.
During this stage of the collapse, The interwoven fiber tows are able to scissor, until they lock up
resulting in the slight recovery in pressure right at time B. Once the tows lock up, they fail in a brittle
manner fairly quickly resulting in the appearance of longitudinal cracks and causing sudden loss of
structural stability and rapid pressure drop.
Impulse
The reduction of the overpressure region via reflections of the underpressure wave from the tank
boundaries can also lead to the underestimation of the impulse delivered by the overpressure wave. This
causes the magnitudes of the impulse of the underpressure and overpressure regions to not be equal,
contrary to previous experimental observations [8,9]. This means that the impulse delivered by the
overpressure pulse, an important quantity in evaluating damage potential of the wave, may not be
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accurately measured directly from the pressure history. To overcome this limitation and gain a means to
accurately quantify the positive impulse, the fundamental physics involved in this problem are used to
show that the negative impulse may be used to indirectly estimate the positive impulse, by showing that
at the conclusion of the event, the net impulse must vanish. The details of this derivation may be found
in the referenced study [21]. This phenomenon has been observed in several studies on the implosion of
glass spheres as well as the implosion of aluminum tubes [8,9]. Therefore, in the present study the
impulse of the underpressure region is calculated, and it is assumed that its magnitude will be
equivalent to that of the impulse released in the pressure pulse.
The normalized impulse, as previously defined, delivered in the collapse of each specimen is listed in
Table 2. Comparing tubes of similar diameter, it is noted that specimens with braided reinforcement
release pressure waves with a 56% greater impulse than those with unidirectional, filament-wound
reinforcement. This is a result of the more brittle nature of the failure of braided preforms. As
previously discussed, the "locking-up" of braided tows causes significant stiffening in the laminate, and
results in a more sudden and brittle failure than in the case of unidirectional wound reinforcements. In
fact, the secondary and more rapid region of pressure drop in the underpressure region for these
specimens is quite similar to that seen in the implosion of glass tubes [31]. In addition, the damage
modes present in RT specimens caused the initial collapse to be very localized to the center of the
specimen. DIC generated velocity contours show that throughout the initial stages of the implosion, the
deformation of the specimen is characterized by a small region of relatively high velocity, while
velocity of the rest of the surface remains near zero. Matrix cracking and delamination in the centralized
region caused a severe loss in structural stability, and allowing just the limited area at this location to
accelerate. This means that less volume of the surrounding fluid will be accelerated in this case, and
consequently, the impulse will be reduced. In addition, RT specimens experienced significantly greater
ovalling than BG specimens prior to the dynamic collapse, 13.6% of the original tube radius as
compared to 4.3%, respectively. This effectively reduces the distance the walls of RT tubes accelerate
prior to contact, and thereby reduces the impulse generated in the surrounding fluid.
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Wavelet Analysis
Typical midspan pressures along with the matched scalogram generated using wavelet analysis are
plotted for RT and BG specimens in Fig.s 17(a) and 17(b), respectively.

(a) Scalogram and matched pressure history

(b) Scalogram and matched pressure history

for typical RT specimen

for typical BG specimen

Fig. 17: Wavelet analysis of wound and braided GFRP tubes of similar geometry. Colors represent
scaled power levels
In these Figures, the frequency content of the signal is easily correlated to events in the pressure profile,
and therefore the frequency content of the high pressure pulse may be identified. The most important
difference noted here is that the pulse released by braided specimen has a more broader band of
frequency content, up to an in excess of 10 kHz. In contrast, the majority of the energy in the pulse
released by filament-wound tubes is confined to the fairly narrow band upper bounded at approximately
1 kHz, with relatively little energy in higher frequencies. This has important implications in the
response of structures loaded by this pressure pulse. A pulse with a broadband frequency content will
effectively excite a greater range of frequencies in the structure that it is loading. This increases the
likelihood of triggering a resonant response, resulting in large deformation and increasing damage
potential [32,33]. The reason for this difference in frequency content is caused by the failure behaviors
specific to each reinforcement architecture. Due to the less sudden and more localized initial failure of
RT tubes, the initial wall contact spreads more slowly in the circumferential direction as compared to
BG tubes which showed a more sudden and less localized collapse. This results in the more gradual
transference of momentum change to the surrounding fluid, thereby reducing the high-frequency
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content in the wave released by the collapse of filament-wound RT specimens. This phenomenon is
analogous to differences in frequency content of impact hammer strikes using hammer tips of different
degrees of stiffness. Strikes with hammers with softer tips have lessened high-frequency content since
the duration of contact is longer than for stiffer tips [33].

Conclusions
The hydrostatic implosion of glass fiber reinforced composite tubes is studied for specimens of varying
reinforcement architectures and inner diameters. Using high-speed photography, DIC measurements,
and dynamic pressure transducers, the progression of deformation and damage during collapse as well
as the local pressure history throughout the implosion event is characterized for each specimen type.
The completion of this study has resulted in the following conclusions:
•

Differences in the dominating failure mechanisms present in each material produce significant
differences in the pressure pulse released during the implosion of GFRP composite tubes.

•

Due to the enhanced brittle nature of their failure, coupled with less energy intensive damage
modes, the collapse of braided tubes results in the release of a pressure wave with a
significantly greater impulse, implying an increased damage potential to nearby structures as
compared to filament-wound tubes.

•

Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is used to identify the frequency signatures of the
pressure pulse released by the implosion events, and shows the acoustic signals generated by
braided specimens possess significantly greater high-frequency content than filament-wound
specimens.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental study on the underwater buckling of composite and metallic tubes is conducted to
evaluate and compare their collapse mechanics. Experiments are performed in a pressure vessel
designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the collapse. Filament-wound carbonfiber/epoxy, glass/polyester (PE) tubes, and aluminum tubes are studied to explore the effect of material
type on the structural failure. 3-D Digital Image Correlation technique is used to capture the full-field
deformation and velocities during the implosion event. Local pressure fields generated by the implosion
event are measured using dynamic pressure transducers to evaluate the strength of the emitted pressure
pulse. The results show that glass/PE tubes release the weakest pressure pulse, and carbon/epoxy tubes
release the strongest upon collapse. In each case, the dominating mechanisms of failure control the
amount of flow energy released.
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Introduction
The implosion of a sealed, thin-walled structure occurs when external pressure reaches a critical value,
causing an instability, and resulting in the rapid collapse of the structure. During this collapse, the
surrounding fluid accelerates, causing a drop in local pressure. The complete collapse of the structure
causes the opposite walls to make contact with each other leading the walls and contact fluid to quickly
arrest. This abrupt change in momentum of fluid releases a pressure wave of considerable strength into
the surrounding fluid. [1-4].
The problem of implosion has been studied from many decades, with some of the first work focusing on
using emitted pressure pulses as explosive-less underwater acoustic sources [3-5]. Recently, there has
been a renewed interest in implosion due to a 2001 accident in Japan at Super-Kamiokande neutrino
observatory. In this accident, the implosion of a single photomultiplier tube released a shockwave
powerful enough to trigger a chain reaction of collapse, resulting in the implosion of nearly 7000
adjacent tubes, causing $20-30m of damage [6]. This accident led to multiple efforts to characterize the
pressure pulse emitted during collapse of glass spheres, as well as their potential to damage nearby
structures [7,8]. The implosion of aluminum tubes has also gained attention from researchers in the
Naval community. Turner and Ambrico identified key stages of the implosion event in relation to the
local pressure about the collapsing structure [2]. Also in this work, robust fluid-structure computational
models were developed which agreed with the experimental data. Farhat et al. studied the implosion of
aluminum tubes with varying L/D ratios to produce both mode 2 and mode 4 failures, and used these
experiments to verify computational models [9]. Most recently, Ikeda et. al studied the free-field
implosion of aluminum and brass tubes with varying geometries. This work examined the effect of
different modes of collapse on the emitted pressure pulse, and used bubble dynamic scaling to compare
these changes [10].
In comparison, the implosion of composite structures has received fairly little attention. Several
analytical treatments exist on the subject, but few experimental studies have been performed. Moon et
al. examined implosion of filament-wound carbon/epoxy composite tubes with different winding angles
both experimentally and computationally to determine critical buckling pressures and collapse modes
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[11]. Both Ross and Smith performed experiments on carbon/E-glass tubes to determine critical
buckling pressure, collapse modes, and create design tables [12, 13]. Hernandez-Moreno et al. studied
the effects of winding pattern on the collapse pressure in filament-wound glass/epoxy composite tubes
[14]. Hur et al. examined the buckling modes, loads, and ply failure of carbon/epoxy tape layup tubes
both experimentally and computationally [15]. Yang et al. developed an analytic model for critical
buckling pressure based on anisotropic laminate theory and performed experiments on E-glass/epoxy
tubes to verify predictions [16]. However, in none of these studies is the pressure pulse from the
collapse measured, nor are high speed images of the collapse event captured. Previous work by the
current authors aimed to address this gap in knowledge by examining the pressure pulses emitted during
the collapse of carbon-fiber and glass-fiber reinforced composite tubes and capturing full-field
displacements during the implosion events [17, 18]. These studies showed that the implosion of
carbon/epoxy and glass/PE tubes also produces similar pressure waves as seen earlier [2,9], and the
type of composite architecture used in the materials plays a significant role in determining the strength
of the that wave. However, it is still not clear how the implosion pulse released from composite
structures differs from metallic structures.
The use of composites has attracted attention in underwater marine applications due to the array of
advantages offered by these materials. Composite materials offer alternatives with reduced weight,
improved corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, greater potential operating depths in
comparison to metallic structures. In addition, these materials provide improved stealth qualities by
having very low thermal, acoustic, and magnetic signatures, increasing their appeal for military
applications. For these reasons, the presence of composite materials in marine industries is increasing,
and they are currently used in several naval applications, such as sonar domes, masts, and hull
sheathings [19]. One of the biggest obstacles to widespread adaptation of composite materials is a lack
of complete understanding and simple design rules for these materials, especially under extreme loading
conditions [19]. For this reason, the present work looks to expand the current knowledge of composites
and the implosion problem by characterizing the differences in the mechanics of collapse and local
pressure fields in the implosion of tubes of composite and metallic materials.
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Experimental Details
Specimen Geometry
The impodable volumes in this study are aluminum 6061-T6 tubes, and carbon/epoxy and
glass/polyester (PE) filament wound composite tubes. The carbon/epoxy tubes consist of seven layers
of unidirectional carbon fabric reinforcement arranged in a [±15/0/±45/±15] layup with a 60.3mm inner
diameter and a 381mm unsupported length. These cylinders are manufactured by Rock West
Composites (West Jordan, UT) with a nominal wall thickness of 1.63mm and are thoroughly sanded for
excellent surface finish and tolerances. The glass/PE tubes consist of five layers of unidirectional Eglass fabric reinforcement arranged in a [±55/±55/0] layup with a 57.2mm inner diameter and 381mm
unsupported length. These cylinders are manufactured by Nor'Easter Yachts (Milford, CT) with a
nominal wall thickness of 2mm. The reinforcements for both composite tubes are continuous, micron
diameter filaments. Aluminum 6061-T6 tubes were cut from commercially available extruded tubing,
with an inner diameter of 61.5mm, a wall thickness of 1.24mm, and a length of 381mm. The
dimensions are selected to provide specimens with a relatively low collapse pressure, and a high radiusto-thickness ratio so that thin-wall assumptions may be utilized.

Figure 1: Experimental facility (left) and test specimen configuration (right)
All implosion experiments are conducted in a 2.1m diameter spherical pressure vessel, designed to
provide constant hydrostatic pressure throughout the collapse event (see Figure 1). Several acrylic
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windows mounted about the midspan of the pressure vessel allow the specimens to be viewed by highspeed cameras and adequately lit by two high-powered lights.
The specimens are sealed using two aluminum end caps, and are then suspended horizontally in the
center of the pressure vessel. To measure the changes in local pressure during the collapse event,
several high pressure blast transducers (PCB 138A05, PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are
mounted along the axis of the tube at a standoff distance equal to the diameter of the tube. The
conditioned signal outputs of the sensors are recorded by an Astro-med Dash® 8HF-HS portable data
recorder (Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick, RI) at a sampling rate of 2 MHz.
The vessel is then flooded with filtered water, leaving a small air pocket at the top. Once the vessel is
filled, nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize the enclosed water. The pressure
inside the vessel is increased at a gradual rate (0.083 MPa/min) until the specimen collapsed. At this
point, the cameras and pressure transducers are end triggered to record the data occurring 1 second prior
to triggering. In this way, data is collected for the entire collapse event by all recording devices.
2.2 DIC Technique
Prior to experiments, a random, high-contrast speckle pattern is applied by hand to a region spanning
the entire length of the specimen and approximately half of the circumference using flat black and white
paint. Features of the pattern were made sufficiently large as to occupy at least 3x3 pixels in the
recorded images for optimal DIC measurements. Two high-speed cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA,
Inc.) positioned at a stereo angle of 17°, are used to capture images of the patterned region of the
specimen at a frame rate of between 40,000 and 50,000 frames/second. The stereo images are analyzed
using a commercially available DIC software, VIC3D 2012 (Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC)
to measure full-field displacements/velocities across the viewable surface of the specimen. 3-D Digital
image correlation (DIC) is a well known non-contact optical technique to determine real-time, full-field
displacements across the viewable surface of a specimen [20]. This technique is calibrated for
underwater experiments based on previous work [21] for confidence in the accuracy of measured
displacements and velocities. Using the referenced calibration method, in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements may be determined within 1.2% and 2.5% error, respectively.
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In the Section 3, DIC data is presented as color map contours of displacements/velocities along the
length of the tube over time. A horizontal line is drawn, parallel to the length axis of the tube, and at the
center of its viewable area, and data is extracted from points along this line for each successive recorded
image. In this way, a contour plot could be generated showing the evolution of displacement and
velocity across the length of the structure throughout the event. For the "Axial Position" axis in these
plots, zero represents the longitudinal center of the tube.
Flow Energy
In order to define an energy term to evaluate the strength of the implosion pulse, assumptions must be
made about the shape of the pulse. During the implosion, the flow of water rushes toward the center of
the structure, converging approximately where initial wall contact occurs. Therefore the high pressure
wave emitted from the abrupt change in water momentum also initiates at the center of the specimen.
This leads to an approximately spherical wave originating at the point of wall contact. Turner et. al have
demonstrated the spherical nature of the implosion wave in experiments on the collapse of aluminum
tubes [2]. For these reasons, a spherical wave assumption is made, allowing the development of energy
analysis based off of underwater explosion theory.
In many cases, the area under the pressure-time curve (pressure-impulse) is an important parameter to
determine the strength of pressure pulse [22]. This parameter combines the effect of both pressure
magnitude and the duration of that pulse to evaluate the damage potential of the pressure pulse. This
area directly relates to the flow energy of the local pressure pulse generated in the implosion event. This
flow energy is calculated for the underpressure region of each specimen type. Here, the energy flux
through a surface at distance, R, up to an arbitrary time, t, is defined simply as [23]:

𝐸𝐹 =

1

2𝜌0 𝑅𝑠

𝑡

2

�∫0 Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡�

(1)

Where Δ𝑝 is the dynamic pressure at time t, 𝑅𝑠 is the standoff distance, and 𝜌0 is the density of the

fluid. Knowing that the time integral of pressure is equal to impulse, I, the above may be simplified to:

𝐸𝐹 =

𝐼2

2𝜌0 𝑅𝑠
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(2)

To find the total flow energy, a spherical wave is assumed and the flux is multiplied by the area of an
imaginary sphere with radius equal to the standoff distance of the pressure sensor as follows:
𝐸𝐴 = 4𝜋𝑅𝑠2 𝐸𝐹

(3)

To normalize this measure for differences in the collapse pressure of different materials, the total flow
energy is divided by the potential hydrostatic energy available just prior to the collapse, defined as:
𝐸𝐻 = 𝑃𝑐𝑟 𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

(4)

Where Pcr is the hydrostatic collapse pressure and Vtube is the internal volume of the tube. In this way,
the flow energy released in the pressure pulse may be presented as a percentage of the available
hydrostatic energy at the collapse pressure.
Due to knowledge of the shape of the pulse, the signal of a single sensor may be used to calculate the
flow energy as described above. The sensor at the mid-span is used to calculate this parameter because
viscous losses are minimized by reading closer to the source, and higher readings are made closer to the
source, improving signal-to-noise ratio.

Results
Table 1: Summary of experimental results

Specimen

Collapse
Pressure, Pcr
(MPa)

Pmin/Pcr

Pmax/Pcr

Aluminum

1.68 [±0.01]

Carbon/Epoxy

0.97 [±0.03]

Glass/PE

2.05 [±0.01]

0.69
[±0.04]
0.51
[±0.05]
0.84
[±0.02]

1.70
[±0.17]
2.57
[±0.56]
1.24
[±0.06]

Maximum
Collapse
Velocity
(m/s)
20.0 [±2.0]

Pre-Buckling
Displacement
(mm)

16.5 [±2.3]

1.7 [±0.5]

27.2 [±1.4]

3.9 [±0.2]

2.5 [±0.2]

Aluminum Tubes
Aluminum tubes are observed to fail at 1.68 MPa in a mode 2 shape, forming two lobes across the
circumference. The local pressure history measured about the midspan of these specimens is seen in
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Figure 2 and DIC contours of displacement and velocity across the length of the tube are plotted in
Figure 3. The DIC contours show the displacement and velocity extracted across a line along the length
axis of the tube as shown in the figure.

Figure 2: Representative pressure data and high-speed photographs recorded in the implosion of
aluminum tubes
The pressure history measured for these specimens is quite consistent with reports of previous studies
[2,9,10]. At the start of the collapse, the local pressure decays smoothly to a minimum just prior to
𝑡 = 0.00𝑚𝑠. This corresponds to an acceleration of the center of the tube to a maximum velocity of 20
m/s, as shown by DIC contours. At 𝑡 = 0.00𝑚𝑠, contact initiates between opposing walls of the tube,

shown by the sudden drop in wall velocity at the center of the tube. This is accompanied by a very sharp
spike in the local pressure at this time, indicating the acoustic pulse released due to wall contact. A
second acoustic spike is observed as another wall contact is made when the buckle propagated
circumferentially. Shortly thereafter, a large spike in pressure is observed with considerable impulse.
This pulse is caused by the change in momentum of the surrounding fluid, which accelerated inward
along with the walls of the structure. Following this pulse is a lower magnitude pressure tail that
corresponds to the axial propagation of the buckle through the length of the tube, as seen in the
displacement and velocity contours.
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Figure 3: DIC contours of displacement and velocity across the length of aluminum specimens. Data is
extracted from the dotted line shown in the image
An interesting feature seen in the velocity contour is the acceleration of the collapse as the buckle
propagates. Starting at approximately 𝑡 = 0.2𝑚𝑠, the velocity of the region just behind the zero velocity
zone increases to 35 m/s, significantly higher than the maximum velocity at the center of the tube
Filament-Wound Carbon
The carbon fiber reinforced specimens fail at 0.97 MPa in a mode 2 buckle shape. The local pressure
history measured about the midspan of these specimens and high-speed photographs corresponding to
key events are seen in Figure 4. DIC generated contours of radial displacement and velocity along the
length of the tube are plotted in Figure 5. The DIC contours show the displacement and velocity
extracted across a line along the length axis of the tube as shown in the figure.
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(a) Local pressure history at

(b) Corresponding high-speed

midspan

photographs

Figure 4: Representative pressure data and high-speed photographs recorded in the implosion of
carbon/epoxy tubes.
Initially, the instability is characterized by a smooth and gradual decay in pressure up to 𝑡 = −0.5𝑚𝑠.
At this time, a distinct spike in pressure is recorded followed by a sharp drop to a minimum of -0.4

MPa. This spike is a result of longitudinal cracks that initiate at the apexes of the two buckling lobes,
releasing an acoustic pulse. This cracking causes a sudden and severe loss of structural stability,
allowing the tube walls to accelerate and, consequently, causing a more rapid drop in pressure. The
remainder of the underpressure region sustains a minimum pressure, similar to observations made in the
implosion of brittle glass tubes by Turner [25]. The drop in pressure seen in this region is sufficient to
initiate cavitation near the apexes of the buckle lobes, as highlighted in Figure 4 at 𝑡 = −0.21𝑚𝑠. This

phenomenon leads to the formation of cavitation bubbles. These bubbles grow to a critical size and then

collapse upon themselves, releasing acoustic pressure pulses upon collapse in the near field which are
recorded as minor pressure spikes observed between 𝑡 = −0.48𝑚𝑠 and 𝑡 = 0.00𝑚𝑠.
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Figure 5: DIC contours of displacement and velocity across the length of carbon/epoxy specimens.
Data is extracted from the dotted line shown in the image
Wall-to-wall contact occurs at 𝑡 = 0.00𝑚𝑠 in the location indicated in the matched high-speed

photograph. The occurrence of wall contact is confirmed by the DIC generated velocity contour at that
time which shows zero velocity at the center of the specimen. The maximum velocity recorded just
prior to wall contact is 16 m/s, which represents the maximum wall velocity in the radial direction.
Following wall contact, pressure rises rapidly to a maximum, and the buckle has begun to propagate
axially, as evidenced by the expanded area of zero velocity combined with the greater region of radial
displacement close to the inner radius of the tube. After this, the buckle shape continues to propagate
through the length of the structure and pressure measurements are dominated by reflected pressure
waves from the pressure vessel boundaries.
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Figure 6: Post-mortem images of carbon/epoxy tubes, showing (A) through-thickness longitudinal
cracking, (B) interfibrillar matrix cracking, and (C) fractured fibers
Post-mortem images of these specimens are included in Figure 6. These images show that the
dominating mode of failure is nearly exclusively two longitudinal cracks spaced at approximately 180°,
corresponding with the lobes of the mode 2 buckling shape. While small amount of circumferential
cracking is observed in the vicinity of these larger cracks, they are relatively minor in comparison.
Additionally, the tube is seen to regain much of its original shape, and no significant delamination is
observed. Optical microscopy of the fracture surfaces show the major cracks are aligned parallel with
the fiber angle of the outer ply, ±15° from the length axis, denoted by "A" in the figure. This implies
that these cracks initiated in regions of high tensile strength in the outer ply, and propagated through the
relatively weak, resin-rich interfibrillar region parallel to the reinforcing fibers. Fractured fibers in
underlying plies are also seen in this micrograph, denoted as "C" in Figure 6. The fracture surfaces of
these plies are also parallel to the ±15° outer ply, showing that the cracking initiated in the outer ply
retains its original orientation as it propagates through the thickness of tube. In addition, the large gaps
seen in the micrograph show that these longitudinal cracks did indeed penetrate through the thickness of
the tube.
Filament-Wound Glass
Filament-wound glass fiber specimens fail at 2.05 MPa in a mode 2 buckling shape. The tubes flatten
completely during the dynamic failure event, but are seen to rebound to a nearly circular shape
following the depressurization. The local pressure history measured about the midspan of these
specimens and high-speed photographs are included in Figure 7. DIC generated contours of radial
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displacement and velocity along the length of the tube are plotted in Figure 8. The DIC contours show
the displacement and velocity extracted across a line along the length axis of the tube as shown in the
figure.

(a) Local pressure history at

(b) Corresponding high-speed

midspan

photographs

Figure 7: Representative pressure data and high-speed photographs recorded in the implosion of
glass/PE tubes
Qualitatively, this pressure trace at first appears to be similar to those measured for aluminum tubes
with a gradual decay in pressure followed by a pressure spike and a broad overpressure region.
However, the underpressure region shows some unique characteristics not present in metallic tubes.
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Figure 8: DIC contours of displacement and velocity across the length of glass/PE specimens. White
regions indicate loss of correlation due to material damage. Data is extracted from the dotted line shown
in the image
Prior to the dynamic collapse, these specimens begin to oval significantly in a quasi-static manner. The
DIC displacement data shows a maximum radial deflection of 3.9mm (13.6% of initial radius) at
𝑡 = −3.05𝑚𝑠. From the start of the dynamic event to 𝑡 = −0.80𝑚𝑠, a slow and gradual decay in

pressure is observed, as reflected in the slow ovalling seen in this period. The unstable rapid collapse
initiates after 𝑡 = −0.80𝑚𝑠, where a sharp drop in pressure is seen. In the corresponding high-speed
photograph, as well as the DIC contours, it is observed that multiple local buckles form at this time,
creating regions of high velocity, which results in a steep drop in local pressure.
These local buckles converge into a single global buckle at 𝑡 = −0.45𝑚𝑠, as evidenced by the high-

speed images and DIC contours, and pressure continues to drop at a near-constant rate as the center of
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the tube accelerates to a maximum velocity of 27m/s. At 𝑡 = 0.00𝑚𝑠, wall contact is made and is
followed by a a small acoustic pulse and subsequent high magnitude pressure pulse recorded at
𝑡 = 0.30𝑚𝑠, similar to the previous cases.

Figure 9: Post-mortem images for glass/PE specimens, showing (A) matrix cracking, (B) delamination
of outer hoop ply, (C) delamination of inner helical ply, and (D) long pulled-out glass fibers
Post-mortem images of RT specimens, shown in Figure 9, give a clear view of the types and scales of
damage incurred in this material type. In these images, the damage is overwhelmingly delamination,
matrix cracking, and fiber pull-out. Delamination of the outer- ply exposes the helical plies beneath, and
much of the inner-most ply has delaminated and is seen pushed in on the interior of the tube.
Composites with unidirectional reinforcement are typically weak in terms of delamination as compared
to other reinforcement types, as the reinforcing plies simply lay upon one another with little inter-ply
interaction [26]. For this reason, when the tubes experience large deformations during collapse,
delamination initiates in the early stages of the event and continues to propagate. Optical micrographic
investigation of the fracture surface also shows very long intact glass fibers protruding from fracture
surfaces. This shows that fiber pull-out plays a significant role in the failure of these tubes. These major
modes of damage explain the many jumps and changes in slope in the underpressure region. The nature
of the underpressure region can be compared with the physical "stick-slip" phenomenon seen in the
delamination of composite materials and in fiber pull-out [26].
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Discussion
Suction Region
One of the most striking differences between the pressure profiles of these specimens is in the
underpressure or suction region occurring as the specimen walls accelerate inward. This region is
plotted for all material types in Figure 10. The underpressure region for aluminum specimens shows a
very smooth decay in pressure up until wall contact is made. This reflects the near constant acceleration
of the tube walls without damage until the end of the collapse. Glass/PE tubes also possess a relatively
smooth decay in pressure; however there are some small jumps, or changes in slope, corresponding with
the "stick-slip" nature of delamination which dominates the failure of these structures [26].

Figure 10: Comparison of underpressure regions for different material types
In contrast to both previous specimens, the underpressure regions for carbon/epoxy specimens appears
to have two distinct phases: a fairly slow and smooth decay up to approximately t = -0.5ms followed by
a very steep drop in pressure and then a fluctuating plateau region up until wall contact. This difference
is a result of different damage mechanisms caused by the differences in reinforcing fibers. For glassreinforced tubes, damage initiates from the very beginning stages of collapse, mainly in the form of
matrix cracking and delamination, which is the reason for the "stick-slip" nature of the underpressure
region as previously discussed.
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The difference in these damage mechanics is a result of differences in the behavior of carbon and glass
fibers. Carbon fibers exhibit significantly greater tensile modulus and tensile strength than glass fiber,
while glass fibers possess higher failure strains in both tensile and compressive loading [26]. The
enhanced stiffness of carbon fibers allows tubes reinforced with this material to have higher collapse
pressures than glass-reinforced tubes of the same wall thickness. The greater failure strain of glass
fibers causes fiber pull-out and delamination to dominate the damage progression of these composites,
as these mechanisms are able to initiate prior to fiber failure. Conversely, the more brittle carbon fibers
fractured before other more energy intensive damage mechanisms could take over. This causes the
failure of carbon fiber tubes to be significantly more catastrophic in nature than glass fiber tubes.
Pressure Parameters
The relevant quantitative parameters of the pressure history are summarized for each material type in
Table 1. As the collapse pressures differ between materials, the minimum and maximum values of
dynamic pressure are normalized by the critical pressure. It is seen that the carbon/epoxy tubes result in
the lowest minimum pressure and highest peak pressure, while glass/PE tubes have the highest
minimum pressure and lowest peak pressure. This suggests that the collapse of carbon/epoxy tubes is
significantly more dramatic than the other two materials, causing more extreme changes to local
pressure. This gives some evidence that carbon/epoxy tubes release the strongest pressure waves and
glass/PE the weakest.
Total Flow Energy
For the relatively long duration of the collapse of some of these specimens, the overpressure region may
be corrupted by reflections of the underpressure region from the tank walls. To overcome this
limitation, fluid dynamics may be used, detailed in previous work by the authors [17,18,21]. Here it was
shown that the negative impulse of the underpressure region should be equal in magnitude to the
positive impulse of the overpressure region. This phenomenon has been observed in several studies on
the implosion of glass spheres as well as the implosion of aluminum tubes [2,9,21]. In the present study
the impulse of the underpressure region is calculated, and it is assumed that its magnitude will be
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equivalent to that of the impulse released in the pressure pulse. This will then be used to calculate flow
energy following Equations 2 and 3.

10%

Aluminum
Carbon/Epoxy
Glass/PE

EA/EH

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Figure 11: Flow energy as a percentage of potential hydrostatic energy for each material type
The flow energy as a percentage of the total available hydrostatic potential energy is plotted for the
different material cases in Figure 11. The first observation is that the collapse of carbon/epoxy tubes
results in a 20% stronger pressure pulse than the collapse of aluminum tubes, as a percentage of
hydrostatic energy. This implies that more energy is dissipated in the deformation and failure of
aluminum tubes than carbon/epoxy tubes. This is consistent with the post mortem analysis of the
specimens. Carbon/epoxy tubes experience a largely brittle failure, with two through-thickness axial
cracks at the lobes of the buckling shape, while in contrast, aluminum tubes experience large scale
plastic deformation. The new surface area created in cracking the carbon/epoxy tubes is relatively small
compared to the amount of plastic deformation experienced in metallic tubes. This indicates that
significantly more energy is absorbed in the plastic deformation of aluminum tubes than in the brittle
failure of carbon/epoxy tubes, thereby reducing the energy released in the form of the pressure pulse.
Conversely, the energy released in the collapse of glass/PE tubes is by far the least of all specimens
studied presently: 80% less than aluminum tubes and 85% less than carbon/epoxy tubes. Post mortem
analyses show that the failure of glass/PE tubes is dominated by delamination and fiber pull-out. These
are very energy intensive processes, and cause less residual energy to be released in the pressure pulse
than either of the other materials under study.
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Circumferential DIC Results
The DIC contours of velocity across the circumference of the midspan of aluminum and carbon/epoxy
tubes are plotted in Figure 12. In these plots, a circumferential position of "0" is the location at which
buckling is first initiated and where primary wall contact is made, and data is extracted from the dotted
line shown in the image. Due to excessive damage, correlated data is not available for the full visible
circumference of glass/PE tubes, so this analysis will focus on unique aspects of the carbon/epoxy tubes
alone.

(b) DIC contour of carbon/epoxy

(a) DIC contour of aluminum tube

tube

Figure 12: DIC contours of velocity across the circumference of the center of aluminum and
carbon/epoxy tubes. Data is extracted from the dotted line shown in the image
A clear difference between the velocity profiles of these two materials exists. For aluminum tubes, the
specimen begins to accelerate from the center and continues to accelerate until wall contact occurs at
𝑡 = 0𝑚𝑠. At this time, the velocity at the center point rapidly drops to zero and that zero velocity region
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quickly spreads to cover the entire visible circumference as the tube flattens. For carbon/epoxy tubes,
the velocity contour appears quite similar at first, with the velocity picking up at the center point first
and then continuing to accelerate. However, at 𝑡 = −0.5𝑚𝑠, the velocity at the center point appears to
stall between 10 and 12 m/s, while simultaneously localized regions of very high velocity appear

towards the edges of the visible area, with magnitudes of up to 20m/s. Examining high-speed images, it
is seen that this coincides with the appearance of through-thickness longitudinal cracks along the lobes
of the buckling shape. This shows that the cracking causes a loss in stability, resulting in rapid
acceleration of the region near those cracks. This in turn is responsible for the previously discussed
cavitation on the surface of the specimen occurring at this time, as a sudden increase in velocity will
cause a proportional drop in pressure.

Conclusions
The hydrostatic implosion of metallic and composite tubes is studied to examine differences caused by
material type. High-speed photography, DIC measurements, and dynamic pressure sensors are used to
characterize the mechanisms of collapse for each case, and to evaluate the strength of the emitted
pressure wave. The completion of this work has resulted in the following important conclusions:
•

The mechanics of the implosion of composite tubes differ greatly from the collapse of
aluminum tubes due to complex damage mechanisms characteristic of composite materials.

•

The collapse of carbon/epoxy tubes results in the release of significantly stronger pressure
pulses than aluminum and glass/PE tubes due to the enhanced brittle nature of their failure.

•

The flow energy can be obtained directly as a function of pressure and is a good representation
for the total energy emitted during the implosion process.

•

Due to the energy intensive damage processes involved in the failure of glass/PE tubes, the
energy released in the pressure pulse is much less than that for the case of aluminum and
carbon/epoxy tubes.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental study on the hydrostatic implosion of carbon-fiber reinforced epoxy composite tubes is
conducted to explore unique failure and damage mechanisms of collapse. Experiments are performed in
a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure through the collapse. Filamentwound carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied using high-speed photography to explore the effect of
complex damage on the modes of failure. 3-D Digital Image Correlation technique, which is first
calibrated for the underwater environment, is used to capture the full-field deformation and velocities
during the implosion event. Fourier Series deformation models are used to extract buckling modes from
displacement data. The results reveal that the presence of damage in the structure can cause the mode
shape to change as the structure deforms.
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Introduction
Composite materials have attracted significant attention in underwater marine applications due to their
promise of reduced weight, improved corrosion resistance, and for submerged structures, greater
potential operating depths. These advantages drive an increase in the presence of these materials in
marine industry, such as in sonar domes, masts, and hull sheathings [1]. One of the greatest obstacles to
widespread adaptation of composites is a lack of complete understanding of these materials, especially
under extreme loading conditions [1]. Recent work by the authors has sought to expand the current
knowledge of composite behavior by examining the problem of implosion [2].
An implosion is a structural failure that can happen to a thin-walled structure that contains a low
pressure fluid and is subjected to high external pressure. When the external pressure reaches a critical
value, instability in the structure occurs, resulting in a rapid and often catastrophic collapse. During this
collapse, the boundaries of the structure and surrounding fluid are accelerated to high velocities and
suddenly stop once the collapse is completed. This abrupt change in momentum releases a pressure
wave into the surrounding fluid, which can damage nearby structures[3-5]. The implosion of glass
spheres as well as metallic tubes has been studied by several authors who characterized the pressure
pulse emitted during collapse as well as the mechanics of the collapse itself [5-10]. However,
significantly less understanding exists of the implosion of composite materials, and existing studies
mainly focused on determining critical pressures [11-14]. In none of these studies were deformations
studied in real-time during the implosion event.
This work seeks to expand understanding of the mechanics of the collapse of composite tubes by
investigating the dynamic evolution of the collapse shape throughout the implosion event, and in the
presence of damage. It is demonstrated that due to changes in stiffness brought about by large-scale
damage, the collapse shape may change dramatically, which can have consequences in the resulting
pressure field.
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Materials
The composite structures in this study are filament-wound carbon/epoxy tubes with an inner diameter of
60.3mm. These tubes consist of seven layers of unidirectional carbon fabric reinforcement arranged in a
[±15/90/±45/±15] layup, and are manufactured by Rock West Composites (West Jordan, UT) with a
nominal wall thickness of 1.52mm and an unsupported length of 279.4mm. The dimensions are selected
as to provide specimens with a relatively low expected collapse pressure, and a high R/t ratio ( >18) so
that thin-wall assumptions may be used. Two experiments are performed in this series to demonstrate
repeatability.

Experimental Procedure
A 2.1m diameter spherical pressure vessel with a maximum pressure rating of 6.89MPa is used to
provide constant hydrostatic pressure to perform implosion experiments. Several Plexiglass windows
mounted about the midspan of the pressure vessel allow the specimens to be viewed by high-speed
cameras and adequately lit by two high intensity lights.
Prior to set-up, all composite tube specimens are sealed using aluminum end caps. The specimen is
suspended in the center of the pressure vessel using several steel cables. A random, high-contrast
speckle pattern is applied to a region covering the entire length of the specimen and approximately half
of the circumference using flat black paint. Two high-speed cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA, Inc.),
offset by 17° are used to capture stereo images of the patterned region of the specimen at
36,000 frames/s throughout the implosion event. The stereo images are analyzed using commercially
available image correlation software, VIC3D.
3-D Digital image correlation (DIC) is a well known experimental tool used to determine real-time,
full-field displacements across the viewable surface of a specimen [15]. This technique is calibrated for
underwater experiments based on previous work [16] for confidence in the accuracy of measured
displacements and velocities. Using the referenced calibration method, in-plane and out-of-plane
measurements may be determined within 1.2% and 2.5% error, respectively.
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The vessel is then flooded with water that is filtered for maximum optical clarity, leaving a small air
pocket at the top. Once the vessel is filled, nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize
the vessel. The pressure inside the vessel is increased at a gradual rate (0.083 MPa/min) until the
specimen collapses, at which time the data acquisition system is triggered.

Results and Discussion
The two composite tubes in this study collapsed dynamically at a hydrostatic pressure of 1.54MPa and
1.66MPa. The collapse pressures and the process of collapse in both the tubes were very similar, thus,
data is presented of a single representative case. Upon completion of the implosion, the tubes are seen
to collapse in a completely flat mode 2 shape (see Fig. 1). However, it is observed in high-speed images
that deformation initiates in a higher order shape early in the event. In addition, post-mortem inspection
revealed three longitudinal, through-thickness cracks spaced evenly about the circumference of the
tubes at 120° intervals (see Fig. 1). This damage pattern implies a mode 3 collapse shape, which is
characterized by three symmetric lobes of maximum deflection spaced at equal intervals about the
circumference of the tube (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Post-mortem of imploded carbon/epoxy tube (left) and illustrations of buckling mode shapes
(right)

FEA of this specimen, as reported in previous work [2], reproduces the observed critical pressure with
excellent accuracy, but also predicts a pure mode 3 collapse shape. This represents the initial stages of
collapse quite well, but fails to capture the fully flattened shape of the final collapse. To address these
apparent contradictions, DIC is used to generate displacement contours for the entire surface for each
recorded image.
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Figure 2: (Bottom) Contour of radial displacement across the midspan of the tube through the implosion
event. Location of data indicated by the dashed line in the top image

The radial displacement across the visible circumference of the tube at its midspan is plotted over the
duration of the implosion event in Fig. 2. The dashed line in the image in Figure 2 illustrates where data
was extracted from. In this figure, t = 0ms represents the moment of wall contact at the center of the
tube.
In this figure, additional evidence of the observed mode-switching phenomenon is found. Between t = 3ms and t = -1ms, there appears to form a lobe of positive displacement and a valley of negative
displacement separated by approximately 60°. A pure mode 3 buckling shape consists of three lobes
equally spaced around the circumference of the tube by 120°. This implies that the separation between a
lobe and adjacent valley would be 60° (Fig. 1), showing that in the initial stages of deformation, the
tube conforms to a mode 3 shape. Following this time, the lobe centered at θ = 32° appears to spread
until it covers the majority of the visible circumference at t = 0ms. This gives evidence that as one lobe
begins to dominate the viewable surface, a mode 2 deformation pattern dominates the structure.
To further examine the evolution of the mode shape during collapse, a Fourier Series decomposition of
the displacement at each time step is performed. Using thin-wall assumptions, the radial displacement
of the tube at a certain axial location as a function of angular position is [18]:
𝑢𝑟 (𝜃) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 cos(𝑤𝜃) + 𝑏1 sin (𝑤𝜃)
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Eq. (1)

Where 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , and 𝑏1 are constants relating to the magnitude of displacement, and 𝑤 is the mode

number of the buckling shape. The model of Eq. 1 is fit to the displacement profile taken from each
image, recorded at 28μs intervals, using a least-squares fitting algorithm. In this way, the constants of

the model could be extracted for each time step in the deformation history. The primary constant of
interest for this analysis is the mode number, 𝑤, and the value for this parameter is plotted against time
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Mode number, w, over the collapse event (left) and corresponding high-speed images (right)

From the beginning of the collapse event until time B (~0.8ms prior to wall contact), the mode number,
𝑤, remains approximately 3. This demonstrates that up until this time, the structure deforms in a mode 3
buckling shape, as inferred by the deformation contour and the matched high-speed images (image A in
Fig.3). Following time B, there is a dramatic change in the mode number, as it falls sharply and appears
to settle at about 2.5 just before time C. This suggests that during this time period, the structure begins
to transition from a pure mode 3 to a lower mode. The cause of this transition can be found by
examining the high-speed image corresponding to time B. At this time, macro-scale cracks appear in
several locations on the surface of the tube. Zooming in and increasing contrast on image B in Fig. 3
shows that this damage initiates as interfibrillar cracks parallel to fibers in the outer ply, which then
coalesce to form through-thickness cracks. This effectively reduces the stiffness of the structure,
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changing the mechanics of the deformation. The result is a rapid acceleration of the tube walls and a
transition of the mode shape.
At time C in the deformation history, the next major change in the mode number is observed. Here,
mode number again drops steeply, settling to ~2 for the remainder of the implosion event. This indicates
the end of the transition region of the previous time period, completing the reduction of the deformation
shape. Time C corresponds to t = 0ms which is the moment at which opposing walls of the tube contact
each other. This shows that following wall contact, the tube flattens in a perfect mode 2 shape which
then propagates along the length of the specimen (see image D).
Since the proposed phenomenon of collapse in this study is a structural response, it depends both on the
geometry of the structure as well as the composite material lay-up and properties. In previous work by
the authors [2], carbon/epoxy tubes of the same layup and wall thickness were studied with different
length-to-diameter ratios. Mode transition during collapse was seen only in tubes with the geometry
discussed here. This mode change during collapse is important when considering the damage potential
of the shockwave emitted from these structures. It was shown in previous work that composite tubes
collapsing in higher modes release a comparably weaker pressure pulse than lower modes [2]. By
transitioning to a mode 2 collapse shape, the implosion of these tubes could release a significantly
stronger pressure pulse than would be expected if it remained a mode 3. The particular pressure pulse
released in the collapse of these tubes may also be found in reference [2].

Conclusions
The hydrostatic implosion of filament-wound carbon/epoxy composite tubes is studied for specimens
experiencing a dynamic mode change. Using high-speed photography and DIC measurements, the
progression of deformation and damage during collapse throughout the implosion event is characterized
and tied to the evolution of the mode shape. The completion of this study has resulted in the following
conclusions:
•

Due to the onset of damage, carbon/epoxy tubes of certain geometries may experience a
change in mode shape during collapse.
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•

For this special case, the collapse may be divided in to three time domains: (i) pure mode 3 in
an undamaged state, (ii) a transition region after damage has initiated, and (iii) pure mode 2
following wall contact.

•

This change in mode shape is not predicted by simple numerical tools, and it can have
significant effects on the resulting local pressure field in the surrounding fluid.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental study on the underwater collapse of composite tubes with polymeric coatings is
conducted in an attempt to mitigate the implosion pressure pulse released. Experiments are performed
in a pressure vessel designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure during collapse. Filament-wound
carbon-fiber/epoxy tubes are studied with polyurea coatings of different thicknesses on the interior and
exterior of the tube to explore the effects of these configurations on implosion pulse mitigation. 3-D
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used to capture the full-field deformation and velocities
during the implosion event. Local pressure fields generated by the implosion event are measured using
dynamic pressure transducers to evaluate the strength of the emitted pressure pulses. Local pressure
data and DIC results are used to obtain a measure of normalized energy released during implosion.
Results show that thick interior coatings significantly reduce the energy released in the pressure pulse
by slowing the collapse and softening the initial wall-to-wall contact. In contrast, thick exterior coatings
increase this energy by suppressing damage, thereby reducing the energy absorption capacity of the
structure.
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Introduction
The implosion of a thin-walled cylinder occurs when an applied external pressure reaches a critical
value, resulting in the rapid collapse of the structure. During this collapse, the contacting fluid is
accelerated, causing a drop in local pressure via Bernoulli’s Principle. When opposing walls of the
structure make contact with one another their velocities rapidly drop to zero. This abrupt change in
momentum is transferred to the surrounding fluid, causing the release of a pressure wave, which can
have considerable strength [1, 2].
The pulse released following an implosion has been studied for many decades, with some of the first
work focusing on explosive-less underwater acoustic sources [3-5]. Recently, interest in implosion has
been rekindled due to a 2001 accident in a Japanese neutrino observatory. Here, at the SuperKamiokande facility, the implosion of a single photomultiplier tube released a shockwave powerful
enough to trigger a chain reaction of collapses, resulting in the implosion of nearly 7000 adjacent tubes,
causing $20-30m of damage [6]. This accident reinvigorated efforts to characterize the pressure pulse
released during the collapse of glass spheres and tube structures, as well as their potential to damage
nearby structures [7,8]. Turner and Ambrico identified key stages of the implosion event in relation to
the local pressure about the collapsing structure and developed robust fluid-structure computational
models which agreed with experimental data [2]. Farhat et al. studied the implosion of aluminum
cylinders with varying lengths to produce both mode 2 and mode 4 failures, and used these experiments
to verify computational models [9]. Most recently, Ikeda et. al studied the free-field implosion of
aluminum and brass tubes with varying geometries, to examine the effect of collapse mode on the
emitted pressure pulse [10].
Over the past decade, attention has shifted toward the implosion of composite structures as interest in
using these materials in marine applications has increased. Several authors performed both experimental
and analytic studies to determine critical collapse pressures and mode shapes for composite tubes under
external hydrostatic pressure [11-16]. More recently, the authors have performed experimental studies
on the hydrostatic collapse of composite tubes, with special attention given to measurements of realtime deformations and local pressure history. The hydrostatic implosion of both carbon-fiber and glass-
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fiber composite tubes was characterized for different geometries and reinforcement architecture [17,18].
This work was then extended to study the shock-initiated implosion of composite tubes to reveal failure
mechanisms unique to these materials [19]. However, no studies have been performed to mitigate the
pressure pulse released in the collapse of these materials. This study seeks to address this problem with
the addition of polymeric layers.
In recent decades, several authors have examined the usefulness of polymeric coatings on blast
mitigation in composite materials, particularly polyurea (PU). Tekalur et al. [20] studied E-Glass
composites coated with PU subjected to air blast loading, and showed that the coating reduced
deflection and damage levels as compared to the uncoated material. Sandwich composites have also
been studied with PU interlayers by multiple authors. Bahei-El-Din et al. [21] showed PU interlayers
reduce the kinetic energy and core damage as compared to control panels. Gardner et al. [22] studied
the effect of location of the PU in relation to a graded foam core in sandwich composites, and showed
PU layers located near the back face of the panel dramatically improved blast resistance.
This study seeks to mitigate the strength of the pressure pulse released in the implosion of composite
tubes using PU coatings. Layers of controlled thicknesses were applied to carbon/epoxy tubes on both
the interior and exterior of the tube to determine the effect of coating thickness on the composite
structure. Results show that thick interior coatings significantly reduce the energy released in the
pressure pulse, at the cost of an increase in overall mass of the structure. Surprisingly, thick exterior
coatings increase the energy released, thus making the collapse more dangerous. These findings provide
useful guidelines in the design of marine composite structures susceptible to implosion.

Experimental Details
The impodable volumes studied are filament wound carbon/epoxy composite tubes. The carbon/epoxy
tubes consist of seven layers of unidirectional carbon fabric reinforcement arranged in a
[±15/0/±45/±15] layup with a 60mm inner diameter and a 381mm unsupported length. This layup gives
the structure an effective hoop modulus of 73 GPa, and an effective axial modulus of 27 GPa. These
values were determined using classical laminate theory in conjunction with modulus data of a single
carbon-epoxy ply. These cylinders are manufactured by Rock West Composites (West Jordan, UT) with
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a nominal wall thickness of 1.63mm and are thoroughly sanded for excellent surface finish and
tolerances. The dimensions are selected as to provide specimens with a relatively low expected collapse
pressure, and a high radius-to-thickness ratio so that thin-wall assumptions may be utilized.

Figure 1: Schematic of polyurea coating fixture. Specimen is rotated as uncured PU is poured by hand.
A metal scraper on guides controls the thickness of the applied coating.
Specimens were coated with a two-part polyurea (PU) supplied by Specialty Products, Inc. (Lakewood,
WA). The specific blend used was the HM-VK handmix series, which has a long enough gel time to be
applied manually. This material has a low stiffness (~10MPa), but very high elongation of
approximately 500%. For this reason, polyurea is very attractive for energy absorption applications. A
simple fixture was built to coat both exterior and interior of the composite tubes with a controlled
thickness of the mixed polymer, and is shown in Figure 1. A small motor continuously rotates the
specimen while the PU is applied by hand, and a scraper is used to create the desired thickness. In this
study, two coating thicknesses were used: a "thin" coating having equal volume to the tube walls, and a
"thick" coating, with double the thickness of the "thin" coating. It should be noted that the interior and
exterior coatings have slightly different thicknesses due to their locations on the tube, but their volumes,
and therefore masses, are approximately the same (as shown in Table 1).
All implosion experiments are conducted in a 2.1m diameter spherical pressure vessel with a maximum
pressure rating of 6.89MPa designed to provide constant hydrostatic pressure throughout the collapse
event (see Figure 2). Several Plexiglass windows mounted about the midspan of the pressure vessel
allow the specimens to be viewed by cameras and adequately lit by two high-powered lights.
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Figure 2: Experimental facility (left) and test specimen configuration (right)
The specimens are sealed using two aluminum end caps and suspended horizontally in the center of the
pressure vessel. To measure the changes in local pressure during the collapse event, several high
pressure blast transducers (PCB 138A05, PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are mounted at different
locations about the specimen both axially and circumferentially. The amplified outputs of this sensor
are monitored by an Astro-med Dash® 8HF-HS portable data recorder (Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick,
RI) at a sampling rate of 2 MHz.
The vessel is then flooded with filtered water, leaving a small air pocket at the top. Once the vessel is
filled, nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize the enclosed water. The pressure
inside the vessel is increased at a gradual rate (0.083 MPa/min) until the specimen collapses.

DIC Technique
Prior to experiments, a random, high-contrast speckle pattern is applied by hand to a region spanning
the entire length of the specimen and approximately half of the circumference using flat black and white
paints. Features of the pattern were made sufficiently large as to occupy at least 3x3 pixels in the
recorded images for optimal DIC measurements. Two high-speed cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA,
Inc.) positioned at a stereo angle of 17°, are used to capture images of the patterned region of the
specimen at a frame rate of 50,000 frames/second. The stereo images are analyzed using commercially
available DIC software, VIC3D 7 (Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC) to measure full-field
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displacements across the viewable surface of the specimen. 3-D Digital image correlation (DIC) is a
well-known, non-contact optical technique to determine real-time, full-field displacements across the
viewable surface of a specimen [23]. This technique was calibrated for underwater experiments based
on previous work [24] for confidence in the accuracy of measured displacements and velocities. Using
the referenced calibration method, in-plane and out-of-plane displacements may be determined within
1.2% and 2.5% error, respectively.

Total Flow Energy
In many cases, the area under the pressure-time curve is as important as or even more important than
the magnitude of the pressure pulse alone [25]. This necessitates a measure that combines the effect of
both pressure magnitude and the duration of that pulse to properly evaluate the damage potential of the
pressure pulse. For this reason, the flow energy of the local pressure history is calculated for the
underpressure region of each specimen type. Here, the energy flux through a surface at distance, RS, up
to an arbitrary time, t, is defined simply as [26]:

𝐸𝐹 =

1

2𝜌0 𝑅𝑠

𝑡

2

�∫0 Δ𝑝𝑑𝑡�

(1)

Where Δ𝑝 is the dynamic pressure at time t, 𝑅𝑠 is the standoff distance, and 𝜌0 is the density of the

fluid. Knowing that the time integral of pressure is equal to impulse, I, the above may be simplified to:

𝐸𝐹 =

𝐼2

2𝜌0 𝑅𝑠

(2)

To find the total energy, a spherical wave is assumed and the flux is multiplied by the area of an
imaginary sphere with radius equal to the standoff distance of the pressure sensor as follows:
𝐸𝐴 = 4𝜋𝑅𝑠2 𝐸𝐹

(3)

To normalize this measure for differences in the collapse pressure of different materials, the total flow
energy is divided by the potential hydrostatic energy available just prior to the collapse, defined as:
𝐸𝐻 = 𝑃𝑐𝑟 𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
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(4)

Where Pcr is the hydrostatic collapse pressure and Vtube is the volume of fluid displaced by the tube. In
this way, the flow energy released in the pressure pulse may be presented as a percentage of the
available hydrostatic energy at the collapse pressure.

Results and Discussion
All coatings provided a moderate increase in collapse pressure of the structure. The coatings increase
both the effective thickness of the tube walls as well as the mass of the structure, thereby altering the
critical collapse pressure. Results also show that all coatings have some effect on the minimum and
maximum pressures. The details of how these parameters change are discussed in depth in the following
sections.
Table 1: Summary of experimental results

Case

% Mass Increase

Pcr (MPa)

Pmin (MPa)

Pmax (MPa)

Uncoated

N/A

0.97 (±0.03)

0.52 (±0.05)

2.5 (±0.6)

Thin Interior

50 (±2) %

1.02 (±0.1)

0.71 (±0.04)

1.77 (±0.4)

Thick Interior

90 (±1) %

1.17 (±0.1)

0.92 (±0.09)

1.76 (±0.2)

Thin Exterior

43 (±6) %

1.18 (±0.04)

0.75 (±0.02)

2.56 (±0.4)

Thick Exterior

80 (±6) %

1.2 (±0.01)

0.73 (±0.03)

3.38 (±0.6)

Underpressure Comparison
Previous work by this group has emphasized particular characteristics of the underpressure portion of
the pressure history, both to evaluate the strength of the pressure spike released following collapse and
to reveal information on the collapse mechanics. The pressure history for each case in this study is
plotted in Figures 3 and 4 below. To scale for differences in collapse pressure, classic bubble dynamics
was used [27], where a scaled time parameter is defined as:
𝑡̅ = 𝑡/𝑅𝑖 �𝜌0 /𝑃𝑐𝑟
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(5)

Where 𝑅𝑖 is the internal tube radius. Here, the time is scaled by the collapse time of a spherical bubble
with radius 𝑅𝑖 , collapsing under an external pressure equal to the collapse pressure of the tube under

study. This method of temporal scaling has been used successfully for the implosion of metallic

cylinders in recent work [10]. In these plots in Figure 3, 𝑡̅ = 0𝑚𝑠 represents the moment of wall

contact.

Figure 3: Local pressure histories measured at midspan, normalized by collapse pressure, plotted
against dimensionless time for exterior coated specimens. The region from 𝑡̅ = 0 to 𝑡̅ = 0.5 is shown
enlarged on the right.

First, it is seen that the exterior coatings (plotted in Figure 3) show little differences from the
underpressure of the uncoated specimens. In these cases, there is a two-phase underpressure
characteristic of the implosion of carbon composite tubes. The pressure first drops smoothly as the tube
deforms without damage. At approximately 0.5ms prior to wall contact, there is a very sudden drop in
pressure then a short plateau region up until wall contact is made. This coincides with large-scale
damage occurring in the structure. At this time, longitudinal cracks form on the lobes of the buckling
shape in regions of high tensile stress. This causes a sudden loss in structural stability and allows for the
rapid acceleration of the walls, and consequently, a rapid drop in local pressure. Both thin and thick
exterior coatings show these same characteristics and similar minimum pressures, however, it is seen
that the thick exterior coating seems to reduce the duration of the second phase. This suggests the
exterior coating has some effect on the development of damage, and will be further investigated in the
following sections.
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Figure 4: Local pressure histories measured at midspan, normalized by collapse pressure, plotted
against dimensionless time for interior coated specimens. The region from 𝑡̅ = 0 to 𝑡̅ = 0.5 is shown
enlarged on the right.

In contrast, Figure 4 shows that interior coatings cause quite significant differences in the underpressure
region. Some elements of the two-phase characteristic remain, but are significantly altered. Both thin
and thick interior coatings reduce the pressure drop seen in this region, with the thicker coating showing
an even smaller pressure drop. This suggests that interior PU coatings reduce the acceleration of the
structure, and consequently the acceleration of the surrounding fluid, and that increasing the thickness
of the coating enhances this effect. In addition, the thick interior coating appears to suppress the second
phase of the underpressure associated with damage development.
Overpressure Comparison
Figures 3 and 4 also illustrates changes to the overpressure region brought on by different coating types.
For exterior coatings, thin coatings have little effect on the peak pressure, while thick coatings produce
a significantly higher magnitude pressure peak. The maximum pressure for the thick exterior coated
case is approximately 80% greater than the uncoated case which gives more evidence that thick exterior
coatings actually intensify the collapse of the structure. This appears to be due to a containment of the
damage in the structure, and is discussed further in later sections.
The interior coatings show even more interesting changes to the overpressure. Not only is the
magnitude of the pressure pulse altered, but so is the timing of the pulse. As the thickness of the coating
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increases, the magnitude of the pressure pulse decreases, and the arrival of the pulse is delayed. The
mitigation of the peak pressure again gives evidence that these coatings slow the collapse of these tubes,
thereby lessening the severity of the pressure pulse. The change in timing of the peak suggests these
coatings extend the contact event itself, meaning that it takes longer to arrest the structure and the
deceleration of the tube walls is therefore less. This observation is further explored using DIC
measurements of velocities of the tubes.
Midpoint Velocity
To compare the velocities of these structures during collapse, the data must first be scaled both in terms
of velocity magnitude and time to account for differences caused by changing collapse pressure. Time
is scaled using Eq. 5 as previously discussed. To scale velocities to account for different collapse
pressure, the following dimensionless velocity is defined:

𝑣̅ =

𝜌0 𝑣 2

(6)

2𝑃𝑐𝑟

Where 𝑣 is the magnitude of the measured velocity. This dimensionless velocity term is similar to a
normalized kinetic energy and removes the effect of pressure on the velocity. The non-dimensional
velocity is plotted against non-dimensional time for each case studied in Figure 5 below.

(a) DIC velocity data for exterior

(b) DIC velocity data for interior

coatings

coatings

Figure 5: Dimensionless velocity measured at specimen midspan plotted against dimensionless time
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Examining the midpoint velocities for the exterior coating case, little difference is seen in the velocity
profile. Some of the peaked nature of the uncoated velocity is smoothed out, however the magnitudes
are roughly the same. The only significant difference seen here is that for the thick exterior coated case,
the duration of the plateau region prior to wall contact is shorter than both other cases. This plateau
region is caused by large-scale damage occurring in the structure at this time, so it appears as though the
thick coating is suppressing that feature of the failure process to some degree.
In contrast, coatings on the tube’s interior have a dramatic effect on the midpoint velocity of the
structure. Thin interior coatings have little effect on the peak velocity; however the character of the
velocity history is significantly different. The plateau region normally associated with damage in the
tube is absent, and instead the tube continues to accelerate to its maximum value. Interestingly, the
acceleration of interior coated specimens is less than that of uncoated tubes, showing the resistive effect
of the coating.
Specimens with thick interior coatings show even more of a difference in midpoint velocity. These
specimens exhibit a significantly lower maximum velocity, and the velocity trace has a much more
smooth character. Both of these qualities indicate that for this thickness of interior coating, the
mechanical behavior of the PU layer begins to dominate the collapse. PU is a highly strain-rate sensitive
material, and becomes stiffer as strain rate increases. Therefore, as the collapse accelerates, the PU
coating is better able to resist the deformation and reduce the structural velocity.
Midpoint Acceleration
To gain additional insight on the effect of coatings on the mechanics of implosion, the normalized
velocity defined previously is numerically differentiated to produce curves of normalized acceleration.
The absolute value of acceleration is plotted over normalized time in Figure 6 below.
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(a) DIC acceleration data for

(b) DIC acceleration data for

exterior coatings

interior coatings

Figure 6: Absolute value of dimensionless acceleration measured at specimen midspan plotted against
dimensionless time
Common to all curves in this Figure is the large spike in acceleration occurring at approximately �𝑡 = 0,

which indicates the extreme deceleration that occurs following wall contact. Examining the plots for
exterior coatings, relatively small differences are seen in the peak acceleration at wall contact. Thin
exterior coatings show a small reduction, while thick exterior coatings show a small increase in
acceleration as compared to the uncoated case. This appears to be related to the peak pressures

measured during collapse, where the peak pressure decreases for a thin exterior coating but increases
for the thick exterior coating.
Interior coatings show significant differences as compared to uncoated specimens. Thin interior
coatings provide reduced peak acceleration, but thick interior coatings drastically reduce acceleration at
wall contact. For the thick interior coated case, the peak is much less sharp and has a magnitude of
approximately 25% that of the uncoated case. This indicates that this coating not only reduces the speed
of the collapse, but also softens the impact at wall contact, causing a less rapid change in momentum.
The different character of the velocity profile also suggests that at this thickness, the mechanics of the
collapse are dominated by the behavior of the PU layer.
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Flow Energy
For the relatively long duration of the collapse of some of these specimens, the overpressure region may
be corrupted by reflections of the underpressure region from the tank walls. To overcome this
limitation, fluid dynamics may be used, detailed in previous work by the authors [17,18,24]. Here, it
was shown that the negative impulse of the underpressure region should be equal in magnitude to the
positive impulse of the overpressure region. This phenomenon has been observed in several studies on
the implosion of glass spheres as well as the implosion of aluminum tubes [2,9,24]. In the present study
the impulse of the underpressure region is calculated, and it is assumed that its magnitude will be
equivalent to that of the impulse released in the pressure pulse. This will then be used to calculate flow
energy following Equations 2 and 3. The flow energy as a percentage of the total available hydrostatic
potential energy is plotted for the different material cases in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Total flow energy released in the implosion of each case, normalized by potential hydrostatic
energy
Starting with thin coatings, it is seen that both interior and exterior coatings show little effect on the
flow energy developed. Though there is some change in mean value, any change from the control
uncoated case lies within error bars which is consistent with other observations made in previous
sections. Both minimum pressure and maximum collapse velocity for thin-coated cases show little
difference from the control, suggesting that coatings of this thickness had little effect on the severity of
collapse.
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Thick coatings, on the other hand, do have a significant effect on the flow energy released. Thick
interior coatings show a significant (30%) reduction in flow energy developed in the collapse. This
implies that this coating drastically reduces the severity of the collapse, and this is supported by the
analyses previously discussed. Tubes with thick interior coatings showed less of a pressure drop,
reduced collapse velocity, and lower peak acceleration. All of these factors contribute to lessening the
intensity of the failure event, and in turn reducing the flow energy released.
Conversely, thick exterior coatings show a significant (14%) increase in flow energy. This is somewhat
unexpected as the maximum collapse velocity is similar to the uncoated case, however a much higher
peak pressure is observed for these cases. To better explain and understand this observation, postmortem analysis is conducted to examine the states of damage on each case in this study, and this is
reported in Section 3.6.
One key question to address in this analysis is whether the change in energy released is due to the
coating itself or simply due to the increased mass of the structure. This is answered by the percent
increase in mass as reported in Table 1. As seen in this table, the added mass for the thin and thick
coatings are approximately the same regardless of the location of the coating, interior or exterior.
Though the added mass is the same, the effects on the pressure history, collapse velocity, and energy
released are widely different. This shows that these effects are brought on by the specific coating itself
rather than simply the added mass of the PU layer.
Effect of Exterior Coatings on Damage
The effects of the exterior PU coatings on the collapse mechanics of composite tubes may be further
understood by examining post mortem specimens. For tubes with interior PU coatings, no visible
change is observed in damage as compared to the uncoated case. Therefore, this section will examine
changes in observed damage for tubes with exterior PU coatings only.
Figure 8 shows typical post mortem images for the case of an uncoated carbon/epoxy tube. The most
prominent form of damage seen for these specimens is longitudinal, through thickness cracks, marked
as "A" in this figure. These cracks show significant opening, as well as additional cracking and pullout
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in adjacent tows. In addition, some circumferential cracking is present, indicated by "B" in the image.
These cracks appear less severe than the longitudinal cracks, and initiated as the buckle propagated
along the tubes' length.

Figure 8: Post-mortem images of uncoated tubes showing (A) through-thickness axial cracks and (B)
smaller circumferential cracks
To observe how exterior coatings affect the damage in the structure, the coatings on post mortem
specimens are carefully removed while preserving the state of damage on the tube surface. Post mortem
images of tubes with a thin exterior coating are shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9: Post-mortem images of tubes with thin exterior coatings showing (A) coating delamination
and puncture and (B) axial cracking (note: coating has been peeled to expose composite surface).
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On the outside of the coating, areas of delamination of the PU coating are seen where cracks exist in the
tube underneath (see A in Figure 9.i). The extreme bending at these sites caused the delamination, and
in some cases, the fractured tube then punctured the PU coating. With the coating peeled back, the state
of damage underneath is readily visible. Here through-thickness cracks are seen with carbon tows
fraying from the surface (labeled as B in Figures 9.ii and 9.iii), which are responsible for rupturing the
PU layer. Most importantly, the cracks for this case do not seem as severe as in the uncoated case.
Uncoated tubes show much more fraying of carbon tows and opening in the crack faces. This indicates
that the thin outer coating has a suppressive effect on the damage in the tube due to the confinement
offered by the PU. To examine the effect of thickness on this phenomenon, post mortem images of
tubes with a thick exterior coating are shown in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10: Post-mortem images of tubes with thick exterior coatings showing (A) coating delamination
and (B) crimping in the outer ply with some cracking (coating has been peeled to expose composite
surface).
Again, areas of delamination of the PU coating are seen where cracks exist, however for the thick outer
coatings the PU layer was never punctured at these sites (see A in Figure 10.i). Peeling back the outer
layer, the state of damage is seen in the center and right-most images. Here, the main longitudinal crack
is indicated by "B" in Figures 10.ii and 10.iii, and is seen to be much less severe than either of the
previous cases. There is significantly less fiber fraying along the crack, and no separation of tube walls
is seen. In fact, in some cases, the crack does not appear to penetrate completely through the thickness.
Instead a slight bend is observed in the outer layer indicating the location of the crack. Thus, the thick
outer coating provides an even greater suppressing effect on the damage mechanisms present in these
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structures. The suppressing effect causes less energy to be dissipated in the implosion event, and
contributes to the increased energy released in the pressure pulse as previously discussed.

Conclusions
The hydrostatic implosion of composite tubes with polymeric coatings on the interior and exterior
surfaces was studied to examine differences caused by the specific type of coating. High-speed
photography, DIC measurements, and dynamic pressure sensors are used to characterize the effects of
the thickness and location of the coating on the mechanics of collapse as well as local pressure fields,
with the goal of mitigating the pressure pulse. The completion of this work has resulted in the following
conclusions:
•

The collapse of layered composite tubes was well characterized using measurements of local
pressure in conjunction with optical displacement measurements.

•

The flow energy, obtained directly as a function of pressure, is a useful tool for comparing the
total energy emitted during the implosion process.

•

Thin coatings have little effect on pressure pulses emitted following implosion, regardless of
location of the coating.

•

Thick exterior coatings increase the energy released following implosion due to suppression of
the damage mechanisms that dominate failure.

•

Thick interior coatings decrease the energy released from implosion due to a reduction in
collapse velocity and a softening of wall-to-wall contact.

•

Interior polyurea coatings are successful in mitigating implosion pressure pulses, whereas,
exterior coatings amplify their strength.
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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive investigation on the implosion of composite cylinders subjected to a nearby explosion
is performed. Experiments are conducted in a large pressure vessel, designed to provide constant
hydrostatic pressure throughout the event. Carbon fiber/epoxy filament-wound tubes are studied with
constant hydrostatic pressure and varying charge standoff distances to determine the effect of the
explosive loading on the mechanisms of collapse. 3-D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is used to
capture the full-field displacements and velocities during the implosion event, and to characterize the
initial dynamic response of the tube. Dynamic pressure transducers measure the shock waves generated
by the explosive and also the pressure pulse generated by the collapse. Results show that different
magnitudes of explosive loading produce drastic differences in the way implosions are initiated, and in
the extent of damage to the structure. Experiments with strong explosive loading show immediate
collapse of the tube upon the arrival of shock wave. Relatively smaller explosive loading result in
collapses due to the additional bubble pulse loading, or after accumulating damage for extended periods
of time.
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Introduction
In recent decades, there has been increased interest in using composites for naval and marine
applications. As compared to metals, composite materials have reduced weight, improved corrosion
resistance, and greater operating depths for submerged environments. However, widespread adaptation
of composite materials is hindered by a lack of complete understanding and simple design rules,
especially for extreme loading conditions [1]. One such condition in undersea applications is that of
implosion. Implosion is the rapid collapse of a sealed, thin-walled structure subjected to external
pressure. When the applied external pressure reaches a critical value, the structure becomes unstable
and its walls buckle inward, causing the tube to collapse completely. An implosion caused by quasistatic pressurization to this critical pressure is known as a natural implosion. However, implosions can
also be initiated at sub-critical pressures with an underwater explosive (UNDEX) loading. If a structure
experiences a high magnitude shock –wave loading such as that generated by a near-field UNDEX, it
may collapse at a relatively low hydrostatic pressure [2]. This work focuses on addressing this extreme
condition for composite materials.
Some experimental work has been performed on the implosion of composite tubes, however these
studies are limited to hydrostatic implosion and typically concerned only with evaluating collapse
pressure [3-6]. Most recently, the hydrostatic implosion of carbon fiber and glass fiber reinforced tubes
was studied experimentally by the authors using Digital Image Correlation to relate collapse mechanics
to the changes in local pressure fields [7,8]. Some numerical studies have been performed on
implosions initiated by explosive loading in recent years. Pegg studied the mechanics of explosive
initiated implosions of homogenous materials and how the qualities of the impulse affect the instability
[9]. Tanov et. al examined the effect of static preloading on the impulse driven implosion of composite
tubes using finite elements [10]. Krueger also used finite element models to study explosive initiated
implosion of metallic tubes with varying impulse strengths [11]. Fatt et. al developed stability diagrams
for composite cylinders under shock loading using Mathieu equations [12]. A few experimental studies
also exist on the response of closed cylinders to underwater explosions. Both Brett and Yiannakopolous
[13] and Hung et. al [14] independently evaluated the dynamic response of metallic cylinders subjected
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to a nearby explosive. In addition, Ikeda performed experiments on the explosive initiated implosion of
metallic tubes with varying loading, to define the conditions for a collapse to occur [15]. Finally, Arora
et. al performed experiments on the effects of air and underwater blast loading on composite panels and
tube structures [16]. However, no experimental work exists on explosive initiated implosions of
composite materials, and what numerical work does exist does not account for material damage.
This study looks to address this gap in understanding by using high-speed photography coupled with
Digital Image Correlation to explore the implosion of composite tubes subjected to shock waves of
different strengths. Experiments also focus on the interaction of the bubble pulse with the structure, and
its effect on the implosion process. Depending on the stand-off distance of the charge, the tube may
implode due to different features of the explosive pressure history. This will also change the degree of
damage incurred in the structure, as well as the effect of the collapse on the local pressure field.

Experimental Details
The impodable volumes in this study are carbon/epoxy filament wound composite tubes, consisting of
seven layers of unidirectional carbon fabric reinforcement arranged in a [±15/0/±45/±15] layup with a
60.3mm inner diameter and 381mm unsupported length. These cylinders are manufactured by Rock
West Composites (West Jordan, UT) with a nominal wall thickness of 1.63mm. The dimensions are
selected as to provide specimens with a relatively low expected collapse pressure, and a high radius-tothickness ratio so that thin-wall assumptions may be utilized.
The explosives used are RP-85 exploding-bridgewire (EBW) detonators manufactured by Teledyne
RISI, Inc. (Tracy, CA). The output explosive material in these detonators is 1031mg of RDX
(cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine), initiated by 80mg of PETN (pentaerythritol tetranitrate), the
combination of which is equivalent to 1778mg of TNT.
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Figure 1: Diagram of experimental setup (left) and image of charge and sensor positioning (right), with
the standoff distances of the detonator (Rd) and the sensor (Rs) clearly defined
All experiments are conducted in a 2.1m diameter spherical pressure vessel, able to provide constant
hydrostatic pressure throughout the collapse event (see Figure 1). Several acrylic windows mounted
about the midspan of the pressure vessel allow the specimens to be viewed by cameras and adequately
lit by two high intensity light sources.
The specimen is sealed using two aluminum end caps then suspended horizontally in the center of the
pressure vessel using steel cables secured to the inner walls of the vessel. To measure the incident shock
wave loading and the changes in local pressure during the collapse event, high pressure blast
transducers (PCB 138A05, PCB Piezotronics, Inc., Depew, NY) are mounted at different locations
about the specimen. Two sensors are located at the midspan of the specimen, and four sensors are
located at axial offsets of 127mm from the midspan. All sensors are mounted such that the distance
between the sensing element and the outer surface of the tube is nominally 55mm. The amplified
outputs of these sensors are recorded at a sampling rate of 2 MHz. The explosive charge is secured
directly behind the specimen at a given standoff distance so as not to interfere with photography, and is
aligned with the center of the implodable volume (see Figure 1).
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The vessel is then flooded with filtered water, leaving a small air pocket. Once the vessel is filled,
nitrogen gas is introduced into the air pocket to pressurize the enclosed water to the desired hydrostatic
pressure. The pressure is increased slowly at a rate of 0.083 MPa/min to the chosen value. For this
study, all experiments used a hydrostatic pre-pressure of 80% of the critical collapse pressure of the
specimen. Following pressurization, the explosive is detonated using a high voltage firing unit which
simultaneously triggers all data acquisition systems to record the event.
Prior to experiments, a random, high-contrast speckle pattern is applied by hand to a region spanning
the entire length of the specimen and approximately half of the circumference using flat black and white
paint. Features of the pattern were made sufficiently large as to occupy at least 3x3 pixels in the
recorded images for optimal DIC measurements. Two high-speed cameras (Photron SA1, Photron USA,
Inc.) positioned at a stereo angle of 17°, are used to capture images of the patterned region of the
specimen at a frame rate of 75,000 frames/second. The stereo images are analyzed using a
commercially available DIC software, VIC3D 2012 (Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC) to
measure full-field displacements across the viewable surface of the specimen. 3-D Digital image
correlation (DIC) is a well known non-contact optical technique to determine real-time, full-field
displacements across the viewable surface of a specimen [17]. This technique is calibrated for
underwater experiments based on previous work [18] for confidence in the accuracy of measured
displacements and velocities. Using the referenced calibration method, in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements may be determined within 1.2% and 2.5% error, respectively. A third high speed camera
is used to observe the charge itself to track the growth and collapse of the gas bubble, and is set to
record at 40,000 fps.

Results
Natural Implosion Experiments
Prior to explosive initiated series, several natural implosion experiments are performed on the tubes to
be studied to determine the critical collapse pressure and to characterize the collapse and local pressure
field in the case of a natural implosion. These experiments are performed in the same manner as
recently published work by this group [7,8]. The critical collapse pressure of these tubes was found to
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be 0.90MPa. The pressure profile is plotted in Figure 2, along with the displacement and velocity of the
center point of the tube. High-speed photographs of the tube at different times during the collapse are
included in Figure 3. In these plots, t = 0ms represents the instant that opposing walls of the tube make
contact with each other.

Figure 2: For a natural implosion, pressure history about the midspan of the specimen (left) and radial
displacement and velocity curves measured at the center of the specimen (right)
It can be seen that the implosion of these tubes is quite similar to that of metallic tubes [19,20] as well
as other composite tubes studied by this group [7,8]. Starting at t = -4.7ms, the walls of the tube begin
to accelerate inward as observed in the displacement and velocity traces. As the walls accelerate, the
local pressure decays to a minimum just prior to t = 0ms. At t = 0ms, opposing walls contact each other,
resulting in the rapid deceleration of the walls. This imposes a large change in momentum onto the
surrounding fluid, resulting in the high magnitude (~1.30MPa) pressure pulse seen shortly thereafter.
Following wall contact, the buckle propagates axially through the length of the tube until the entire tube
is flattened. From the high-speed images in Figure 3, it is seen that the tube remains free of visible
damage until just before the time of wall contact. At t = -0.013ms, extreme bending at the two lobes of
the buckling shape cause through-thickness cracking parallel to the length axis of the tube. Post-mortem
analysis shows that damage is mainly restricted to these two longitudinal cracks, which propagate
through nearly the entire length of the specimen.
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Figure 3: High-speed images taken at various times during the natural implosion experiments.
Illustrations of the tube cross-section are to the left of the respective image. The tube is seen to buckle
without visible damage until 0.013ms prior to wall contact
The experiments described above were used to design the explosive initiated implosion series, which is
summarized in Table 1. For all experiments in this series, the hydrostatic pre-pressure is kept constant
at 80% of the critical collapse pressure, or 0.71MPa. Three different explosive standoff distances are
used, 102mm, 203mm, and 305mm. These standoffs are chosen to impart different magnitude shock
waves to the specimens while not allowing the gas bubble to interact with the tube. At least 2
experiments are performed for each case, to demonstrate repeatability of results. For each case, the tube
did implode, but the time at which the implosion initiated after the explosion is different for each
standoff distance. This implies that for different standoff distances, different features of the explosive
pressure history trigger the collapse, and therefore the mechanics at play in each case is unique.
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Interaction of Shock Wave with Specimen
One important thing to understand when studying the problem of an explosive initiated implosion is
how the pressure wave interacts with the specimen. It is well known that the initial shock wave released
from an UNDEX may be treated as an acoustic pressure pulse that travels at roughly sound speed once
fully developed [21]. This allows the use of acoustic theory in analyzing the behavior of the wave. As
an example, the pressure recorded at two different locations about the midspan of the tube for the case
of a 305mm explosive standoff is plotted in Figure 4. Comparing pressure histories recorded at a sensor
between the charge and the specimen (Sensor 1 in Figure 4) and at a sensor above the specimen (Sensor
2 in Figure 4), an interesting phenomenon is observed. In all experiments, it is seen that sensors located
between the charge and the specimen record the initial high magnitude shock followed by a negative
pressure spike of appreciable magnitude less than 0.1ms later. In contrast, sensors located above the
tube record only the initial pulse, followed by a smaller pressure "tail" that is typical of shock waves.

Figure 4: Initial shock wave measured at locations between the charge and specimen and directly above
the specimen for the case of a 305mm explosive standoff. The star in the image represents the location
of the charge.
Because the delay between the initial spike and the negative pulse is slightly greater than the acoustic
travel time for twice the distance from the sensor to the specimen (2x70mm), the interface between the
fluid and the specimen was further studied. When an acoustic wave encounters a boundary between two
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different materials, part of the wave will be transmitted into the second material while part will be
reflected back into the first material. The reflected and transmitted pressures, 𝑃𝑟 and 𝑃𝑡 respectively,
caused by an incident wave with pressure 𝑃𝑖 are defined as:

𝑃𝑡 = (1 + 𝑅) ∗ 𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝑖

(Eq.1)

Where 𝑅 is known as the reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient for a normal incidence of a
wave at a boundary is defined as [22]:

𝑅=

𝜌2 𝑐2 −𝜌1 𝑐1
𝜌2 𝑐2 +𝜌1 𝑐1

(Eq.2)

Where 𝜌 is the material density, 𝑐 is the sound speed of the material, and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the
material before and after the boundary, respectively. The density and sound speed for the water in this
experiment are 998 kg/m3 and 1488 m/s, respectively. The through-thickness density and sound speed
for carbon/epoxy composites has been reported as 1611 kg/m3 and 3042 m/s, respectively. For an
acoustic wave traveling from water to the composite tube with normal incidence, the reflection
coefficient was calculated as 0.535. Simple acoustic theory can show [22], using Eq. 2, that upon

encountering the surface of the tube, an incident wave with magnitude 𝑝𝑖 creates a reflected wave with

a magnitude 0.535𝑝𝑖 , and a transmitted wave with a magnitude of 1.535𝑝𝑖 maintaining the same

compressive sign. The transmitted wave travels through the composite tube until it reaches the enclosed
air volume. The reflection coefficient at this interface is approximately −1. This means that upon

encountering this interface, all of the wave is reflected back into the composite wall with the same
magnitude, but with opposite sign. This converts the pulse into a tensile wave which then travels back
through the tube wall and into the surrounding fluid where it is observed by nearby sensors. Accounting
for the reflection constant again at the composite-water interface calculated using Eq. 2, the magnitude
of the tensile wave transmitted to the water is 0.821𝑝𝑖 .This, coupled with attenuation in the various

media, explains the reduced magnitude of the reflected tensile pulse observed in the pressure trace for
sensors directly between the charge and the tube.
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The important conclusion drawn from this analysis is that when a sealed composite tube is subjected to
explosive loading, the pressure waves that travel through the walls of the structure are not solely
compressive. If this tube is filled with a low impedance material such as air, tensile waves of significant
magnitude will be caused in the tube wall by the impedance mismatch at the interior interface. This
tensile loading has the potential to degrade the stability of the structure, as it may cause damage in the
matrix material or at the fiber-matrix interface which are highly sensitive to out-of-plane tension [23].
Identifying Features of the Pressure History
By its nature, the pressure fields generated in an underwater explosion in a closed tank are very noisy.
Reflections from the initial shock wave and the "bubble pulse" are important features to identify, but
superposition of these features can make that a challenge. To address this, acoustic wave theory coupled
with an additional high-speed camera observing the explosive itself are used to distinguish these events.

Figure 5: Peak pressure of RP-85 as a function of standoff distance. The parameters for the fit curve are
given in the plot for a charge of mass, W, in kilograms
The initial shock wave produced by the RP-85 detonator is characterized by recording peak pressures at
several different standoff locations. The model proposed by Shin [24] is then fit to the data, to obtain a
relationship by which the peak pressure could be predicted as a function of standoff distance.
Experiments were conducted with just the explosive in the pressure vessel to characterize the loading
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pulse. The fit model is included in Figure 5, and this was used to determine maximum incident
pressures listed in Table 1.
Case

Hydrostatic
Pressure (MPa)

Explosive
Standoff (mm)

Maximum Predicted
Incident Pressure (MPa)

Time before
Implosion (ms)

1
2
3

0.71
0.71
0.71

102
203
305

45.9
20.2
12.4

0.93
6.83
15.22

Table 1: Summary of explosive-initiated implosion experiments
Reflections of the initial shock are determined by assuming that pulse travels with acoustic wave speed,
which in water is approximately 1500 m/s. At this velocity, the shock will travel to the tank boundaries
and back to the sensors after 1.04-1.80ms depending on the location of the charge. Using the same
travel speed, a second reflection of that wave will arrive after 2.10-3.61ms. Attenuation of the wave
during travel will cause the reflections to be significantly lower magnitude and less sharp, and because
the charge is not in the absolute center of the tank, the reflected wave will be recorded as a tight group
of small peaks. For these reasons, the first and second reflections of the initial shock are identified as
clusters of smaller spikes in the pressure located in the aforementioned time windows.
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Figure 6: High-speed images of the growth and collapse of the gas bubble, the boundary of which is
indicated by a dashed white line. Here the bubble reached maximum size at 2.29ms after detonation and
collapsed at 5.60ms
The additional high-speed camera is used to identify the bubble pulse. When an underwater explosive is
detonated, the decomposed gases of the charge create an expanding superheated gas bubble. After
reaching its maximum critical size, the surrounding hydrostatic pressure of water causes the bubble to
collapse, and upon completion of this collapse, a relatively strong and fairly broad pressure pulse
known as the "bubble pulse" is emitted [21]. The magnitude of the bubble pulse is typically much
smaller than that of the initial shock wave, however due to its long duration, the impulse is of
comparable strength. To identify the timing of this pulse, a typical growth of the bubble to its maximum
size and subsequent collapse is shown in Figure 6. In all cases, the bubble grows to its maximum size at
approximately 2.29ms and collapses between 5.00ms and 5.60ms, so a broad pressure pulse found near
this region in time is considered to be the bubble pulse.
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Near-Field Explosion (102mm Standoff)
The pressure history at the point on the specimen nearest to the charge for the 102mm standoff is
plotted in Figure 7, where the charge detonates at 0.00ms (this time notation will be used throughout
later in this article). In this case, the tube implodes shortly after experiencing the initial shock from the
explosive. The initiation of the instability occurs at approximately 0.90ms, well before the arrival of
reflections from the tank wall, so it may be concluded that the initial shock wave alone possesses
sufficient energy to trigger the collapse at this sub-critical static pressure. Wall contact occurs 5.00ms
after the initiation of the implosion, roughly consistent with results from natural implosion experiments.
This implies that though the initiation mechanism of the collapse is different, the subsequent mechanics
of the collapse are the same as for a natural implosion. In this case, no implosion pulse is detectable in
the pressure history following wall contact. This is due to the noisy nature of the pressure signal at this
time caused by the superposition of reflections of the initial shock and bubble pulses from the tank
walls.

Figure 7: Pressure history (left) and high-speed images (right) for explosive experiments with 102mm
standoff
Though the time to collapse is consistent with the natural implosion, a unique feature of this case is the
initiation of observable damage prior to wall contact. The high-speed images in Figure 7 show that a
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large degree of circumferential cracking occurs 2.21ms prior to wall-contact, located at the midspan of
the tube. These cracks are seen in post-mortem images (Figure 8) to run parallel to reinforcing fibers,
implying that they occur in the resin-rich regions between fibers. The center of the tube experiences the
most severe loading, as it is the closest to the charge. The cause for this early damage is the particular
wave interaction discussed in Section 3.2. The resulting tensile loading within the tube wall is enough
to cause inter-fibrillar as well as matrix cracking, as seen in the high-speed images. This cracking
significantly degrades the structural stability, and is a contributing factor in the damage initiation
eventually leading to the implosion.

Figure 8: Post-mortem images showing the full-length (i), a side-view (ii), and a zoomed image of the
tube center for 102mm explosive standoff. These images display circumferential cracking (A) and
dramatic, through-thickness axial cracking (B)
Post-mortem images in Figure 8 show very extensive damage to the tubes, mainly in the form of
through-thickness axial cracks (B) and circumferential cracks (A) localized about the midspan of the
tube. The axial cracks in these tubes completely separate sections of the tube, and several frayed and
pulled-out fibers are seen on the faces of the cracks. This shows that these cracks form in a very high
energy event, enough to fracture both matrix and fiber in all seven plies and cause the pull-out of
adjacent fibers. The axial cracking for this case is more extensive than all other cases, including that of
natural implosion. Pegg [9] demonstrated that hydrostatic pressure combined with strong impulse loads
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result in more severe deformations, which is the reason for the extent of damage. In comparison, the
circumferential cracks at the midspan are much less severe. These cracks do not penetrate completely
through the tube wall, do not travel very far from the tube midspan, and cause no fiber pull-out.
Mid-Field Explosion (203mm Standoff)
The pressure history at the point on the specimen nearest to the charge for the 203mm standoff is
plotted in Figure 9. Implosion again occurs in this case, though it is much later in the time than the
102mm standoff case, initiating 6.53ms after the detonation of the charge.

Figure 9: Pressure history (left) and high-speed images (right) for explosive experiments with 203mm
standoff
This delayed collapse shows that neither the initial shock wave nor the reflections of that shock from
the tank walls are sufficient to cause the collapse at this charge distance. The instability is triggered
after the first bubble pulse showing that for this standoff distance, the bubble pulse is the cause of the
implosion. The tube continues to collapse until wall contact is made 2.43ms after initiation, which is
significantly shorter than the collapse time of the natural implosion (4.7ms). The reason behind this
reduction in collapse time, as well as the reason for the timing of the collapse, is related to the wave
interaction discussed in Section 3.2. Each feature of the pressure trace that encounters the specimen the initial shock, reflections, and the bubble pulse - results in tensile loading within the tube wall.
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Unlike the previous case, the loading is not severe enough to exceed the tensile strength of the matrix.
Examining high-speed images in Figure 9, no visible cracking occurs from the impact of the shock or
the subsequent reflections and bubble pulse. However, damage may still occur within the material. This
repeated loading can degrade the fiber/matrix interface, cause and/or propagate delaminations, and grow
any pre-existing defects where stress concentrations may occur. The net result is that at each loading
event, damage will accumulate in the material, which will reduce its stiffness and structural integrity. In
this case, damage accumulates enough in the first 5.00ms of the pressure history that the energy
supplied by the bubble pulse is sufficient to initiate the instability. As is the case with 102 mm standoff
distance, the implosion pulse is not reliably distinguished for these experiments due to the noisy nature
of the pressure field at the time which it occurs.

Figure 10: Post-mortem images of the front (i) and side faces (ii & iii) for 203mm explosive standoff,
showing axial cracking (A) and multiple instances of circumferential cracking (B)
Post-mortem images (Figure 10) again show large amounts of damage, including through-thickness
axial cracks (A) and circumferential cracks (B) offset from the midspan. Though the axial cracks do
penetrate completely through the thickness of the tube wall, they are significantly less severe than for
the previous case. Fiber pull-out is observed in the vicinity of these cracks, however there is no
separation of the tube walls, and the structure maintains a large portion of its integrity. The
circumferential cracks appear similar to those seen in the previous case, however their location and
cause are quite different. These cracks are seen to appear only after wall contact has made and the
flattening of the tube has propagated past the point where the cracks emerge. This shows that these
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cracks are not a result of the incident shock, but rather due to the large deformations resulting from the
buckle propagation.
Far-Field Explosion (305mm Standoff)
The pressure history at the point on the specimen nearest to the charge for the 305mm standoff is
plotted in Figure 11. Similar to the previous two cases, these tubes implode in a mode 2 shape, however
they collapse very late in the event, initiating 15.26ms after the detonation of the charge. This is long
after both the initial shock and the first bubble pulse, showing that neither of these events trigger the
collapse on their own. Wall contact occurs at 1.83ms following the initiation of the implosion, even
shorter than for the 203mm standoff case. Like the 203 mm standoff case, the cause for the delayed
collapse as well as the duration of the collapse is due to the accumulation of damage caused by each
successive loading event in the pressure history. This damage continually degrades the structural
stiffness, until the vibrations caused by the impulse coupled with hydrostatic pressure can drive the
implosion. The development of visible damage as seen in the high-speed images is less severe than for
this case as no circumferential cracking appears at any time.

Figure 11: Pressure history (left) and high-speed images (right) for explosive experiments with 305mm
standoff
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In this case, the pressure field has settled enough that an implosion pulse is clearly distinguished. Wall
contact occurs at 17.09ms, and 0.21ms later a sharp high magnitude pressure spike is recorded with
strength of 1.67MPa. The magnitude and timing of this pulse is consistent with that seen in natural
implosion experiments, giving additional evidence that this is in fact an implosion pulse.

Figure 12: Post-mortem images of the front (i), side (ii), and back (iii) faces for 305mm explosive
standoff, showing axial cracking (A) and adjacent outer ply cracks (B)
Post-mortem images of these specimens (Figure 12) show the least damage of all cases, mainly in the
form of through-thickness axial cracks (A). Referring back to the high-speed images in Figure 11, these
cracks appear shortly before wall contact is made, implying that they are a result of extreme bending
strains at that time. Some fiber pull-out is seen near these cracks as well as interfibrillar cracking in the
outer ply, parallel to the 15° fiber angle of that layer (B). The net damage in the structure is still far less
extensive than that found in the previous two cases, due to the greatly reduced intensity of the incident
shock (see Table 1).
DIC Analysis of Initial Shock Response
From previous work, it is known that prior to a dynamic collapse, hollow cylinders experience some
degree of quasi-static ovalling due to hydrostatic pressure [7,8,18]. For a natural implosion, a
maximum pre-buckling radial deformation of -1.57mm is measured prior to the dynamic collapse. At
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80% of the critical collapse pressure, the pre-buckling reaches only -0.56mm, showing that a significant
perturbation of more than 1mm is required to reach a region of instability.

Figure 13: Velocity contours for half of the length of each specimen after impact of the initial shock.
The top image indicated the location of DIC data extraction with a dashed white line. The zero point on
the y-axis indicates the center of the tube, and color represents velocity magnitude in meters/second
DIC is also used to compare the initial response of the tube to the shock loading. Figure 13 shows
contours of velocity magnitude across half of the length of the tube over time. The first observation that
can be made is the uniformity of loading across the length of the structure. At the close standoff, the
initial response of the structure is very localized near the center of the tube. For higher standoffs, the
response is more uniform across the length of the specimen. As standoff distance is increased, the front
of the pressure wave becomes increasingly planar due to geometric spreading, and will load a greater
area upon initial impact. The magnitudes of the initial velocities are also quite different. For the
102mm, 203mm, and 305mm standoffs, tubes show a maximum initial velocity of 13m/s, 5.7m/s, and
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4.5 m/s, respectively. This reduction is expected, since the peak pressure of the initial shock wave will
decay as

1

𝑅𝑒

, where 𝑅𝑒 is the distance from the explosive. The difference in uniformity of the loading

across the length of the tube, coupled with the difference in peak velocity greatly affects the dynamic
response of the structure.
More important in this Figure is the visible difference in modal response of the structure to each loading
case. For the farthest standoff distance, the tube appears to vibrate with a single axial lobe. After the
initial impact of the shock, a single region of elevated velocity is seen to travel along the length,
implying a single lobe of deformation. For the closest standoff, the response following the arrival of the
shock is quite different. Here, multiple regions of high velocity are seen propagating axially along the
tube at the same instant. This implies that at closest standoff, the initial localized shock wave excites
higher-order axial modes in the structure, which is why the wave is able to initiate the instability. In the
absence of damage, impulse-initiated buckling occurs due to the vibrations of the structure due to the
applied shock [2]. The closest standoff excites higher-order vibrations with relatively high velocities,
which provides a sufficient perturbation to trigger the collapse. In addition, previous research has
shown that short pulse durations characteristic of explosive loads necessitate very high peak pressures
to initiate an implosion [2]. For these reasons, neither of the larger standoffs are capable of causing a
collapse from the initial shock alone, but rely on subsequent growth of damage.

Conclusions
The explosive-initiated implosion of carbon/epoxy composite tubes is studied for varying incident
shock wave strengths. High-speed photography, DIC measurements, and dynamic pressure sensors are
used to characterize the mechanisms of collapse for each case studied. The completion of this study has
resulted in the following conclusions:
•

A composite tube may implode at pressures 20% below the critical static pressure if it
experiences impulsive loading from a nearby explosive.

•

Explosive initiated implosions of composite tubes may occur due to: (i) the initial shock, (ii)
the bubble pulse, or (iii) long after both of these features due to the accumulation of damage.
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•

The failure of composite tubes under these shock wave loading is fundamentally different from
homogenous materials. It is largely governed by the damage created within the material due to
high magnitude tensile waves reflected from the inner solid/air boundary.

•

The implosion pulse generated from the collapse of the tubes is typically obscured in the
pressure history, however in the case of a long delayed collapse, this pulse may be
distinguished and is consistent with that generated in a natural implosion.

•

The DIC technique can be used to extract the initial vibration response of the structure
following loading, and shows that higher order modes are excited for closer standoffs distances
leading to the dynamic collapse.
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Chapter 8 : Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
This work first focused on the natural implosion of composite materials. Carbon-fiber and glass-fiber
reinforced composites were studied with different geometries and reinforcing architectures. By
comparing these results with those from aluminum tubes, it was found that glass/polyester tubes release
much less energy in the form of a pressure pulse during implosion as compared to carbon/epoxy and
aluminum tubes. In contrast, carbon/epoxy tubes release significantly stronger waves than either other
material. These findings are key in providing material recommendation for marine structures that may
experience implosion.
Next, work was performed to mitigate the strength of implosion pulses released by carbon/epoxy tubes
using polymeric coatings. Polyurea coatings of two different thicknesses were applied to either the
interior or exterior of the tube with varying thicknesses. This work showed that the energy released in
the pressure pulse may be reduced by applying thick coatings to the interior of the structure, and
constitutes the first successful mitigation of the implosion pulse from composite structures.
Finally, the shock-initiated implosion of carbon/epoxy composites was studied to determine
mechanisms of collapse at sub-critical pressures. This work showed that implosion may be initiated at
pressures lower than the critical collapse pressure, and the mechanisms driving that collapse differ
depending on the magnitude of the shockwave.
The deliverables of these studies are summarized as follows:
•

The hydrostatic implosion of composite tubes of varying reinforcement architecture and
geometry results in the release of a potentially hazardous acoustic pressure pulse. The
quantitative characteristics of the pressure pulse as well as the nature of the collapse itself are
significantly affected by the architecture of reinforcing fibers and geometry of the tube.

•

The flow energy can be obtained directly as a function of pressure and is a good representation
for the total energy emitted during the implosion process.
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•

Rapid onset and propagation of through-thickness cracks cause sudden acceleration in the
collapse event and result in surface cavitation. The collapse of these cavitation bubbles release
additional pressure waves that may be observed in the near-field pressure history and could
potentially cause additional damage to the structure. Cavitation is seen to initiate at
approximately the same cavitation number for all filament-wound and roll-wrapped specimens
studied.

•

Composite tubes with braided reinforcement released pressure waves with the greatest
normalized impulse of all specimens studied, and also experienced the least quasi-static predeformation prior to implosion. This is a result of the enhanced brittle nature of the failure of
these materials, and shows that they have a significantly greater potential to damage
neighboring structures in the event of collapse.

•

Filament-wound tubes with a large radius-to-thickness ratio are considered optimal for damage
mitigation, as their collapse results in one of the lowest normalized impulses, and prior to their
collapse they give the greatest "warning" through slow ovalling of the cross-section amounting
to approximately 10% of the tube radius. Since this ovalling is elastic, the structure could be
saved if pressure is relieved prior to reaching this level of deformation.

•

Differences in the dominating failure mechanisms present in each material produce significant
differences in the pressure pulse released during the implosion of GFRP composite tubes.
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is used to identify the frequency signatures of the
pressure pulse released by the implosion events, and shows the acoustic signals generated by
braided specimens possess significantly greater high-frequency content than filament-wound
specimens.

•

Due to the energy intensive damage processes involved in the failure of glass/PE tubes, the
energy released in the pressure pulse is much less than that for the case of aluminum and
carbon/epoxy tubes.

•

Thin coatings have little effect on pressure pulses emitted following implosion, regardless of
location of the coating. Thick exterior coatings increase the energy released following
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implosion due to suppression of the damage mechanisms that dominate failure. Thick interior
coatings decrease the energy released from implosion due to a reduction in collapse velocity
and a softening of wall-to-wall contact.
•

A composite tube may implode at pressures 20% below the critical static pressure if it
experiences impulsive loading from a nearby explosive. Explosive initiated implosions of
composite tubes may occur due to: (i) the initial shock, (ii) the bubble pulse, or (iii) long after
both of these features due to the accumulation of damage.

•

The failure of composite tubes under these shock wave loading is fundamentally different from
homogenous materials. It is largely governed by the damage created within the material due to
high magnitude tensile waves reflected from the inner solid/air boundary.

Future Work
The work discussed in this dissertation has increased the understanding of dynamic failure of composite
materials by examining the problem of implosion. The mechanics of hydrostatic collapse of composite
structures with different material types, reinforcement architectures, and geometries were characterized
to provide material recommendations. Mitigation strategies in the form of polyurea were studied and
resulted in the successful reduction of implosion pulses of carbon/epoxy tubes. Finally, the shockinitiated implosion of carbon/epoxy tubes was characterized to reveal different mechanisms of collapse
initiation. To further extend the understanding of this subject, the following future studies are
recommended:
•

Experimental work presented in the first three chapters show the differences in the implosion
mechanics of glass-fiber and carbon-fiber composite tubes. The results show that the energyintensive damage mechanisms present in the glass-fiber reinforced tubes causes less energy to
be released in the form of a pressure pulse. However, carbon-fiber reinforced tubes are
significantly stiffer, and therefore can sustain greater hydrostatic pressures at similar
thicknesses. Therefore, it is proposed that hybrid composites, possessing a combination of
glass and carbon fiber, be designed and studied under hydrostatic implosion. A hybrid
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composite tube could be designed to exploit the advantages of both carbon and glass fiber,
while helping to compensate for the weaknesses of each fiber type. A study on this topic could
result in the creation of specialized materials that have both high stiffness and high operating
depth, while also releasing low amounts of energy in pressure pulses upon their collapse.
•

All implosion experiments discussed in these studies were conducted in a "free-field"
environment, meaning the structures were surrounded by a large body of fluid with no other
structures near-by. In real world applications, it is very possible that these implodable
structures will be located near a rigid surface, such as a vehicle hull. Therefore it is proposed
that the implosion of composite structures with proximity to a larger rigid structure is studied.
It is well known that cavitation bubbles near surfaces are drawn to the surface as they collapse.
his causes the impingement of a very high magnitude pressure jet on the target surface, with
pressures many times greater than that released from a free-field bubble collapse. By similar
mechanisms, an implodable volume could be drawn to a nearby surface upon collapse and
cause significantly more damage than what is predicted from free-field implosion experiments.
To properly evaluate this threat, experiments should be performed on implosions of structures
near other structures, to assess how changing those boundary conditions will alter the
implosion process and resulting pressure pulses.

•

The polyurea coated composite tubes created in this work were all fabricated with coatings that
covered the entire length of the cylinder, but that also added considerable mass to the structure.
This added reduces some of the weight-saving benefits offered by composite materials. The
experiments performed on these types of tubes suggest that the cushioning of wall contact is
one main driver of implosion pulse mitigation for tubes with thick interior coatings. Therefore,
it may not be necessary to coat the entire length of the tube to reduce the intensity of the pulse,
but rather to coat a smaller region at the center of the tube. Therefore, it is proposed that a
study be conducted varying the percentage of the length of the tube that is coated with
polyurea. This could save considerable weight in the structure while maintaining the mitigating
quality if the coating.
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•

All explosive-initiated implosion experiments performed in this work were at a constant
hydrostatic pre-pressure of 80% of the critical collapse pressure. Here, only the magnitude of
the shock loading was varied by changing the standoff distance of the charge. It is
recommended that this work be extended by varying the hydrostatic pre-pressure while
maintaining constant shock magnitude. First, this would be a way to determine "safety
thresholds" for the structure by knowing at what pre-pressures the structure is safe from
collapse due to the shock. In addition, the mechanics of the implosion may change depending
on the magnitude of pre-pressure, and phenomena such as mode shape changing may occur.
Therefore, to a have a more holistic understanding of this specific problem, a study should be
performed with a large range of hydrostatic pre-pressures.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Determination of Material Properties
Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) can then be used to build up the laminate stiffnesses based on the
properties of each ply found from ROM, the thickness, and angle of fiber orientation of each ply. Using
these methods, reasonable estimates of global properties can be made, however there are serious
limitations to consider.
•
•
•
•

Excellent knowledge of fiber volume fraction and fiber orientation are needed
Assumes zero void content
Assumes perfect fiber alignment
Does not account for fiber crimp

Because of these limitations, static testing is often used for better confidence in reported material
properties. However, due to the anisotropy of composite materials, there are 5 material properties (4
independent) to test for rather than 2 as is the case for isotropic materials. This is quite time consuming,
and can be extremely expensive due to the high cost of many composite material systems. This work
looks to apply inverse methods to vibration analysis to develop a non-destructive test to estimate
material properties, based on the work by Ip et al. on the subject [2,3]. This work will also seek to
expand previously used methods to non-symmetric cylindrical laminates.
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Solution Method
Experimental Modal Analysis

To determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the composite cylinders in this study, modal
anaylsis was conducted using impact hammer testing [3]. For this experiment, the tube specimen was
firt painted with a grid of 1"x1" cells covering the entire outer surface. The specimen was then
suspended vertically using three yarns. The tubes were suspended in such a way as to most accurately
simulate "free-free" boundary conditions. An accelerometer (PCB) was affixed to an arbitrary grid point
using mounting wax. An impact hammer (PCB) was used to excite the tube by lighlty stiking it at
various grid point locations. The impact force and resulting acceleration signals were amplied using a
signal conditioner (PCB) and then were recorded with data acquisition software. This software
generated transfer functions relating the input excitation force and material response, from which
natural frequencies and mode shapes could be obtained using various methods. For the data reduction in
this case, multiple "single degree-of- freedom" methods were used to determine frequencies and modes,
namely peak-picking and circle-fitting, and the details of these methods can be found in [3]. This was
repeated for many (~30) grid locations to be sure that all natural frequencies as well as mode shapes
were accurately captured. However, due to the applied impact excitation, only frequencies up to ~3kHz
were adequately excited, and so natural frequencies were determined for the range below that threshold.
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Forward Model
Symmetric Laminates
The Rayleigh-Ritz Method for the vibration of thin shells was used to formulate the forward model in
this problem. The displacements of the shell are assumed to have harmonic dependence, and are defined
using Love-Timoshenko theory as:

𝑢 = 𝑈(𝑥, 𝜃)𝑒 𝑗𝜔𝑡 ;
𝑣 = 𝑉(𝑥, 𝜃)𝑒 𝑗𝜔𝑡 ;
𝑤 = 𝑊(𝑥, 𝜃)𝑒

𝑗𝜔𝑡

;

𝑝

𝑈(𝑥, 𝜃) = � [𝐼𝑚 Δ𝑚 (𝑥)]cos(𝑛𝜃)
𝑚=1
𝑝

𝑉(𝑥, 𝜃) = � [𝐼𝑚 Ψ𝑚 (𝑥)]sin(𝑛𝜃)
𝑚=1
𝑝

𝑊(𝑥, 𝜃) = � [𝐾𝑚 Φ𝑚 (𝑥)]cos(𝑛𝜃)
𝑚=1

Where n is the circumferential wave number, 𝜔 is the angular frequency, Δ𝑚 , Ψ𝑚 , and Φ𝑚 are certain
orthogonal functions (listed in Appendix A) selected in such a way as to satisfy the boundary

conditions, and 𝐼𝑚 , 𝐽𝑚 , and 𝐾𝑚 are unknown coefficients to be solved for. The Rayleigh-Ritz method

used in free vibration of plates and shells seeks stationary values of 𝜔 in the Rayleigh quotient, defined
here as:

𝑉max
𝜔2 = � ∗ �
𝑇

Where 𝑉max and T* are the maximum strain energy and reduced kinetic energy of the cylindrical shell
element. For a laminated cylindrical shell with a symmetric ply layup, these terms are defined as:

1 L 2π
∂U 2
1 ∂V W 2
∂U 1 ∂V W
∂V 1 ∂U 2
− � + 2A12 � � �
− � + A66 � +
�
𝑉max = � � [A11 � � + A22 �
2 0 0
∂x
r ∂θ r
∂x r ∂θ r
∂x r ∂θ
2

2

1 ∂2 W ∂V
1 ∂2 W ∂2 W ∂V
∂2 W
+ D11 � 2 � + D22 4 � 2 + � + 2D12 2 � 2 � � 2 + �
∂x
r ∂θ
r ∂x
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
2

4 ∂2 W ∂V
+ � ]rdθdx
+ D66 2 �
r ∂x ∂θ ∂x
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𝐿 2𝜋
1
𝑇 ∗ = 𝜌𝑟ℎ � � [𝑈 2 + 𝑉 2 + 𝑊 2 ]𝑑𝜃𝑑𝑥
2
0 0

Where Aij and Dij are the membrane and bending stiffness of the shell, respectively, L is the length of
the shell, h is the thickness, and r is the mean radius of the shell.
It may be shown that for stationarity of the Rayleigh quotient, the following relations are required:
𝜕(𝜔2 𝑇 ∗ − 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝜕(𝜔2 𝑇 ∗ − 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝜕(𝜔2 𝑇 ∗ − 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
= 0;
= 0;
=0
∂Ii
∂Ji
∂K i

For 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑝. The above can be used to generate a system of 3xp simultaneous equations which may
be packaged into the eigenvalue problem below:
[𝐴]
[𝐵]
�� 𝑇
[𝐶]𝑇

[𝐵]
[𝐷]
[𝐸]𝑇

[𝐶]
{𝐼}
[𝐺2] [0]
[0]
[𝐸]� − 𝜌𝑟ℎ𝐿𝜔2 � [0] [𝐻1] [0] �� � {𝐽} � = 0
[0]
[0] [𝑅1]
{𝐾}
[𝐹]

Where each sub-matrix in the above system is of size p x p, and are defined in Appendix B. So, the
generalized eigenvalue problem above will yield the natural angular frequencies of the shell for various
values of longitudinal and circumferential wave numbers. In addition, the eigenvector associated with
each natural frequency will describe the mode shape at that frequency based on the value of the
displacement coefficients, {𝐼}, {𝐽}, and {𝐾}.
Nonsymmetric Laminates
The forward model for nonsymmetric laminates was constructed in a similar manner to that for
symmetric laminates. The main difference here was in the derivation of the maximum strain energy for
the shell element. For an arbitrarily curved shell element, the strain energy is defined as [4]:
1
𝑉 = ��𝜎𝛼 𝜖𝛼 + 𝜎𝛽 𝜖𝛽 + 𝜎𝛼𝛽 𝛾𝛼𝛽 �𝑑𝑉
2

Where α and β are arbitrary orthogonal coordinates. This may be written in terms of resultant forces and
midplane strains and curvatures as:
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1
�{𝑁𝛼 𝜖0𝛼 + 𝑁𝛽 𝜖0𝛽 + 𝑁𝛼𝛽 𝛾0𝛼𝛽 + 𝑀𝛼 𝜅𝛼 + 𝑀𝛽 𝜅𝛽 + 𝑀𝛼𝛽 𝜏}𝐴𝐵𝑑𝛼𝑑𝛽
2

Where 𝜖 and 𝛾 represent strain along a given axis and 𝜅 and 𝜏 represent curvatures. Using classic

laminate theory, the resultant forces/moments may be expressed in terms of midplane strains/curvatures
and laminate stiffness by:
𝑁𝛼
⎡ 𝑁 ⎤ ⎡𝐴11
⎢ 𝛽 ⎥ ⎢𝐴12
⎢ 𝑁𝛼𝛽 ⎥ ⎢𝐴16
⎢ 𝑀𝛼 ⎥ = ⎢𝐵11
⎢𝑀 ⎥
⎢ 𝛽 ⎥ ⎢𝐵12
⎣𝑀𝛼𝛽 ⎦ ⎣𝐵16

𝐴12
𝐴22
𝐴26
𝐵12
𝐵22
𝐵26

𝐴16
𝐴26
𝐴66
𝐵16
𝐵26
𝐵66

𝐵11
𝐵12
𝐵16
𝐷11
𝐷12
𝐷16

𝐵12
𝐵22
𝐵26
𝐷12
𝐷22
𝐷26

𝐵16 𝜖𝛼
𝐵26 ⎤ ⎡ 𝜖𝛽 ⎤
⎥
𝐵66 ⎥ ⎢𝛾𝛼𝛽 ⎥
⎢
⎥
𝐷16 ⎥ ⎢ 𝜅𝛼 ⎥
𝐷26 ⎥ ⎢ 𝜅𝛽 ⎥
𝐷66 ⎦ ⎣ 𝜏 ⎦

Using the above equations in conjunction with strain-displacement relationships given by LoveTimoshenko shell theory (see Appendix) and executing a change of variables such that α=x and β=θ,
the following expression for the maximum strain energy can be formulated in terms of displacement
functions and laminate stiffnesses, just as was done for symmetric laminates:
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1 L 2π
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Using the Rayleigh quotient method and the same displacement function definitions, an eigenvalue
problem may again be cast:
[11]

⎧⎡ �𝛼𝑖,𝑚 �
⎪⎢ [ ] 𝑇
12
⎢�𝛼𝑖,𝑚 �
⎨
⎪⎢ [13] 𝑇
⎩⎣�𝛼𝑖,𝑚 �

12
�𝛼𝑖,𝑚
�
[

]

[22]

�𝛼𝑖,𝑚 �

23
�𝛼𝑖,𝑚
�
[

]

𝑇

13
�𝛼𝑖,𝑚
�⎤
[1]
[23] ⎥
2 [0]
�𝛼𝑖,𝑚 �⎥ − 𝜌𝑟ℎ𝐿𝜔 �
[0]
[33] ⎥
�𝛼𝑖,𝑚
�⎦
[

]

[0]
[1]
[0]

⎫
[0] ⎪ {𝐼}
[0]� � {𝐽} � = 0
[1] ⎬
⎪ {𝐾}
⎭

Where each sub-matrix in the above system is of size p x p, and are defined in Appendix B. Examining
the elements of this matrix, it is seen that if Bij = 0 (i.e. for laminate symmetry), all elements are
identical to those used for symmetric laminates. This gives confidence in the derived model and also
allows us to use only one, robust forward model rather than alternating depending on the type of
laminate. Once again, this may be solved for the eigenvalues which are related to natural frequencies
and eigenvectors which relate to mode shapes.
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Solution of Inverse Problem
Now that the forward model is well established, an appropriate method must be selected to invert the
problem and obtain model parameters. We first note that this problem is nonlinear as the forward model
is highly dependent on the model parameters. So, we must select a good nonlinear search method to
find the best solution that minimizes error between the predictions of the forward model and the "true"
values obtained through experimental modal analysis. In this problem, the four elements of the stiffness
matrix of the global laminate are considered the model parameters and the predicted and measured
natural frequencies are the data. The five material constants are functions of these for stiffness elements,
and so solving for these parameters will completely define the material properties of the global
structure. For easier reference, these may be packaged into arrays, {P} and {R} respectively, defined as
follows:
{𝑃} = {𝐷11 𝐷22 𝐷12 𝐷66 }𝑇

{𝑅} = {𝜆1 𝜆2 … 𝜆𝑁 }𝑇 , 𝜆 = 𝜌𝑟ℎ𝐿𝜔2
In this problem, strong apriori information is also available to us. From the manufacturer, the nominal
mechanical properties of each ply and volume percentages of fiber and matrix are available. Using
typical composite design practices (Rule of Mixtures, Halpin-Tsai, Laminate Theory), estimates of the
global stiffness of the laminate may be made with fairly good accuracy. This estimate should be
reasonably close to the true value, making it a very good initial guess and also eliminating the need for
a robust global search method, as the likelihood of becoming "trapped" in a local minimum is quite low.
Therefore, a simpler gradient based local search method will be used to find the optimal solution to this
problem.
The objective function to be minimized by the local search method is the quadratic error function
given by:
𝑇

𝑒(𝑅, 𝑃) = ��𝑅�� − {𝑅}� [𝐶𝑅 ]��𝑅�� − {𝑅}� + ({𝑃} − {𝑃0 })𝑇 [𝐶𝑃 ]({𝑃} − {𝑃0 })
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Where �𝑅�� represents experimental values and {𝑃0 } are initial stiffness estimates. In this formulation we

have also brought in [CR] and [CP], which are, respectively, data and mode uncertainty matrices. [CR]
represents the error between theoretic frequencies and those predicted using finite element modeling,

while [CP] represents uncertainty in the elements of the stiffness matrix. The purpose of [CR] and [CP] is
to provide a means of weighting the data and model parameters based on their probabilities, as well as
to obtain a posterior probability distribution of the estimated model parameters based on Baye's
Theorem. By using this technique, the converged estimates can be better evaluated by examining the
uncertainty intervals of those parameters. By introducing the gradient term, S, and seeking to minimize
the error function, we may rewrite the objective function in the form of an iterative method for updating
estimates of P as:
{𝑃} = {𝑃0 } + [𝐶𝑃∗ ]−1 [𝑆]𝑇 [𝐶𝑅 ](�𝑅�� − {𝑅�} − [𝑆]𝑇 ({𝑃0 } − {𝑃�})
Where,

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =

𝜕𝜆𝑖
𝜕𝑃𝑗

[𝐶𝑃∗ ] = [𝐶𝑃 ] + [𝑆]𝑇 [𝐶𝑅 ][𝑆]

The matrix [𝐶𝑃∗ ] contains information on the posterior uncertainty of the estimated model parameter,

giving by the diagonal elements of that matrix. The above equations are used to iteratively update the
model parameter estimations depending on the prediction error associated with those estimates. This
scheme will be used until the incremental iterations differ by less than 0.01%, after which the estimates
will be considered converged.

Comparison with Published Results
Before applying this method to experimental data, it was first validated by attempting to reproduce the
results published in the paper this solution was based upon. The tubes in this study were E-glass/epoxy
woven fabric tubes with a length of 212mm, a radius of 83.5mm, and a wall thickness of 1.371mm. The
initial estimates of mechanical properties were obtained using the Rule of Mixtures and Halpin-Tsai
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Equations[1]. These estimates, along with the values found using the method presented here are
compared with the published estimated properties using both modal analysis and quasi-static testing in
Table 1. For this study, convergence was reached after 27 iterations, taking 9.7 seconds of CPU time.
Table 1: Verification with previously published data

Parameter

Initial
Estimates

Exx (GPa)

15.587 [0.740]

Eθθ (GPa)

15.587 [0.740]

Gxθ (GPa)

1.619 [0.228]
0.0948
[0.0204]
0.0948
[0.0204]

νθx
νxθ

Converged
Estimates
(Present
Study)

Converged
Estimates
(Ip et al.)

15.169
[0.714]
17.811
[0.022]
3.967 [0.103]
0.2093
[0.0155]
0.2457
[0.0164

16.851
[0.594]
17.352
[0.041]
3.08 [0.107]
0.0911
[0.0196]
0.0885
[0.0188]

Static
Test
Results
(Ip et al.)
18.571
18.188
2.780
0.206
0.210

% Error
(Initial)

% Error
(Converged)

16%

18%

14%

2.1%

42%

43%

54%

1.6%

55%

17%

We can first see that while the initial estimates for longitudinal and hoop moduli were fairly good, those
for shear modulus and Poisson's ratios were quite poor. This well illustrates the need for better
estimation than that provided by Rule of Mixture and Halpin-Tsai, especially in the case where very
accurate measures of the layup and constituent volume percentages is unknown. The converged results
in the present study reproduce previously published data by Ip et al. quite well for axial and hoop
moduli, and reasonably well for shear modulus. However, the converged values for major and minor
Poisson's ratios were quite different, and in this study are mush closer to true values than has been
previously published. The reason for this is unclear, but it is suspected that possible differences in the
formulation of the sensitivity (gradient) matrix could be the cause.
The convergence of this method can be analyzed by examining the following figures.
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Figure 2: (a) left, convergence criteria and (b) right, prediction error for model verification test

Figure 3a plots the norm of the difference between model estimates against successive iterations, which
was the criteria used to terminate the iterative process. From this figure, we can see this method
converges very rapidly, with less than 1% difference between estimates after only 8 iterations. This
difference continues to drop steadily until the convergence criteria is met after 27 iterations. The error is
evaluated by comparing the predicted frequencies to the experimentally measured frequencies on a
normed basis in Figure 3b. A similar trend is seen here in that the error decreases and then stabilizes
very quickly. It should be noted that this error does not converge to zero, but this is to be expected due
to this problem being overdetermined.

Symmetric Composite Tubes
This method was first applied to composite tubes with symmetric layups as the forward model for
finding natural frequencies is much simpler than for non-symmetric layups. The tubes studied here were
carbon/epoxy roll-wrapped tubes with a [03/±45/90/±45/03] layup. These specimens had an inner
diameter of 64.4mm and a wall thickness of 1.65mm. Using the Rule of Mixtures in combination with
Halpin-Tsai Equations, the initial estimates of net laminate material properties were found as in the
previous example, and used to seed the iterative solver. From experiments, six natural frequencies were
used as the data set. This problem converged after 13 iterations consuming 4.47s of CPU time, and the
converged results along with the initial estimates are included in Table 2.

Parameter

Initial Estimates
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Converged Estimates
(Present)

Exx (GPa)
Eθθ (GPa)
Gxθ (GPa)
νθx
νxθ

85.68 [4.07]
30.9 [1.47]
15.8 [2.22]
0.42 [0.091]
0.153 [0.03]

117.5 [0.41]
11.4 [0.003]
18.4 [0.96]
0.952 [0.2]
0.092 [0.02]

It is seen in this table that the majority of the converged model parameters differ widely from the initial
estimates, with the exception of shear modulus, Gxθ. To try to explain this, the fiber volume fraction of
the composite tube was measured using density approximations. This method assumes zero void
content and approximates volume percentages of constituents using the density of the net structure
coupled with densities of fiber and matrix. It was found that the fiber volume fraction was 59%,
significantly higher than the 50% reported by the manufacturer. Since the initial estimate was made
using an assumption of 50% fiber volume fraction, this can be seen to be the likely source of error.

Figure 3: (a) left, convergence criteria and (b) right, prediction error for model verification test

Figure 4a plots the norm of the difference between model estimates against successive iterations. This
problem converges even faster than the previous test, with less than 1% difference between estimates
after only 3 iterations. Convergence is then rapidly approached and reached after the 13th iteration. A
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high quality initial guess is likely the reason for faster convergence for this problem. The error is plotted
in Figure 4b and also very quickly decreases and then stabilizes. We can see for this problem that the
error is significantly less than the previous test, stabilizing at around 2.2%, showing that the data is
predicted quite well by this approximate model.

Nonsymmetric Composite Tubes
This method was then applied to composite tubes with nonsymmetric layups using the new, more
general forward model developed here for laminates with arbitrary symmetry in their layups. The tubes
studied here were glass/polyester(PE) roll-wrapped tubes with a [±55/90] layup. These specimens had
an inner diameter of 57.2mm and a wall thickness of 2.09mm. As in the previous examples, the Rule of
Mixtures in combination with Halpin-Tsai Equations were used to obtain the initial estimates of net
laminate material properties. For this problem, a more intensive convergence criteria of 1*10-6 was used
to increase the accuracy of the converged estimates. Due to some unfortunate damping of lower
frequency resonances, only four natural frequencies could be used as the data set. For this case,
convergence was reached after 574 iterations, consuming 297.9s of CPU time.

Parameter
Exx (GPa)
Eθθ (GPa)
Gxθ (GPa)
νθx
νxθ

Initial Estimates
20.71 [0.983]
23.81 [1.13]
9.76 [1.737]
0.374 [0.070]
0.326 [0.081]

Converged Estimates
(Present)
19.51 [0.305]
29.5 [0.003]
8.64 [0.134]
0.361 [0.002]
0.239 [0.004]

For the most part, the differences between converged and initial estimates are fairly marginal, with the
exception of Eθθ and νxθ, showing that the available apriori information on fiber volume fraction and
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fiber orientation was quite good. It can also be noted that for each parameter, the confidence interval
is significantly reduced, giving greater confidence in the reported data.

Figure 4: (a) left, convergence criteria and (b) right, prediction error for glass/PE tubes

Figure 5a plots the convergence of model estimates on a semi-log scale against the number of iterations.
As with previous cases, convergence is approached fairly rapidly, though more iterations are required
due to the more intensive convergence requirement. Figure 5b shows the log error across successive
iterations. Error between model predictions is seen to fall progressively to a final minimum value of
~2%, showing very good representation of the data with the estimated model parameters. Therefore, we
can say that this estimate is quite good, and acceptably close to the true value.

Orthogonal Displacement Functions
∆𝒎 (𝒙) = �
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(𝑚 − 1)𝜋𝑥
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2𝑥
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Where 𝐹𝑚 (𝑥) is the characteristic function for the transverse vibration of free-free beams given by:
𝐹𝑚 (𝑥) = cosh �
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𝐿
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Where 𝜆𝑚 and 𝜎𝑚 are constants that depend on index 'm'.

Strain-Displacement Relationships
Using Love-Timoshenko theory, the strains and curvatures at the mid-plane of a thin shell element may
be expressed as:
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Where u, v, and w are axial, circumferential, and radial displacement of the shell, respectively.

Values of System Matrix
Symmetric Laminates

𝐴𝑖,𝑚

𝑟
𝑛2 𝐿
= 𝐺1𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐴11 + 𝐺2𝑖,𝑚 �
� 𝐴66
𝐿
𝑟

𝐵𝑖,𝑚 = 𝐺3𝑖,𝑚 (𝑛)𝐴12 − 𝐺4𝑖,𝑚 (𝑛)𝐴66
𝐶𝑖,𝑚 = −𝐺5𝑖,𝑚 𝐴12

𝐷𝑖,𝑚 = 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 �

𝑛2 𝐿
𝑟
𝑛2 𝐿
4
� 𝐴22 + 𝐻2𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐴66 + 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 � 3 � 𝐷22 + 𝐻2𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐷66
𝑟
𝐿
𝑟
𝑟𝐿

𝐸𝑖,𝑚 = −𝐻3𝑖,𝑚 �

𝑛𝐿
𝑛3 𝐿
𝑛
4𝑛
� 𝐴22 − 𝐻3𝑖,𝑚 � 3 � 𝐷22 + 𝐻4𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐷12 − 𝐻5𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐷66
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟𝐿
𝑟𝐿
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𝐹𝑖,𝑚

𝐿
𝑟
𝑛4 𝐿
= 𝑅1𝑖,𝑚 � � 𝐴22 + 𝑅2𝑖,𝑚 � 3 � 𝐷11 + 𝑅1𝑖,𝑚 � 3 � 𝐷22
𝐿
𝑟
𝑟
− �𝑅3𝑖,𝑚 + 𝑅3𝑚,𝑖 � �

𝑛2
4𝑛2
� 𝐷12 + 𝑅4𝑖,𝑚 �
� 𝐷66
𝑟𝐿
𝑟𝐿

Nonsymmetric Laminates

𝑟
𝐿𝑛2
[11]
𝛼𝑖,𝑚 = 𝐴11 𝐺1𝑖,𝑚 +
𝐴 𝐺2
𝐿
𝑟 66 𝑖,𝑚

𝑛
2𝑛
[12]
𝛼𝑖,𝑚 = 𝑛𝐴12 𝐺3𝑖,𝑚 − 𝐵12 𝐺3𝑖,𝑚 − 𝑛𝐴66 𝐺4𝑖,𝑚 +
𝐵 𝐺4
𝑟
𝑟 66 𝑖,𝑚

[13]
𝛼𝑖,𝑚

[22]
𝛼𝑖,𝑚

[23]

𝑛2
2𝑛
= −𝐴12 𝐺5𝑖,𝑚 − 𝑎𝐵11 𝐺7𝑖,𝑚 + 𝐵12 𝐺5𝑖,𝑚 −
𝐵 𝐺6
𝑟
𝑟 66 𝑖,𝑚

𝐿𝑛2
2𝐿𝑛2
𝐿𝑛2
𝑟
=
𝐴22 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 − 2 𝐵22 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 + 3 𝐷22 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 + 𝐴66 𝐻2𝑖,𝑚
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟
𝐿

𝛼𝑖,𝑚 = −

− 4𝐿𝑛2 𝐵66 𝐻1𝑖,𝑚 +

4
𝐷 𝐻2
𝑟𝐿 66 𝑖,𝑚

𝑛𝐿
𝑛
𝐿𝑛3
𝐿𝑛
𝐴22 𝐻3𝑖,𝑚 − 𝐵12 𝐻4𝑖,𝑚 + 2 𝐵22 𝐻3𝑖,𝑚 + 2 𝐵22 𝐻3𝑖,𝑚
𝑟
𝑟
𝐿
𝑟

𝑛
𝐿𝑛3
2𝑛
4𝑛
+ 𝐷12 𝐻4𝑖,𝑚 − 3 𝐷22 𝐻3𝑖,𝑚 +
𝐵66 𝐻5𝑖,𝑚 −
𝐷 𝐻5
𝑟
𝑟𝐿
𝐿
𝑟𝐿 66 𝑖,𝑚

𝐿
1
2𝐿𝑛2
𝑟
[33]
𝛼𝑖,𝑚 = 𝐴22 𝑅1𝑖,𝑚 + 𝐵12 �𝑅3𝑖,𝑚 + 𝑅3𝑚,𝑖 � − 2 𝐵22 𝑅1𝑖,𝑚 + 3 𝐷11 𝑅2𝑖,𝑚
𝑟
𝐿
𝑟
𝐿
𝐿𝑛4
4𝑛2
− 𝐷12 �𝑅3𝑖,𝑚 + 𝑅3𝑚,𝑖 � + 3 𝐷22 𝑅1𝑖,𝑚 +
𝐷 𝑅4
𝑟𝐿
𝑟
𝑟𝐿 33 𝑖,𝑚
𝑛2

MATLAB Scripts

%Michael Pinto
%University of Rhode Island
%April 2014
% MAIN FUNCTION
% Inputs:
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% fexp = Experimentally Measured Nat. Frequencies
% delF0 = Uncertainty of Frequencies (compared to FEA)
% rho = Material Density
% L = Shell Length
% Rm = Mean Shell Radius
% h = Shell Thickness
%
% Material Properties are those estimated initially using Rule of
Mixtures
% and Haplin Tsai Eqs. (delXXX indicates Uncertainty of XXX)
clear
clc
% Specimen Properties for non-symmetric glass/PE tubes
fexp=[1054 2930 2995 3100]';
delF0=[5.3 0.64 1.024 2.573]';
rho=2054;
L=0.4064;
Rm=0.0296;
h=0.0020829;
lambdaExp=rho*Rm*h*L*(fexp*2*pi).^2;

delEx=(Ex*0.01372182);
delEtheta=(Etheta*0.01372182);
delG12=(G12*0.01372182);
delNu12=(Nu12*0.01372182);
delNu21=(Nu21*0.01372182);
%Initialize Problem Parameters
P0 = [D(1,1),D(2,2),D(1,2),D(3,3)]';
%Determine Uncertainty and Modelling Error Matrices
Cp =
StiffnessUncertainty(delEx,Etheta,delEtheta,Nu12,Nu21,delNu12,delG12,
h);
Cr = ModellingError(rho,Rm,h,L,fexp,delF0/100);
%Perform 1st Iteration
[F,lamb0,V0]=theoreticFrequenciesNS(rho,L,Rm,h,A,B,D);
f0=[F(3,2) F(1,3) F(2,3) F(3,3)];
EVal0=[lamb0(3,2) lamb0(1,3) lamb0(2,3) lamb0(3,3)];
EVect0 = [V0(:,3,2) V0(:,1,3) V0(:,2,3) V0(:,3,3)];
%Determine gradient
S = RrSensitivity(5,h,Rm,L,EVect0);
CpS=Cp+S'*Cr*S;
%Update model estimate
P = P0+CpS\S'*Cr*(lambdaExp-EVal0');
P1 = P0;
%Adjust Membrane Stiffness Matrix
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A(1,1)
A(2,2)
A(1,2)
A(3,3)

=
=
=
=

P(1)*12/(h^2);
P(2)*12/(h^2);
P(3)*12/(h^2);
P(4)*12/(h^2);

%Adjust Coupling Stiffness Matrix
B(1,1) = A(1,1)*-1.474956940256644e-04;
B(2,2) = A(2,2)*-1.963948191447239e-04;
B(1,2) = A(1,2)*2.561573020313560e-04;
B(3,3) = A(3,3)*-1.775683349473086e-04;
%Adjust Bending Stiffness Matrix
D(1,1) = P(1);
D(2,2) = P(2);
D(1,2) = P(3);
D(3,3) = P(4);
%Track # of iterations as well as prediction error and convergence
criteria
iter=1;
Error(1)=(norm(P-P1)/norm(P1));
ER(1)=norm(fexp-f0')/norm(fexp);
tic
while (norm(P-P1)/norm(P1)) > 1e-6
P1 = P;
%Perform subsequent iterations
[F,lamb,V]=theoreticFrequenciesNS(rho,L,Rm,h,A,B,D);
f=[F(3,2) F(1,3) F(2,3) F(3,3)];
EVal=[lamb(3,2) lamb(1,3) lamb(2,3) lamb(3,3)];
EVect = [V(:,3,2) V(:,1,3) V(:,2,3) V(:,3,3)];
S = RrSensitivity(5,h,Rm,L,EVect);
CpS = Cp+S'*Cr*S;
%Update model estimate
P = P0+CpS\S'*Cr*(lambdaExp-EVal'-S*(P0-P1));
%Adjust Membrane Stiffness Matrix
A(1,1) = P(1)*12/(h^2);
A(2,2) = P(2)*12/(h^2);
A(1,2) = P(3)*12/(h^2);
A(3,3) = P(4)*12/(h^2);
%Adjust Coupling Stiffness Matrix
B(1,1) = A(1,1)*-1.474956940256644e-04;
B(2,2) = A(2,2)*-1.963948191447239e-04;
B(1,2) = A(1,2)*2.561573020313560e-04;
B(3,3) = A(3,3)*-1.775683349473086e-04;
%Adjust Bending Stiffness Matrix
D(1,1) = P(1);
D(2,2) = P(2);
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D(1,2) = P(3);
D(3,3) = P(4);
%Track # of iterations as well as prediction error and
convergence
criteria
iter=iter+1;
Error(iter)=(norm(P-P1)/norm(P1));
ER(iter)=norm(fexp-f')/norm(fexp);
end
toc
%Extract global material properties from stiffness matrix
Exx_lam=(A(1,1)*A(2,2)-A(1,2)^2)/(A(2,2)*h)
Eyy_lam=(A(1,1)*A(2,2)-A(1,2)^2)/(A(1,1)*h)
Gxy_lam=A(3,3)/h
Nu12_lam=A(1,2)/A(2,2)
Nu21_lam=A(1,2)/A(1,1)
%Extract posterior probabilities
delD=diag(sqrt(inv(CpS)));
CdelEx=(12/(h^3))*(1-Nu12_lam*Nu12_lam)*delD(1);
CdelEy=(12/(h^3))*(1-Nu12_lam*Nu12_lam)*delD(2);
CdelGxy=(12/(h^3))*delD(4);
CdelNu12 = sqrt((delD(3)/D(2,2))^2 - (Nu12_lam*delD(2)/D(2,2))^2);
CdelNu21 = sqrt((delD(3)/D(1,1))^2 - (Nu21_lam*delD(1)/D(1,1))^2);
%Michael Pinto
%University of Rhode Island
%August 2013
function [fout,EVal,EVect]=theoreticFrequenciesNS(rho,L,a,h,AA,BB,DD)
%This function calculates theoretic natural frequencies of a
cylindrical
%shell based on Rayleigh-Ritz model, using input geometric and
mechanical
%properties of the shell
p=5;
[G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7, G8, G9, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, R1, R2,
R3, R4, R5, R6]=nondimIntegrals(L, p);
for n=1:6

alph32,

[alph11, alph12, alph13, alph21, alph22, alph23, alph31,
alph33, M11, M22, M33]=deal(zeros(p));
for i=1:p
for m=1:p
alph11(i,m) = a*AA(1,1)*G1(i,m)/L +
(L*AA(3,3)*G2(i,m)*n^2)/(a);
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alph12(i,m) = (n)*AA(1,2)*G3(i,m) (n/(a))*BB(1,2)*G3(i,m) (n)*AA(3,3)*G4(i,m) +
(2*n/a)*BB(3,3)*G4(i,m);
alph13(i,m) = -AA(1,2)*G5(i,m) - a*BB(1,1)*G7(i,m) +
((n^2)/a)*BB(1,2)*G5(i,m) (2*(n)/a)*BB(3,3)*G6(i,m);
alph22(i,m) = H1(i,m)*(n^2*L/a)*AA(2,2) (2*(n^2)/(a^2))*BB(2,2)*L*H1(i,m) +
H1(i,m)*(n^2*L/(a^3))*DD(2,2) + H2(i,m)*(a/L)*AA(3,3) (4*L*n^2)*BB(3,3)*H1(i,m) +
H2(i,m)*(4/(a*L))*DD(3,3);
alph23(i,m) = -H3(i,m)*(n*L/a)*AA(2,2) (n/L)*BB(1,2)*H4(i,m) +
((n^3)/(a^2))*BB(2,2)*L*H3(i,m) +
(L*n/(a^2))*BB(2,2)*H3(i,m) + H4(i,m)*(n/(a*L))*DD(1,2) H3(i,m)*(n^3*L/(a^3))*DD(2,2) +
(2*n/(L))*BB(3,3)*H5(i,m)H5(i,m)*(4*n/(a*L))*DD(3,3);

alph33(i,m) = R1(i,m)*(L/a)*AA(2,2) +
BB(1,2)*((1/L)*R3(m,i)
+ (1/L)*R3(i,m)) (2*(n^2)/(a^2))*BB(2,2)*L*R1(i,m) +
R2(i,m)*(a/(L^3))*DD(1,1) (R3(i,m)+R3(m,i))*(n^2/(a*L))*DD(1,2) +
R1(i,m)*(n^4*L/(a^3))*DD(2,2) +
R4(i,m)*(4*n^2/(a*L))*DD(3,3);
M11(i,m) = G2(i,m);
M22(i,m) = H1(i,m);
M33(i,m) = R1(i,m);
end
end
%Cast matrices for generalized eigenvalue problem
EVprob=[alph11 alph12 alph13;alph12' alph22 alph23;alph13'
alph23' alph33];
M = [M11 zeros(p) zeros(p);zeros(p) M22 zeros(p);zeros(p)
zeros(p) M33];
%Solve eigenvalue problem & extract values and vectors
[EVect(:,:,n),EV(:,:,n)]=eig(EVprob,M);
naturalFreq(:,:,n)=sqrt(EV(:,:,n)/(rho*a*h*L))/(2*pi);
%Reformat output
for m=1:3
fout(m,n) = real(naturalFreq(m,m,n));
EVal(m,n) = real(EV(m,m,n));
end
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end

function [G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7, G8, G9, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, R1,
R2, R3, R4, R5, R6]=nondimIntegrals(L, p)
%This function determines the values of non-dimensional integrals
used in
%the Rayleigh-Ritz model, based on an input shell length and summing
value
%'p'
%Constants for Free-Beam equation
lambda=[0 0 4.7300407449 7.8532046241 10.9956078380 14.1371654913
17.2787596574 20.4203522456];
sigma=[0 0 0.9825022146 1.0007773119 0.9999664501 1.0000014499
0.9999999373 1.0000000027];
[G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7, G8, G9, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, R1, R2, R3,
R4, R5, R6]=deal(zeros(p));

for i=1:p
for m=1:p
G1(i,m)=L*integral( @(x)(coorDELTA(m,L,x,1).
*coorDELTA(i,L,x,1)),0,L);
G2(i,m)=(1/L)*integral(
@(x)(coorDELTA(m,L,x,0).*coorDELTA(i,L,x,0)),0,L);
G3(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,1).*coorPSI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),0)
),0,L);
G4(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,0).*coorPSI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),1)
),0,L);
G5(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,1).*coorPHI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),0)
),0,L);
G6(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,0).*coorPHI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),1)
),0,L);
G7(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,1).*coorPHI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),2)
),0,L);
G8(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,0).*coorPSI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),0)
),0,L);
G9(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(i,L,x,0).*coorPHI(m,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),0)
),0,L);
H1(i,m)=(1/L)*integral(@(x)(coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),0).*coor
PSI(m,x,
L,lambda(m),sigma(m),0)),0,L);
H2(i,m)=L*integral(@(x)(coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),1).*coorPSI(
m,x,L,
lambda(m),sigma(m),1)),0,L);
H3(i,m)=(1/L)*integral(@(x)(coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),0).*coor
PHI(m,x,
L,lambda(m),sigma(m),0)),0,L);
H4(i,m)=L*integral(@(x)(coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),0).*coorPHI(
m,x,L,
ambda(m),sigma(m),2)),0,L);
H5(i,m)=L*integral(@(x)(coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),1).*coorPHI(
m,x,L,
lambda(m),sigma(m),1)),0,L);
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R1(i,m)=(1/L)*integral(@(x)(coorPHI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),0).*coor
PHI(m,x,
L,lambda(m),sigma(m),0)),0,L);
R2(i,m)=(L^3)*integral(@(x)(coorPHI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),2).*coor
PHI(m,x,
L,lambda(m),sigma(m),2)),0,L);
R3(i,m)=L*integral(@(x)(coorPHI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),0).*coorPHI(
m,x,L,
lambda(m),sigma(m),2)),0,L);
R4(i,m)=L*integral(@(x)(coorPHI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),1).*coorPHI(
m,x,L,
lambda(m),sigma(m),1)),0,L);
R5(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorDELTA(m,L,x,1).*coorPSI(i,x,L,lambda(m),sig
ma(m),2)
),0,L);
R6(i,m)=integral(@(x)(coorPHI(i,x,L,lambda(i),sigma(i),1).*coorPSI(m,
x,L, lambda(m),sigma(m),0)),0,L);
end
end
function D=coorDELTA(m,L,x,prime)
% Establishes and defines orthogonal displacement function for xdisplacement
% "prime" indicated the desired degree of differentiation, i.e.
prime=1
% applies d/dx
if prime == 0
D=1*(m==1)+(m>=2).*sqrt(2).*cos((m-1).*pi().*x./L);
elseif prime == 1
D=(m>1)*(-sqrt(2)*(m-1)/L)*sin((m-1).*pi().*x./L);
end

function PS=coorPSI(m,x,L,lambda,sigma,prime)
% Establishes and defines orthogonal displacement function for ydisplacement
% "prime" indicated the desired degree of differentiation, i.e.
prime=1
% applies d/dx
if prime == 0
PS=1*(m==1)+(m==2)*sqrt(3)*(12*x/L)+(m>=3)*(cosh(lambda*x/L)+cos(lambda*x/L)sigma*(sinh(lambda*x/L)+sin(lambda*x/L)));
elseif prime == 1
PS=(m==2)*(-2*sqrt(3)/L)+(m>=3)*((lambda/L)*(sinh(lambda*x/L)sin(lambda*x/L)-sigma*(cosh(lambda*x/L)+cos(lambda*x/L))));
elseif prime == 2
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PS=(m>=3)*((lambda/L)^2)*(cosh(lambda*x/L)-cos(lambda*x/L)sigma*(sinh(lambda*x/L)-sin(lambda*x/L)));
end
function PH=coorPHI(m,x,L,lambda,sigma,prime)
% Establishes and defines orthogonal displacement function for zdisplacement
% "prime" indicated the desired degree of differentiation, i.e.
prime=1
% applies d/dx
if prime == 0
PH=1*(m==1)+(m==2)*sqrt(3)*(12*x/L)+(m>=3)*(cosh(lambda*x/L)+cos(lambda*x/L)sigma*(sinh(lambda*x/L)+sin(lambda*x/L)));
elseif prime == 1
PH=(m==2)*(-2*sqrt(3)/L)+(m>=3)*((lambda/L)*(sinh(lambda*x/L)sin(lambda*x/L)-sigma*(cosh(lambda*x/L)+cos(lambda*x/L))));
elseif prime == 2
PH=(m>=3)*((lambda/L)^2)*(cosh(lambda*x/L)-cos(lambda*x/L)sigma*(sinh(lambda*x/L)-sin(lambda*x/L)));
end
function Cp =
StiffnessUncertainty(delEx,Etheta,delEtheta,Nu12,Nu21,delNu12,delG12,
h)
% Determines confidence matrix related to the uncertainty intervals
of the
% initial stiffnesses based on the measured values and uncertainty of
the
% initial elastic constants
%
% Inputs:
% Etheta = Hoop Modulus
% Nu12 = Major Poisson's Ratio
% Nu21 = Minor Poisson's Ratio
% G12 = In-plane Shear Modulus
%
% delXXX = uncertainty interval of property 'XXX'
delD11=(h^3)*delEx/(12*(1-Nu12*Nu21));
delD22=(h^3)*delEtheta/(12*(1-Nu12*Nu21));
delD12=(h^3)*(((Etheta*delNu12)^2+(delNu12)^2)^0.5)/(12*(1Nu12*Nu21));
delD66=(h^3)*delG12/12;
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Cp=[delD11^(-2) 0 0 0;0 delD22^(-2) 0 0;0 0 delD12^(-2) 0;0 0 0
delD66^(-2)];

function Cr = ModellingError(rho,r,h,L,naturalFreqExp,delF0)
% Determines Modeling Error matrix based on the measured natural
% frequencies as well as error associated with the Rayleigh-Ritz
Shell
% Theory
%
% Inputs:
% rho = Material Density
% r = Mean Shell Radius
% h = Shell Thickness
% L = Shell Length
% naturalFreqExp = Experimentally Measured Natural Frequencies
%
% delF0 = Modelling Error: Found by comparing natural frequencies
% calculated by Rayleigh-Ritz Method to those obtained using FEA,
expressed
% as a decimal rather than a percent

Cr=zeros(length(naturalFreqExp));
for n=1:length(naturalFreqExp)
Cr(n,n)=(8*rho*r*h*L*(pi^2)*(naturalFreqExp(n)^2)*delF0(n))^(-2);
end

function S = RrSensitivity(p,h,r,L,EVect)
% Calculates Sensitivity Matrix using in gradient-based search
[G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, R1, R2, R3,
R4]=nondimIntegrals(L, p);
eta=(h^2)/12;
for n=1:4
[d11A, d12A, d22A, d66A, d11B, d12B, d22B, d66B, d11C, d12C,...
d22C, d66C, d11D, d12D, d22D, d66D, d11E, d12E, d22E,
d66E,...
d11F, d12F, d22F, d66F]=deal(zeros(p));
for i=1:p
for m=1:p
d11A(i,m) = G1(i,m)*(r/L)*eta;
d66A(i,m) = G2(i,m)*(L/r)*eta*n^2;
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d12B(i,m) = G3(i,m)*n*eta;
d66B(i,m) = -G4(i,m)*n*eta;
d12C(i,m) = -G5(i,m)*eta;
d22D(i,m)=H1(i,m)*(n^2)*L/(r^3)*(1+eta*r^2);
d66D(i,m)=H2(i,m)*((4/(r*L))+(r*eta/L));
d12E(i,m)=H4(i,m)*(n/(r*L));
d22E(i,m)=-H3(i,m)*((n*eta*L/r)+(n^3*L/(r^3)));
d66E(i,m)=-H5(i,m)*(4*n/(r*L));
d11F(i,m)=R2(i,m)*(r/(L^3));
d12F(i,m)=-(R3(i,m)+R3(m,i))*(n^2/(r*L));
d22F(i,m)=R1(i,m)*((L/r)*(eta)+(n^4*L/(r^3)));
d66F(i,m)=R4(i,m)*(4*n^2/(r*L));
end
end
M11=[d11A
M22=[d22A
M12=[d12A
M66=[d66A

d11B
d22B
d12B
d66B

d11C;d11B'
d22C;d22B'
d12C;d12B'
d66C;d66B'

d11D
d22D
d12D
d66D

d11E;d11C'
d22E;d22C'
d12E;d12C'
d66E;d66C'

d11E'
d22E'
d12E'
d66E'

d11F];
d22F];
d12F];
d66F];

S(n,1)=EVect(:,n)'*M11*EVect(:,n);
S(n,2)=EVect(:,n)'*M22*EVect(:,n);
S(n,3)=EVect(:,n)'*M12*EVect(:,n);
S(n,4)=EVect(:,n)'*M66*EVect(:,n);
end
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Appendix B: Prediction of Collapse Pressures
The physical dimensions of the test specimens used in this research will have a large impact on the
behavior and performance of the specimens during testing. The most important factor to consider here
is the estimated buckling pressure of the specimen. Our pressure tank is limited to a maximum pressure
of 1000psi, so we must be careful to not design test specimens that would require more than 1000psi of
hydrostatic pressure to collapse. So, shell and elastic stability theories have been employed to predict
the buckling pressure for cylinders of different geometries, to help make an informed decision on the
diameter, thickness, and length of our tube specimens.
Several authors have employed laminate and shell theory to predict the buckling collapse pressure of
laminated composite tubes under hydrostatic pressure [1][2]. This approach makes the assumption that
the cylinder is thin-walled and very long, and follows the general procedure below:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Use Halpin-Tsai and Rule of Mixtures equations to determine the elastic constants of and
generate stiffness matrices for a single lamina based on the mechanical properties and volume
fractions of the constituents.
Transform the stiffness matrices of the lamina to the major axis of the cylindrical shell, and
determine the constitutive equations for the laminate shell by combining those transformed
stiffness matrices.
Using the constitutive equations, strain-displacement relations, and the governing differential
equations for cylindrical shells, develop an eigenvalue problem for those governing equations.
The smallest eigenvalue will relate to the critical buckling pressure of the cylindrical shell.

Rasheed and Yousef [2] used the procedure above to develop the following closed form solution for the
critical buckling pressure of a long, thin-walled cylinder:

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 3 �

2
𝐴22 𝐷22 −𝐵22

𝐴22 𝑅 3 +2𝐵22 𝑅 2 +𝐷22 𝑅

�

(1)

WhereR is the mean radius, andA22, B22, and D22 are the corresponding elements of the extensional
stiffness matrix, bending-extensional stiffness matrix, and bending stiffness matrix, respectively.
Though Equation (1) gives a prediction based soundly in theory, it is somewhat incomplete for our
purposes. This analysis assumes that the cylindrical shell is both thin-walled and long, but the question
of how long the shell must be for the criteria to apply is not treated. It has been observed in experiments
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by Farhat et al. [3] that the length:diameter ratio of thin-walled tube specimens has a significant effect
on the collapse pressure of the tube, and that short tubes (L/D=2) generally had a much higher collapse
pressure than longer tubes (L/D=8) while keeping tube diameter and thickness constant. Therefore, it is
important to take the sample length into consideration when estimating the collapse pressure of real test
samples.
Koudela and Strait [4] developed such a procedure to create design formulae for laminated and
sandwich composite tubes under hydrostatic pressure. These authors started with the Von Mises
solution for isotropic cylinders, given as:

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙,𝑖𝑠𝑜 =

0.85𝐸𝑡 2.5
(1−𝜈2 )0.75 𝐿𝑅𝑐1.5

(2)

Where E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, t is the wall thickness of the cylinder, L is the length,
and Rc is the mean radius. Several empirical modifications were made to the above formula to account
for the anisotropy of the laminates and the non-uniform distribution of stress through the thickness of
the laminate, resulting in the following modified design equation:
0.85�𝐸1 𝐸2 𝑡 2.5

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙,𝑎𝑛𝑖 = (1−𝜈

0.75 𝐿𝑅 0.5 𝑅
12 𝜈21 )
𝑜
𝑐

∗

1

�𝐸 𝐸 ∗𝑡2
1+ 1 2
12𝑅𝑐 𝑅𝑜 𝐺

(3)

Here, E1 and E2 are the longitudinal and transverse moduli, respectively, ν12 and ν21 are Poisson’s ratio
of the two major axes, Ro is the outer radius of the laminate, and G is the shear modulus. This formula
was then tested against experimental data on S-glass/PEEK and Carbon/PEEK laminated composite
tubes with relatively thick walls (7.6-7.8mm). The experimentally observed collapse pressures were
found to differ from predicted values by less than 15%, giving good confidence in the accuracy of this
approximation. For this reason, Equation (3) was used to generate design curves of critical buckling
pressure vs. specimen length for fixed diameter and wall thickness. Equation (1) was also used to test at
which length the cylinder would be considered “long” for each examined diameter.
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Appendix C: Detailed Experimental Procedures
Hydrostatic Implosion
1.

Apply flat white spray paint to the surface of the tube and allow to dry. Two coats may be
required

2.

Using flat black paint dotter, apply dense speckle pattern to the surface of the specimen.

3.

Seal tube using aluminum end caps and attach "sensor cage" used for mounting pressure
sensors.

4.

Hang specimen inside the tank using steel cables, and center within the tank, making sure to tie
the specimen down to the bottom to prevent floating.

5.

Close and seal tank access door, close drain port at the bottom of the tank, and start the fill
pump to begin filling.

6.

Stop the pump once the water level has reached the fill line in the sight glass (~2-2.5hrs)

7.

Close the ball valve on the top of the tank, the high pressure valve on the fill line, and the gate
valve on the sight glass.

8.

Focus cameras and set the appropriate resolution and frame rate on the camera. Then calibrate
shading.

9.

Set cameras to "end" triggering, and set the Asto-Med unit to "100% Pre-Trigger".

10. Turn on lights and set both cameras and the Asto-Med unit to record. A second worker should
be monitoring the cameras and handling the trigger.
11. Open one nitrogen tank and adjust the gage to let in the appropriate amount of pressure into the
high-pressure line.
12. Open the solenoid valve in the pressure line and slowly open the ball valve to begin
pressurizing the tank. Pressurize at a slow rate, ~0.08MPa/min.
13. When the collapse is heard, press the trigger button to capture pressure data and images.
14. Save all data, then depressurize the tank by slowly opening the ball valve at the top of the tank.
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Explosive-Initiated Implosions
1.

Apply flat white spray paint to the surface of the tube and allow to dry. Two coats may be
required

2.

Using flat black paint dotter, apply dense speckle pattern to the surface of the specimen.

3.

Seal tube using aluminum end caps and attach "sensor cage" used for mounting pressure
sensors.

4.

Hang specimen inside the tank using steel cables, and center within the tank, making sure to tie
the specimen down to the bottom to prevent floating.

5.

Secure the explosive charge at the desired stand-off distance from the tube. Assure that the
charge distance will not be changed during the filling process.

6.

Pass explosive leads through wire feed-through on the side of the tank.

7.

Close and seal tank access door and wire feed through, close drain port at the bottom of the
tank, and start the fill pump to begin filling.

8.

Stop the pump once the water level has reached the fill line in the sight glass (~2-2.5hrs)

9.

Close the ball valve on the top of the tank, the high pressure valve on the fill line, and the gate
valve on the sight glass.

10. Focus cameras and set the appropriate resolution and frame rate on the camera. Then calibrate
shading.
11. Set cameras to "center" triggering, and set the Asto-Med unit to "60% Pre-Trigger". This will
allow a longer duration of data to be captured.
12. Turn on lights and set both cameras and the Asto-Med unit to record. A second worker should
be monitoring the cameras and handling the trigger.
13. Open one nitrogen tank and adjust the gage to let in the appropriate amount of pressure into the
high-pressure line.
14. Open the solenoid valve in the pressure line and slowly open the ball valve to begin
pressurizing the tank. Pressurize at a slow rate, ~0.08MPa/min up to the desired pre-pressure.
15. Attach explosive leads to the high voltage firing box. At this point, all workers should be
wearing ear protection.
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16. Set off explosive by holding down the fire button on the box.
17. When the charge explodes, the second worker must hit the trigger button to capture the data
through the explosive and implosion process.
18. Save all data, then depressurize the tank by slowly opening the ball valve at the top of the tank.
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Appendix D: MATLAB Scripts for Data Analysis
% "Big Tank" Experiments: Pressure Output Interpretation
% Input: raw voltage data from Astro-Med unit with the time vector in
the
% first column
%
% Input voltage data is converted to psi values using calibration
values of
% each individual sensor. The data is then filtered and adjusted for
% hydrostatic pressure, and the impulse over time for each channel is
% calculated
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
clear all
close all
clc
I=input('Please enter the file name with extension:
psi_data = load(I);

','s');

%Convert output voltages to pressures using the specific calibrated
%sensitivity of each sensor
%%
s18=1.053;s19=1.041;s20=1.073;s21=1.051;
s26=1.033;s27=1.045;s28=1.047;s29=1.042;
time = psi_data(:,1);
ch1 = (1000/s29)*psi_data(:,2);
ch2 = (1000/s18)*psi_data(:,3);
ch3 = (1000/s26)*psi_data(:,4);
ch4 = (1000/s21)*psi_data(:,5);
ch5 = (1000/s19)*psi_data(:,6);
ch6 = (1000/s28)*psi_data(:,7);
ch7 = (1000/s27)*psi_data(:,8);
ch8 = (1000/s20)*psi_data(:,9);
%%
%Calculate Average of initial portion each channel, adjust to set
that
%portion to zero, then shift that zero to the hydrostatic pressure
value
averaging_count = 1000;
static = 103;
ch1avg
ch2avg
ch3avg
ch4avg
ch5avg
ch6avg
ch7avg

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

mean(ch1(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch2(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch3(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch4(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch5(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch6(1:averaging_count));
mean(ch7(1:averaging_count));
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ch1
ch2
ch3
ch4
ch5
ch6
ch7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ch1
ch2
ch3
ch4
ch5
ch6
ch7

-

ch1avg
ch2avg
ch3avg
ch4avg
ch5avg
ch6avg
ch7avg

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

static;
static;
static;
static;
static;
static;
static;

ch8avg = mean(ch8(1:averaging_count)); ch8 = ch8 - ch8avg + static;
Dch1=ch1-static;
Dch2=ch2-static;
Dch3=ch3-static;
Dch4=ch4-static;
Dch5=ch5-static;
Dch6=ch6-static;
Dch7=ch7-static;
Dch8=ch8-static;
%%
%Calculate Impulse values over the time history
imp1=plotImpulse(time,Dch1);
imp2=plotImpulse(time,Dch2);
imp3=plotImpulse(time,Dch3);
imp4=plotImpulse(time,Dch4);
imp5=plotImpulse(time,Dch5);
imp6=plotImpulse(time,Dch6);
imp7=plotImpulse(time,Dch7);
imp8=plotImpulse(time,Dch8);

function imp=plotImpulse(time,ch)
% Input: time = time vector in seconds
%
ch = pressure vector in psi
% Output: imp=Specific Impulse over time (Pa*s)
imp=zeros(1,length(time));
for i=2:length(time)
imp(i)=trapz(time(1:i),ch(1:i));
end
imp=imp*6895;

% Produces Contour Plot of Energy content of frequency bands across
time
% domain of the input signal using wavelet analysis coupled with DFFT
dt=1/20000; %1/SampleFrequency
s0 = 2*dt; ds = 0.15; NbSc = 55; %Scale Parameters
% scale vector is
% scales = s0*2.^((0:NbSc-1)*ds);
%Input desired signal HERE
SIG = {Dch4,dt};
% Create SCA input as cell array
SCA = {s0,ds,NbSc};
% Specify wavelet and parameters
% Paul Wavelet
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

wname = 'paul'; m=8;
WAV = {wname,m};
cwtsig = cwtft(SIG,'scales',SCA,'wavelet',WAV);
scales = cwtsig.scales;
PaulFourierFactor = 4*pi/(2*m+1);
Freq = 1./(PaulFourierFactor.*scales);

% Morlet Wavelet
%
wname = 'morl';
cwtsig = cwtft(SIG,'scales',SCA,'wavelet',wname);
MorletFourierFactor = 4*pi/(6+sqrt(2+6^2));
Scales = cwtsig.scales.*MorletFourierFactor;
Freq = 1./Scales;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Gaussian Wavelet
wname = 'dog'; m=8;
WAV = {wname,m};
cwtsig = cwtft(SIG,'scales',SCA,'wavelet',WAV);
DogFourierFactor=2*pi/sqrt(m+0.5);
Scales = cwtsig.scales.*DogFourierFactor;
Freq = 1./Scales;

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(time*1000+161,Dch1/145.0377)
subplot(2,1,2)
h=pcolor(timeRR*1000+161,Freq/1000,real(cwtsig.cfs));
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none');
%ylim([min(Freq/1000) 5]);
xlabel('Time (ms)'); ylabel('kHz'); colorbar;
title('Real Part of CWT using Morlet Wavelet');
grid on;
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